Farm, Garden and Household.
Sheep

How

farming

the art of finding out what is the prolit• Me thinja to do.
W'hoti the clear profit
keeping sheep is undeniably
■

tor one farm in \ew

no;

for all of them

proven,
England merely

it is passing
and practicable a
"inch of farming should be so
badly
-avied.
No doubt a good deal of this

at
-I

range that so

alike,

VOLUME

plain

gleet i< due to habit, but this happens
be a time when people of
energy and

■

ft are

breaking

up the old habits that
out of the ruts
it lead nowhere.
There are a great
m' tan us in New England, now in
part
wholly run out. that formerly carried
-«* docks of sheep.
The natural inlere is that dropping the business of
.•jeep-raising is the very cause of their
mning out. At any rate, it must be
• id
to be suidi until a
better one is
given.
ll
dieep are not profitable for wool
efi\ on account or the rivalry of the
it sheep growing
plains at the West
1 southwest, win not look
shrewdly
■mil
aid see what can be done with
;>
in
mutton, instead of abandoning
A-••• |> husbandi > a. a failure
To drop
ora neb ol tunning, whatever it is, of
s -e makes it a failure.
Since ue used
row wool on our New
England farms,
tracts at a distance have been dead in sheep gra/.ing : but our liumeriocal markets do not rely on them tor
■1 mutton. It ought to set our farmers
a. iikiiig, when the, read the accounts
b>- 'mpunaiions ol mutton from Eughlst How we happen to be exportiu11<•!l sheep thither, since they are
profitable than the export of cattle. |
■

not pay and

getting

■

48.

•John Bean of Warner, N. H.,
recently
lost a einv in a singular manner. It engaged with another eow in a friendly bout
with horns, when Mr. Bean's eow was
thrown, and her horns being entangled
with those of her opponent her neck was
instantly broken.
Hon. Xaehariah ( handler owns and
a farm in New
England and
another in Michigan. He declares that
farming is truly an intellectual pursuit.
Twenty years of public life, he says, have
not diminished his love for what in
boyhood had been his delight.

manages

Mr. Dairytnple is called the wheat
king
ot Minnesota.
He is half owner ot 7500
acres of wheat in the Red River \
alley,
and has 1500 acres on his farm at
Cottage
drove, Minn., and is half owner of a farm
ol 40,000 acres in Dakota.
His profits
this year are estimated at .$50,000.
1'he exports of fresh beef, mutton and
live stock this year to October il are
valued at ■*lo,540,(Mto as agailist s1,7.55.(HHI for die same
period last year. The
export of butter is I:f,(NMt,ooo ibs. against
last year: of cheese, 7W,(«K>,00(»
against 5d,(HHI,000. These are all important factors in the balance of trade and
in tin revival of business and
industry.

Amos Boynton, ol Plymouth, N't., raised
trout one hill of squashes r(50 pounds.
07 and dd
i Two weighed respective!}
pounds, and the rest over 50 each. And

iiie !m-1111■ s is not : New England
ies
as il easily might III- made.

read of small and compact this is what a Middlesex, N't., man raised
Saxony, with their millions from a ‘'garden patch" containing .'45 rods
oimtries no better lavored tbi of land : Os bushels of turnips, .'Id of beets,
husbandi, by lliec-climate and soil •'! of carrots, -'i of tomatoes. d of cucumbers, 5o squashes, d bushels of corn and
'can Nisi England
il makes us marvel
t Ininti lined 'A fs-i gin oi their plainest beans in all 157 bushels besides melons
and othei “small fix ."
civ aniage wliieh mir I'armeis are u illing
in- giidl v -1
It s kiu'wn to ev cry body
riii* St. .lolmsbury, \ t. (kdcdonian is
ic
is equal to the
responsible for the follow ing : ‘‘Hast suma
[id
'!
I
WOIU■if.
f
|i
al’li.
restoring
mer Hiram Httssell of this town planted
Kan down pastures are. their a
ii:u‘
piece of land to common corn, expecting
w !cell
cai.
hey return to their once to cut if up and use it for fodder. The
,■ ii a11! nt "i.viiers in exei'llent eoiiditiou.
rows were put about dAxd feet, and when
nave cot 1'
biok at tics fact, too, in he lined it. he did not thin it at
all, but
•i a
sight vhii'li 's, that one liundred let it grow thick.
When the time came
a
now
saltire
for
barely
pasturing for cutting it up, lie found so much sound
w iiei
.xty acres used to be ample. corn that he thought he would husk it
ply ni'-ans the loss to the farmer j instead of using it for fodder corn. He
vo aeivs in even live.
How many of began
bn>king, ami kept on husking,
allonl to can behind at a rate until he measured out
seventy bushel
j
dial :
The sour grasses and coarse baskets full of sound corn, lie then had
11i ■■. i:.:i ■, ciiuvu out tlie sweet
the piece of land measured, and found
-a nil'll is
,\i:.lusted by the cropping there was
only a quarter of an acre. If
"he ilinsphales by honied cattle, and
any one has raised over ‘ddii bushels of
Tit
all that is left of the pasture to sound ears ot corn to the
acre, let him
speak of.
speak. The land was rich. Does not
!'•
'heeji happen fortunately to lie the this indicate that the average farmer
lock that will devour with an eager thins his corn too
much, or plants too far
id.!.- what cows and horses reject for
apart
’m illing better.
There are some hun<1 ;iltd forty kinds of vegetation which
Sitting Bull.
will eat, while other animals fed in
Then, again,
; astun s refuse them.
<’urru.qiondem-r .Ww York ficriiM.
dean up all the obnoxious and
chief Sitting Hull is a full-blooded
-rtbless shrubs and weeds that grow, Teton Indian, the Teton
beings a branch
iking a new thing of an old pasture in of the great Sioux Nation.
In stature he
n it way as well as in the other.
Five is rather inclined to be stout than tali ;
cent, a year is a niniiiinii estimate of
perhaps in his moccasins lie will measure
improvement of pastures in produc- lice feet eight or nine inches: weight
mcss. by the feeding of sheep on them.
about 17(1 pounds. 11 is age is about fortyan-,implish this happy result for the j eight ; his hair a little gray, his eyes dark
: er
by extirpating weeds and noxious and his whole appearance that of a fulland by dropping their very rich
blooded Sioux on the war path.
He is
in- evenly over the ground.
brave, ambitious, clever in the Indian
If then-were no sneli animal in exis- fashion only, active and, in the Indian
im whom the farmer might call for
creed, somewhat fanatical, lie has long
1
a
pinch, the man would be a far cherished the conviction that he is orr
benefaetor than a liakewell who dained its the Indian who must wrest
::\ ent one for this remarkable serfrom the whiles the country of his fathers.
Viniost everybody is ready to ad- He lias a great and almost immeasurable
showy horse. Imt for the lmnible hatred toward Americans, as distinguishuseful sheep there are very few ed from Europeans or Canadians,
lie is
In order to urge its claims, even
u i-,.tsts.
expert in detecting who are from
■ a. on
tin- agricultural community
the I tiited States anti who are not. and
uatti r must at lirst be presented mi
instances are not wanting in his bloody
m
i prulii.
pecuniary and direct. and savage career where lie has shown
w!m refuse tn plant forests, be- wonderful patience and humanity, often
tlu-y cannot wail for the results, with bis own hand protecting captives
•••lively more likely to stock up with toward whom lie took a liking or whom
ill u view in the restoration of he regarded with so much contempt as to
What let free for the sake of showing the cappasture.' after many years.
want to have mu before them is, the tive how little be esteemed him.
Of
.-’hale advantage to their pockets: course he is a
polygamist, having three
:
they can lie made to see that sheep siiitaus in his tepee who are his wives ac•i.ii_: that advantage about as easily
cording to the Indian code, but lie lias
";itrv. then they may lie depended
than
more constancy
Hear Spirit, bis
In in the iv\ohltion in favor of brother in law. chief of the
Vanktons,
and other associate chiefs. His “private
W-- .Hi a!l see for utirselves liow the
life” is described by half-breed hunters
tii li.it .on a in 11 I'oo«l in .New Eng- who have
long been acquainted with him
c
have been uiuitijilied in the last to be excellent
according to the Indian
..t
.eai', and we eali also see how
code. His great ambition seems to be dimarkets ha e heroine mme numerous rected in a
to become a
military way
lneii the owner- ut those mouths apgreat soldier—and he intends even yet to
e-. iihuli
01
tlieii supply ol tuod. j
carry out the Indian policy, “America for
ijiie do not -at pork as they once did, i the Sioux.”
ad a diet of in-el alolle 1
..lit of tile j
Wien

we
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h of course comes in will'll- S
lugerHoll on Temperance.
and where d also belongs. So does |
In a recent letter to an Indiana paper
I'lliltlW whose production is ilie 1'easino
ipidh anioi.e n-. With the substantial j Col. Hubert (t. Ingersnll says that the only
ml alii ael a e merit "I' -.i million eoli- ••Temperance speech" he ever made was
III a-1.-, a 11 ileai innna, to heeniue
aeipia illt- : in what was known as the Munn trial in
■I.
Ii is used more and more freely as ! Chicago, when lie made these few rea
al l ele of fund every year, and its
believe, gentlej marks mi alcohol :
ia!it\ is improving in correspond to the i men. that alcohol, to a certain degree de'•maud.
Her.-, too, is just where the J moralizes those who make it, those who
A hole secret lies.
sell it, and those who drink it.
I believe
Let. the farmer bcign with an intellithat from the time it issues from the
determination to produce land, and coiled and poisoned worm of the distillery j
-'

on.

j

■

that shall at all times tempt the
well as satisfy It, icside furl-1 an an article of food than which no
hei is heller adapted to nutrition, and.
>■
may tie sme that he is already on the
slit road and can make no mistake. He
mot make palatable mutton for the
lies ol consumers any more without
skill;* pains, ih.in lie can make appetiza heel'and bacon.
The right breed and
l ight feed are all there is to it.
First
j.-i real mutton sheep, and then give feed
b makes mutton that will he eagerly
■■iicn.
Theii food is their main stay,
diunst as much tile stock in trade for the
: tner as the
sheep itself. A sheep will
oi thrive on next to nothing, though it
To
aay manage for a time to live on it.
make first rate mutton, from head to
haunch, which every fanner worthy of
lie name should aim to do, the animal
must have good care and good food.
While so many thousands of acres are
o-day profitless that might he made to
yield an income to their owners that
would surprise them after the experiment.
and whete consumers of meat are
so
plentiful and markets are so many,
there ought to he no need of urging and
Advocating w hat all call see and iliuler-t oi id tin
Near markets,
themselves.
iiiitndanee ol idle land, consumers till the
while on the increase, the
improvement
"i
the pasturing, the comparatively small
cos and ia ior involved in
sheep-husbandthese are points that
y tor the market,
combine to establish a case in favor of
th s particular agricultural
industry that
cannot lie shaken.
New England ought
t
teem with sheep from one end of her
borders to the other. [Mass, ldoiighiuan.
I; I j K-t i t e ;1

■

WtfCatlod with

Republican Journal

Husbandry.

I lu* whole secret ol successful

Ho

until it empties into the hell of crime, dis- j
honor, and death, it demoralizes everybody that touches it from its source to its
1 do not believe that anybody call
ends.
contemplate the subject without becoming prejudiced against that liquid crime.
All that we have to do, gentlemen, is to
think of the wrecks upon either bank of
this stream of death -of the suicides—of
the insanity -of the poverty -of the ignoof the destitution
rance
of the little
children tugging at the faded dresses of
weeping and despairing wives, asking for
bread of the men of genius it lias wrecked —of the millions struggling with imaginary serpents produced by this devlish
thing; and when you think of the jails,
of the alms-houses, of the asylums, of the
prisons, and of scaffolds upon either hank,
1 do not wonder that every thoughtful
man is prejudiced against that damned
slutt called alcohol.”

The Kind or Hikes they kaise in
l’K.vonsooi county. Kva K. Works, the
girl who hayed all summer in Brewer
village dressed in male attire, was born
in Dixmont near Bangor.
Her parents
lived on a farm, and she, as soon as she
was old enough to do any work, commenced to help around the. farm. Three
of her brothers went into the army. The
father was in rather poor health and
needed licit). Eva, as s.ie grew stronger,
did a good deal of the hard work on the,
farm, and knowing that she could do
work easier in boys’ clothing than girl's
she assumed male dress.
She continued to do the work on the
farm, and as she grew older and stronger,
In
she became a very good farm hand.
lS7t! her father died. The mother was
Some fanners complain that they are then dependent upon her for support.
always unsuccessful with their apple crop Eva continued on the farm, carrying on
"M account of the fruit
falling from the the laborious work in a most successful
trees in a diseased condition, while their
manner till the house and outbuildings
neighbors are never troubled in this man- caught tire and were totally destroyed.
ner, and generally succeed in gathering Not daunted in the least by this most untheir crop in good condition. The fruit fortunate misfortune, a house near by was
rented and the farm continued to be run
mt unfrequently prematurely falls on accent of the attack of an insect produced by her.
Thinking, however, that she could post>y an egg deposited by a moth. It eats
into the apple and destroys it. If pigs sibly support her mother some other way
better than farming, she moved to Chelwere allowed to roam through an orchard
thus afflicted, immatured apples would sea. There the mother lived while Eva
lie eaten as they fell, and the cause of the
worked in Boston and gained a living for
loss eradicated: or the apples could be
the two. A part of the time she was a
gathered and fed to swine or destroyed. hostler at a stable and the remainder of
Hy allowing the worm-eaten fruit to re- the time drove a team. This went on for
main on tlie ground, the insect annually two years, when in .May last the mother
sickened and died, and Eva, not having
rc|ieuts its ravages, [tier. Telegraph.
to support any one beside herself, came
A Southern paper thinks that one of to her native Maine once more.
the strangest things in the world is to
After she had become accustomed to
fmd Southern planters buying tons of the garb of a man she preferred to conNorthern hay, while the heavy and griev- tinue in that dress, and she now stoutly
ous task the whole year round is to
keep affirms that she will ever appear in male
the fields clear of grass.
apparel.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1877.
When the Sony’s Gone Out of Your Life

scrupulous and frequent cleansings and

You eau start u<» other song.
Not even a tremulous note
Will falter forth on the empty air.
It dies in your aching throat.
It is all in vain that you try.
For the spirit of song has tied—
The nightingale sings no more to the
When the beautiful flower is dead.

i«*-e

So let silence softly tall
On the bruised heart s quivering
stringfrom the loss of all you may learu

Perhaps
A

The song that the seraph sings :

grand

and

“l)o you think, said my mother, slowly,
English, and I was glad to see that my
of your domicile from cellar to mother was
gradually becoming more and “that she did it because I tint your mother,
garret, your literary tastes arc apt to more absorbed in the conversation. When or because—’’
rust.
In a city boarding-house there is she found that her refusal to take wine
“I think." said I, quickly, “that if any
little outlet for energy in any housewife]} provoked
only a very mild surprise and thing would have prevented her doing it,
direction. Therefore it was no wonder remonstrance, her last
scruple melted it would have been the fact that you are
that my mother soon began to stray about away, and I was
scarcely surprised to my mother."
the parlors with a forlorn and hopeless sec her
“And that you were present,” said my
wildly waving her empty glass,
expression, wistfully watching the vari- and chanting with the rest the musical mother, nodding her head sagaciously.
ous groups, each deep in the mysteries of
“Hoch,” which is the German version of “I thought so. Frederick, we had a concassino, Sancho Pedro, or such like un- our unmelodious cheer. To be sure, the versation two weeks ago—”
wholesome diversion •. for cards just then toast which she elected thus to honor
“On dancing, gambling, and laughing
was,
"To the health of our American friends in church,” I suggested, as my mother
happened to be a mania with all of us.
Suddenly, as i watched her on that now present,” but as no doubt of the pro- paused.
especial evening, 1 saw her whole face priety of her proceeding crossed her mind,
“Frederick,” said my mother, severely,
light up as she paused beside a group of it would have been a pity to enlighten her. “will you be kind enough to let that subfour who were collected around a small
Now there was a stir around the table. ject drop ? Because I was a cantankerous
stand. Naturally I strained my eyes and The hand, which had hitherto been silent, idiot and a
self-opinionated bigot, will you
ears to learn what could have produced
struck up a march-like air. Each gentle
leave me no place for repentance '! I have
that look of placid anil profound satisfac- man ottered his arm to his
partner, and bad new views of the fallibility of human
tion ; but my observations were in vain,
we moved around the room in a
dignified nature since then, and I suppose 1 may
until one of this group, rising with an promenade, while the waiters entered to take a woman’s
privilege of changing my
to
the
ottered
his
rest, politely
clear the tables and push them out of the mind.”
apology
chair to m\ mother,
lie, being a com
way. Round and round we went, my
“By all means,” 1 said, laughing, "espemother beaming with mild enjoyment as cially as you have fulfilled the conditions
parative stranger among us, knew noth
mg of her peculiar ideas, w hich were no she leaned upon her partner’s arm. Sud- so admirably.”
secret to tile rest of the house. I saw tin- denly the
measiiiechanges; hand is linked
look of laughing dismay exchanged among in hand, and the
The First Shirt iiutton.
long line winds and
those w ho were left; then, to rny unbound- waves, weaving itself in and out in
A oung < 'hurley Overblower married about a
ed amazement, I saw my mother subside graceful undulations.
For an instant moLitli
j
ago, aiul when he came back from hi' wed
into the ottered chair. In another instant my mother, in confusion and bewilder
‘hug tour he and his pretty little wife took posses
1 understood it.
meut. yields to the impulse.
Then a sion <<f a charming tint up town. Early one even
after they were fairly settled, and the last of
“Dominoes !’’ I heard her say, in a tone j dreadful
suspicion breaks upon her mind, .ug.
Emilias sisters had b'een induced to conclude her
of satisfaction.
--I have never played ,aud she turns to her
with
the
partner,
visit. (.’hurley proposed to Emma that thev should
them since I was a child, but i was very i frenzied
The little woman assent»*d. and
question :
g«» to tin- t neat re
fond of them then. You seem to he pi in j
both begun to amend their toilets
"\\ hat is it ?
\\ hat are we doing?”
In a few mo
nients < baric v said
ing some new game of which I do not
"Going, madam '!" repeats Herr Muller,
Oarling. I am so-ry to trouble you: but reailv
know the rules: but if you will bear with J looking bland, but
slightly puzzled. ‘‘We 1 shaii he obliged t<. ask you to sew
a button <»ij
my ignorance tor ;i while, I make tin are dancing the Polonaise, to be sure. Go this shirt."
doubt tli.i* I shall leant them soon.”
•Of course: why not ?" said Emilia, delighted at
not be troubled; you do perfei fly well. 1
a chance to show her skill
The others, with, I landed, a slight assure you.”
She took the garment
seated herself, and said:
hesitancy, began to instruct her in the laws
Hut my mother waits for no further en"1 can’t remember for the lit** of me where 1
put
ot the game.
Soon 1 heard terms liv- couragement. With a
gasp she wrests bet- those buttons, Charley. look ill that box and see
ing lively terms curiously familiar, hut hand quickly from the
if you can find one."
upon it, and
grasp
(’barley looked in tin* box, which was a ease of
strange and uncanny as proceeding from mechanically retaining her hold upon her
perfume bottles, and not finding the desired article,
my mother's lips.
partner, she whirls him. too, out of the concluded that he would not bother Emma for
A ••llush,” a‘•pair," a “straight Hush"
ranks, and drops, a limp, collapsed heap, further information, so he pulled a button from
what could it mean !
upon the nearest chair. Helen and 1 dis- another shirt.
"Now. Charley, ’said Emma, "look in the top
“1 chip’" cried my mother’s voice, in engage ourselves from the line and hasten
bureau drawer and get me a paper of needles and a
tones of wild excitement: but
up to her. Hut consolation is in vain, spool of white cotton—be sure to get the white
“Too late !” cried another voice. “How ! siie
only raises her tearful eye.- to mine cotton."
many counters have you ?”
and murmurs,
Charley found in the top bureau drawer a copy
“
of Tetinvsori—he remembered it
and picked
Twenty live,” replies my mother,
"Frederick, your mother will disgrace it up and looked at the marginal well,
marks and com
both you and herself in her old age. First incuts, dear affectionate little girl as she was!blandly and unsuspiciously
Instantly a twenty-five cent stamp is gambling, and now dancing! Oil, Fred- and more perfume bottles, and a pattern of a Flor
laid upon the table before her. She starts erick. send me back to
Fuma overskirt and the beginnings of a sofa
Nepoosuc before 1 de
cushion, and various other thing-, but u> t.eedie
back, eying it with wild dismay.
A hor
sink further!” And covering her face or
cotton
Then lie remembered that lie had a
rible suspicion creeps across her mind, with her hands she bursts into
helpless fancy housewife," that he had bought ft un a girl
and looking around the table, she gasps, tears, while her bewildered
partner looks at a fair, and he got needles and cotton out of t hat.
"Thank you. dear.” said Emma, and she began
faintly,
on. unable to form the slightest conjecture
to stitch vigorously, hummingadreann Italian a:i\
“What -icliut have I been playing ?”
as to the
of
this
remarkable
scene.
meaning
Presently she said
Amidst a shout of laughter the answer
i
"Oh. Charley, won’t you bring me the scissors !
ibviously there is but one thing to be
reaches her, brokenly, faintly, but. alas .' done, and that I do, by
I think thev've in mr u'rifing-.l.-utr ! Un! tj,..n
hastily consigning
there
today cutting a poem out of a paper.
only too intelligibly :
Helen to Herr Muller’s charge, and leadThe scissors were not in the writing desk, nor in
“Playing? Why. ‘penny ante.’ to be ing my mother out of the room as quickly the
top bureau drawer, nor in the ease of perfume
sure.
The cards were all in use, so we and as
bottles, nor in the hair receiver, so Charley drew
quietly as possible.
have been playing poker with dominoes
oil "housewife" again.
Emma took the scissors,
IV.
snipped th<* thread and exclaimed
by way of variety."
"There,
And
datling!
now make haste or we
1 must pass lightly over the tableau
It is Sunday morning—the Sunday after shall be late.
which followed, or my tale will be too my i not tier's little escapade at the (iermau
Charley wriggled into the garment, and then put
long: over nit mother's apologies, re- Cluli. The church bells are tilling the air up his hands to button the band at the back, but
no
button was there.
tearful
morse,
explanations: over her in- with music, church goers throng the
"Why Em," he said, "where in thunder did you
dignant refusal of the money: her final streets, and still my mother docs not sew
on that button
acceptance of it under protest, and its come. 1 have been waiting in the hall
"Oh, Charley, ain't you ashamed!" exclaimed his
subsequent dedication to the cause of for lifteen minutes, and already the bell wife. "Where are your eyes.''"
"If they were in the back of mv head." answered
missions. All this I must leave to your has ceased chiming and begun to toll.
1
"perhaps I could see that button."
imagination, and pass to the next scene. grow uneasy at last, and am half-way up Charley,
Emma raised herself upon her tiptoe and looked
the stairs, when I meet her coming down. at the baud.
III.
What, had detained her ? How can I tell !
"Why. that's strange!" said she. "Taae it off
let me look at it
Georgie had succeeded at last in her A string had mine oft. or a button would and
The shirt was inspected thoroughly, and the
efforts at persuasion, (ieorgie Lenox was not fasten, or something of that sort. button was found
neatly and deftly sewed on just
my cousin, ami my mother's favorite niece, What do I know of the various but tri- ! under the tag of the*shirt bosom, so as to button
she was married now married a year ago tling accidents of a woman's toilet! She i that appendage in the most elegant maimer.
"Well, by jovc." exclaimed Charley, "if 1 didn’t
to Rudolf Aronach. one of the best fellows
was ready at last, however: had caught
know
more about sewing on a button than
in the world, and they had taken up their up prayer-hook and mutf, and hastened : that. 1 any
wouldn’t get inar-— I'd try and learn how."
abode in Hoboken, that most (Herman of down to join me.
"You were going to say you wouldn’t have got
American towns.
It was to the celebraThe service had begun as we entered married." cried his wite. putting on her hut hastily
tion of their wedding anniversary that ins the church which my mother and I at- and bursting into tears.
"Where are you goingT demanded Charley,
mother had, after much hesitation, con
tended. Kpiscopalianistn was not her fa- savagely.
sented to go.
"I’ui going home, and I'll get a separation from
vorite form of worship, but she had con- \
•■It is to lie a wry quiet dinner," (ieorgie seated to go with me to that church, fear- I you and your old shirts : that's when* I'm going."
blubbered
Emma. "I thought you wanted tile hut
had said : "hut Rudolf has so many friends ing, 1 suppose, that otherwise I would mu
j ton there to fasten to your what you call ’ems."
who must he invited, that we have decid- goa,t all. Meed I say that my choice had !
It took Charley an hour to persuade Emma that
ed to give it at the Herman Club instead
been decided b\ the fact that Helen was if she went home there wouldn't he strawberries
and cream
to go around, and that she
ol our own house, which is much too
a member (and a most devout
one) of that could get all enough
she wanted at Ihdmonieo's ami lie'll
small.”
I considered myself fortunate in
church
it.
for
puv
•‘i am afraid it will be a very gas and having been able to secure a
pew exactly
worldly affair,” sighed ms mother; "but in front of that which her family occupied, How the Fair «es in San Francisco Indulge
(ieorgie makes such a point of it that, for and thither we directed our steps. It was
in Gambling.
her sake, 1 suppose 1 must go.
Hut re- situated well up in the middle aisle, and
Ill one of the most fashionable ami respectable
member, Frederick, if 1 see any signs of as we entered later than our wont, my
quarters in Sail Francisco, ucar Market street,
dancing, I lease at once, for that I real mother, who prided herself upon her stands
a large and elegant-looking house.
The
ly cannot countenance in tin presence. punctuality, was somewhat Mustered by hundreds of people who daily pass it think it is a
little
There i- a point beyond which 1 ssill not the time we reached it.
it
is
residence,
a female
private
dreaming that
institution, as it is. and in which thougo."
brethren, the Script- gambliug
nearly beloved
sands of dollars not [infrequently change hand.-,
"
< it
onise i satisfied her with a eheertul
ure moveth us,’
repeated the clergyman, nightly. It is patronized by men and women who
"All right,” and she made her prepara- in his full rich tones.
belong to tin* wealthy class, and who move in aristocratic
ircles.
Cards of invitation arc issued
tions with a sort ot resigned equanimity
(.Yf/ytain Jiuks. of the Horse .Marines
bearing simply a monogram, which give admission
I jive my horse good eom and beans.
edifying to behold
to the possessor.
The names of some of the per
My mother was a handsome woman Where on earth did it come from
Not sons would astonish the community were they but
still, in spite of her fifty years, svith a words, you understand, only a tinkle of known. .No vehicle ot any kind is allowed to stand
tall, finely moulded figure, delicate, clear jig-a-jig-jig-jig, jig-a-jig-jig, curiously in front of the house, and those who frequent it
must keep their carriages at least two blocks awav.
cut features, unblurred yet by Time’s near and distinct, and
curiously, horri- This is required to avoid suspicion. The front
ruthless touch, soft blue eyes, end heaps bly inappropriate to the occasion.
1 part of the house is always enshrouded in quietude.
upon heaps of snow-white hair which looked about in doubt and amaze: so At night dun lights are burned in the front rooms.
like
silk
above
her
low
glistened
spun
did every body else.
Had a. lunatic The upper half of the inside window blinds is
broad forehead. I was very proud of her strayed into church that clear November thrown back, and to tin* passer-by nothing is to he
seen to arouse the slightest suspicion of the true
as I looked at her that evening in her
morning, orSuddenly uiv gaze fell character of the house
The manager of this institution is a woman, who
sweeping dress of black velvet, finished upon my mother's face -such a scarlet,
mime here from St. Louis about a
At
ago.
at throat and wrists with soft falls of
agonized face as it was! as her trem- one time she figured in Washington year
as a lobbyist.
Dress and laces had been bling
creamy lace.
lingers fumbled nervously bur vain- She is a lovely brunuette. of queenly appearance,
my present to her upon her last birthday, ly with the clasp of the prayer-book hirh and dresses elegantlv. On your entrance to this
and she had accepted them with a mild she held.
you are generally welcomed by Madame in
My eyes followed hers down- aabode
buck parlor, brilliantly lighted and handsomely
rebuke of my extravagance, and wore ward, and the mystery was solved.
Ininto which you have been ushered by
furnished,
them with an air of quiet protest, blend- stead ol a prayer-book, she had in her tin; colored servant who
has answered your hell
ed with subdued pride, whit h was charm- haste caught up a musical
From
photograph call. of thence you arc conducted into the
saloon
the
establishment
III”'.
down stairs.
This
album, which was of precisely the same
apartment is gorgeously furnished. The carpet is
Georgie'stietionof the “quiet dinner” had size and shape, never discovering the dif- of
an elegant pattern, with
curtains and
hardly imposed upon my mother, I think. ference until the tiendish thing began to hangings to match, while tin* heavy
furniture is rich and
Nevertheless, I felt her clingclosely to my rattle out its rollicking tunc at this hor
massive. The walls are adorned with beautiful
arm, with a stilled groan, as we entered
pictures, and articles of virtue are to lie sceu in
ribly inopportune time :
profusion. In this apartment, night after night,
the one lone room which then composed
Jinks, of tin* Horso M:i,i!i**s."
into tin.* wee sum' hours, are to Ik- found leading
"('■<]>tain
the entire second floor of the Herman
We havefired,and.strayed from Thy ! merchants and stock brokers, with the wives of
some of their business associates, all engaged in
rluh-lioii.se, with its polished tloor and
like lost sheep.' ”
brilliant, lights, and the little curtained ways
play, which is only interrupted L«-l>v.-t-u the boms
It was all a confused Mabel of sounds. of twelve o'clock and one o'clock
by a lunch of
stage at the upper end'on which her eye
and wondered. cake and wine.
fell first. Ther was no danger to lie ap- I’eople stared, giggled,
The
principal games played by these fashionable
My mother, in wrath and agony, strugfaro, Boston and whist. Occasional
prehended from that quarter, however, as
with her infernal machine, gamblers are
she soon found : but scarcely less alarm- gled fiercely
ly roulette and rouge ot noir arc played. The deal
lmt to no end. The stopping part was er at the faro table is a beautiful looking blonde,
ing. from her point of view, was the array out of order: the
playing part was in hor- wuo passes for the step-daughter of madauie. the
of many-colored glasses which clustered
condition. She thrust it into manager. She is generally dressed in a white
ribly
perfect
beside each plate all the way down the
lac wrapper, with a lustrous diamond ring, sparkl
the prayer-book rack, and the contact
iug from an extremely white and delicately shaped
three long tables.
with the hard wood sent forth the sounds hand. She is an adept with the cards, if one may
‘‘What does it mean.''’ she moaned
with redoubled distinctness. She hid it judge by the way she handles them. Then* are
Will they make me drink
faintly.
in her uiutf, hut no amount of fur would other females, elegantly attired, in attendance,
wine? <>h. Frederick, take me home!”
who are connected with tin* establishment, and
muffle it. She threw it upon the seat be- who are
1 should not have done so in any ease,
always ready to take a h. nd in any game
her.
where
it
rattled
hind
away as mer- of chance that is proposed, and in which tiiey are
but it was already too late, for Georgie
as ever.
She was just about to sit proficient. While not engaged the\ usuallv while
had caught sight of us and hastened up. rily
it. when a hand was extended from away tin* time in playing hillards in an adjoining
upon
room
The fascination and excitement of gaining
followed by one Herr Muller, a German
the pew behind us—a slender, delicate are such that
every night the establishment is weil
of the stout, jolly, rubicund type, whom
in pale silver- patronized. It is understood that madauie is back
hand,
gloved
faultlessly
she introduced to my mother as the son
ed
several
The
hand
closed
over
the
by
heavy capitalists of the city.
box,
gray.
of a German Protestant minister.
My and in another instant we heard the
mother’s face partially lost its look of besounds growing fainter and fainter, as ! The Harvest Moon and the Hunter’s Moon.
wildered dismay at this item of news, and
Helen sailed down the broad aisle, leavTwice in the year when the snn i> in Virgo and
she allowed hint to lead her to her place
ing a trail of melody behind her as she Libra, the moon being near her full, in the oppo
without further objection.
Just as, with a click, the air site quarter of the sky, astronomers tell us that the
1 am afraid that at this point my atten- passed.
for a numlie; of nights
to “Champagne Charlie,” the latter orb ris< s near sunset
tion wandered slightly from my mother, changed
in succession. The lirst moon appears about the
door closed behind them, and only the time of the
equinox. Sept. \M, being called the
for Helen was there, the darling, more
voice broke the stillness harvest moon, because at that time in the mother
beautiful than ever in her draperies of clergyman's
country
the
which settled over the church.
crops are Wrought in : and the second,
about Oct. id. is called tin* “hunter's
pale blue and paler salmon, with teaf looked at my mother.
The expres- occurring
roses and forget-me-nots nestling among
moon’* for the reason that it indicates the opening
sion of agony upon her face faded slowly of the chase.
the ripples of her bonny brown hair; with
to a look of intense relief.
She turned
Whoever may he on the watch at these times
her pure proud face, and her clear, steadher eyes upon iue, bent toward me to is likely to witness a brilliant spectacle nightly re
fast brown eyes, and the gentle, tranquil
peated. and one by which even tin* thoughtless
whisper something, and -broke into a person
is sometimes surprised, a most fancying for
grace which, of all her charms, was the
perfectly audible laugh! It was a laugh a moment that there has been some invasion of
one which had most attracted me.
of sheer nervousness, without a particle nature's law. In olden times when the British
Of course Helen knew nothing of the
of mirth in it, but a laugh nevertheless, yocmau studied the earth and the stars instead of
state of affairs between my mother and
cheap newspapers the recurrence of
and uncontrollable. Laugh she questionable
the harvest moon was long anticipated and was
me.
She would have broken oil' our en- positive
and laugh she did until her face hailed with merry-making.
must,
gagement in an instant, even at the risk
The explanation of this phenomenon, constantly
scarlet and the tears poured down
of breaking her own heart, had the faint- grew
her cheeks, and she was fain to hide her occurring iu some parts of the earth, is found in
est suspicion of it entered her mind. Fortin- fact that at this time only a very‘small angle is
diminished head behind her mutf laugh- made
by the ecliptic and the moon's orbit with the
tunately my mother and she were not like- ed
until, in sheer despair, she was obliged horizon. When tluttened by refraction these moons
ly to be brought into close contact for the to
fairly dee from the church just as the are sometimes called horizontal moons. It is the
Even had they been, Helen
present.
hunter's moon that is to he associated with “the
rose for the “Te I)eum.”
would probably account for my mother’s congregation
soft advance of Indian summer." a season due
V.
about Nov. 1. All Saints’ Day, on which account it
indifference on the ground of her being
has been called “the Summer of All Saints." Whit
still ignorant of our engagement, which
My mother and I sat for a long time tier aloue of all the prominent American
al
on
was an affair of only a month’s standing.
that
without speaking,
memorable lows the hunter’s moon to stand in its poets,
true con
As for me, 1 thought it best to let things Sunday evening. She was calm ami com- nection
“From gold to gray
rest as they were until the wayshould be
posed now, though the traces of recent
Our mild, sweet day
cleared, of which my mother’s involuntary emotion still lingered upon her face, i
Of ludiau summer fades too soon ;
But tenderly
gambling had already given me good would not be the first to broach one sub(Ver land and sea
the
one
which
i
felt
inject,
only
upon
hopes.
Hangs, white and calm, the hunter's moon
The dinner was a thoroughly German clined to talk just then ; so we sat silent
[ Appleton’s Journal.
ail'uir.
Servants, dishes, conversation, in the dusky twilight, watching the leapmusic, all were German of the purest ing violet flames which quivered and
A tramp went into a gentleman’s house in Hawtype. It was a little slice cut out of the flickered above the bed of glowing coals. leyville, and after seating himself ordered the
servant girl to get him some eggs and eider. While
“Frederick,” said my mother at last.
very heart of Vatcrland, and set down
ordering these things he spat upon the floor, and
“Yes, mother.”
bodily in the midst of an American town.
being ordered out refused to go. The girl knocked
of
word
“Your
Helen
is
a
brave
not
understand
a
girl.”
him down, and as he arose to depart gave him a
My mother did
“1 am glad that you think so, mother.” hot water bath.
German, but Herr Muller spoke excellent

purifyings

When the song’s gone out of your life.
That you thought would last to the end—
That first sweet song of the heart.
That no other days can lend—
The song of the bird to the trees.
The song of the wind to the flowers,
'file song that the heart sings low to itself
W hen it wakes in life’s
morning hours

glorious psalm

That will tremble and rise, and thrill.
And till your breast with its grateful rest.
And its lonely yearnings still.

(Boston Transcript!

( From Harper's Monthly.]
Mother’s Objections.

My

I.

There is no use in talk tug; untiling
nil earth will ever induce me to give m\
consent.”
It was my mother who spoke, and 1 sat
silent, vainly endeavoring to lind some
argument which should induce her to
change her mind. 1 nless she did so, the
case. 1 know, was hopeless: Cor Helen,
proud, beautiful darling that she was,
would never marry a man whose family
refused to sanction the match. My mother
was the best woman in the world, too
good for the world, I sometimes thought
too good, at least, for the world in
which I lived, and to which I had recently transplanted her from the quiet New
England village in which she had lived
all her married life.
If you know anything of the rigid spirit which prevails in
those quiet spots of New England where
a stern Puritanism rides rough-shod over
all natural tastes and instincts, von can,
perhaps, appreciate the force of my mothers objections to my betrothed. Helen
Leighton; otherwise, you must take nty
word for their cogency.
“.She dances; she gambles; she laughs
in church.”
These were the grounds on which my
mother’s objections were based.
I had
argued them with her, point by point,
many a time, driving her from them one
by one, forcing her to acknowledge their
untenability. So far so good; but as a
bit of whalebone springs back when the
pressure upon it is relaxed, just so surely
did her mind spring back to the original

point:
“She gambles; she dances; she laughs
in church.’’
Dance? of course she danced, like a
wave of the sea or a bubble of the air.
Thanks to my Puritanical training, I had
had no opportunity of learning the art
until my muscles had lost t-lteir youthful
flexibility. Nevertheless, it was my de
light to watch her graceful tigure and to
catch the bright glances which from time I
to time she sent me as she floated past.
Gamble
She played cards, as every
body does, which hardly constitutes gambling; but this was a distinction which
my mother would by no means allow.
“Cards are cards,” was her line of argument. “it may lie a shade worse to
play for money, but in either ease the
principle is the same.”
As for her laughing in church, who
would not have laughed, under the circumstances, 1 should like to know ? You
see, her brother, Harry Leighton, was
gifted with a naturalist's tastes and instincts. Hugs and beetles, worms and
larva;, and all hideous Hying and creeping tilings, were to him types of beauty
iu its divinest essence. Now, on that soft
August afternoon, as Helen and Harry
were crossing one of our city parks on
their way to church, his eye fell upon a
specimen of the rare Dnrcasbrcris, u Inch,
by some miraculous means, had strayed
thither. How was it possible for him to
resist capturing such a prize ? As he had
come out unprovided with the collector’s
supply of boxes, murderous drugs, entomological pins, and such like, an empty
envelope served to coniine it, and he had
thrust it into his pocket. Unluckily, the
envelope was not sealed; the beetle, by
no means pleased with its incarceration,
made its escape, and being of an investigating turn of mind, proceeded to burrow
under Harry’s garments. Ii is in vain to
endeavor to preserve a calm and decorous
demeanor, with mysterious claws burying
themselves in your skin in inaccessible
places. When to this is added the fear
of injuring a rare and valuable specimen
in your frantic attempts at recapture, and
also the dread of attracting the attention
of clergymen and congregation, Harry
Leighton’s state of mind may be imagin
ed.
As for Helen, at tirst she had gazed
upon her brother's wild contortions and
grimaces with a mild wonder and alarm.
The alarm was relieved by bis whispered
explanation of the true state of the ease,
profusely illustrated by frantic lmt cautious grabs at the cause, of his woes.
Now, i ask, could any mortal maiden resist this, especially in a place where to
laugh was to feel herself forever disgraced ? The very sense of horror which
she felt at the idea of her own untimely
levity only hastened the explosion. A little half smothered rivulet of laughter
trickled out; shame and fright onh made
matters worse ; the laughter became uncontrollable, hysterical, until the welcome
sound of “Let us pray !” enabled her to
hide her blushing, agonized face.
Now 1 had again and again explained
the circumstances to my mother, but it
was all in vain.
“If she had had a proper sense of the
solemnity of the place, she never would
have been tempted to laugh,” was all
that sin; would say, adding, as her ultimatum, “If ever you find me gambling,
dancing, and laughing in church, 1 will
give my consent; but. until then, it is
quite useless to ask me.”
And so saying, mv mother terminated
the argument by sweeping from the room,
leaving me to chew the cud of sweet and
bitter reflections. How my mother’s objections were to be answered, 1 confess
•that 1 could not see ; that she would ever
change her mind of her own accord,
1 knew her too well to imagine.
Could 1
inveigle her into a faro-bank under pretext. of a prayer-meeting, engage her attention, and then bet in her name, persuading her afterward that the act was
the effect of her own volition? Hardly
feasible; and, even if practicable, how
were the other miracles to be accomplished? My mother dancing! my mother
laughing in church! Unless she joined
the Shakers, I could not see how the
tirst was to be effected. As for the last,

1

monkeys might perch on sounding-boards
and angle for clergymen’s wigs, stray
dogs migut run amuck up and down the
aisles, with sexton and Sunday school
children in full cry after them, bats might
liap and clergymen blunder, but I was
quite sure that never a muscle of my
mother’s face would move.
With a sigh I gave up the problem at
last, and sallied forth, all unconscious
that fate was working for me in a ease
where I was utterly helpless.
II.

It had rained for a week a driving,
easterly storm, with occasional interludes
of heavy, foggy weather, low gray skies,
and damp, raw air. My mother’s chest
being weak, she was debarred from all
out-door exercise during its continuance,
and, sooth to say, the time began to hang
very heavily upon her hands. Reading
is all very well for a time, but when you
have all your life been a bustling notable
housekeeper, finding your highest pleasand recondite recipes, in
ure in new

■
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Pumpkin-Pie.

Figaro.J

He entered a bakery recently
Lie didn’t looklike a neat and tidy old mail about ready to join
the angels, but he resembled an old man who had
slept in <i barn, and was about ready to join a big
dinner.
"I think," he said, as he looked around. T
think I’ll take a huckleberry pie."
The woman behind the counter replied that she
hadn’t seen a pie of that sort for six months.
asked
“What is collateral to huckleberry-pie
the man as he looked into the show-ease.
She didn’t know, and he said he thought pump
kin was. and that lie would take a pumpkin pi**.
She handed one down, and as he took out his knife
and cut into it. she said:
“A shilling, if you please."
Brigham Young’s “Avenging Angel.”
he queried, as lie
“Change a note. I s’pose
took
in a twelfth part of the pie at one bite.
[Correspondence of the Cincinnati Enquirer.J
“Yes. sir.’’
•‘What I have told you must not find its way in
“Have you any objections of feeling down im
to print while Brigham Young lives!" These words
boot leg and milling up a IT note
lie asked as ho
were addressed to your
Decern
in
correspondent
cut tile second piece.
her, 187). at Omaha. The man who spoke them
She said she had. and she furthermore hinted
was George IV Case, for several
years a resident of that he hadn't seen a t'l note for the past ten years.
Bay County, Michigan. I found him in Omaha at
I have." he pleasantly responded, as he
“Oh.
the date mentioned, sick, penniless, and seemingly cleared yes
his mouth.
"I was looking into a broker s
about to die. and it wus only when he had become
window yesterday, and 1 saw over forty such
convalescent and was about* ready to start for Mex- notes.’’
ico that he gave me the information used below. I
and as he
There was one more mouthful of
had heard rumors that Case had passed several swallowed it the woman called out pie.
years of his life in the employ of Brigham Young, i
1
want the shilling."
“Now.
but he denied these rumors in the most positive 1
“So do l,” was hi*' quiet answer; “but l haven't
manner until he felt assured that he would not be
got it.
betrayed. Partly because 1 pressed him to, and
she
“I’ll call my husband and have you kicked
partly from gratitude at the little l had been able exclaimed.
to do f.»t him. he gave such a history of live years
“You will call a young, vigorous man. and have
of his life as made rue almost hate the sight of
him beat and bruise an old man like me. weak in
him. A year ago. when the John D. Lee excite
the legs, near gone with consumption, and only
meut was at fever heat, certain officials were m
That crushes what little
able to stand
formed where Case could he found, and were given barely l had when i up
spirit
began oh that pie,"
an inkling of what he could swear to if he would,
"You should have told me that you had no
but he left Vera Cruz about that time and sailed
money.”
for South America, where ho now is, if living.
"More abuse -more recrimination boo hoo'
AN AVENGING ANGEL.
he sobbed, shedding tears as large as beans.
•Don't make so much noise." she chided.
George P. Case was no more nor less than one of
more anathemas
Brigham Young's paid assassins or avenging angels. on "There you go again, heaping
these gray hairs, oh. what a cold, cold world
His acquaintance with Young was brought- about
boo
!"
is
this
hoo
rather curiously. He was at Salt Lake City, on his
He sat down by the stove and began t«. weep and
way to California. This was in the spring of I Sou.
sob. and after a moment, she said
and the Geutile population of Utah wa* fast in
"Never
mind tin* pie- go long out of doors
creasing Being on the street at a late hour one
"I’ll never leave this bakery with u stain on mv
night, the Prophet was recognized by three or four
boisterous chaps, and they were ready to give him eharae'vr —never! 1 have no money, but you shall
have ay coat.
Here, take it.”
a rough handling, when Case came up and took the
He was peeling it otf when she said sin* didn't
old man’s part and beat them otf. He whs asked to
wait it—that she wanted him to get right out
call on 1 oimg next day. and before the interview
doors
closed Case had hired to the Prophet us a detec
"III never go out till 1 requite this !/•»«» hoo!
five.
Hi* was led to believe that his duties would
claim—boo boo!" he sobbed, and be pulled oil his
la* tin* same as those of an ordinary detective, but
waistcoat and tiling it after the coat
it was not long before lie discovered that his as
"tier out 1 say you cun have the pic get <*<ii
sorbite* were assassins, ami that assassination
she screamed.
would become part of his duties
".My character boo hoo! must be cleared
LNSPOKKN 1HKKAIS.
boo hoo and. if these are not enough. I 11 l**jt\ <*
Case was rough and reckless but he was neither my boots
Here, take mv poor old boots, and I'll
a robber nor a murderer.
When he found himself j go forth in mv bare feet."
I
an
;
out
on
the
street
as
;eavenging angel,
pointed
"Stop—slop! I was only in fun with
sought an interview with Young, anti stated hi* didnl want a shilling of you uny ot tin* 11lit**
desire to resign his position
Here are some fried cakes and another pie take
It would be safer tor yon to continue on." wn*
’em and go out."
he
the Prophet's reply.
cleared my character
•Have l -boo hoo
But l don't want to. protested Case.
“1 want
asked.
to go on to <’alitornia
A cs yes you arc an lnm.-st mat:."
he inquired i••.Men who leave our service alter being intrust
Shall 1 leave all iny chain*.ed with our secrets do not always get along tine
he dropped a suspender oti* hi- shoulder.
••No—no—no!"
ly." continued Young.
H
"Well. 1 will go «uit. 1 will take along tie* fried
spoke very pleasantly, and he seemed ven
hut
was
in
his
look
and
there
cakes
and custard pie us a memento of tin- or.-a
something
friendly,
iv« ate
11.•
tone that gave Case a feeling of uneasiness.
sion. and 1 will go out feeling that von
two
to
he
filial ly me."
was given a day or
reflect, and
Tlu* mystery and a D enture
decided to remain.
Yes—1 do—l do
of the new calling were a great temptation, the
He put on his garments, took up his provisionpay good, and the Michigander went hack to duty. and as his tears tlowed afresh lie went out. saving
"Whenever anyone wants To break my heart h
KNll- K, lU'LI.i: i' AM) DI NCKON.
’em call me a dishonest iterate. <i»od bv
Case had no incentive to deeeive me in any particular. He was then free from Mormon iuBuence,
about to leave the country, and he was giving me
More than a Mile a Minute.
information which he knew would he locked up
for years: and he made no statements which lie
[From tin* Detroit Free l*res.>. J
could not back up by dates, name*, personal descrip
There was only one stop in the 111 miles ti..il
tious and other incidents sufficient to prove that
separates St. Thomas from A inherst burg oi: tm*
he was telling the truth. He said that, when once ('amnia Southern Kailroad.
The engineer. Ma
a Gentile had been given over to flu* \venging
eomher, was surrouudcd by au admiring throng.
was
deed
man.
a
V ngeN be
Oil tile
They might put him
passengers and railr aiders commented
out of the way at one* or might delay u mouth,
j handsome appearance of his iron steed. The
aecording to circumstances, but the shadow .*t steam-gauge just before starting showed a pres
death walked beside tin* victim from the moment sure of
eighty-live pounus. a moderate figure for a
his name was handed in to the \ugels." In some loeomotive. Conductor Crawford sang out
All
cases tin* victim was imprisoned for a time, in or
aboard!" and the special train, with Bishop Bm
der to extort information, or for reasons best
.» .7
gess on board, pulled out from St. Thomas at
known to tin* Church. When once tin* dittigeon i*. m. A grand hurrah from the platform signalled
doors had shut behind him. no man came out
the departure.
In some cases the dead body would be left
alive
Om e the bridge was cleared. Maeotnber "let her
on the street, and it would be made to appear that
out."
Bishop Borgess. in tie* palace ar. alter re
the titan had been waylaid. In other instances it
reiving the salutations of the gentlemen of the
would be carried out on some highway, or flung
sat
down, and dinner was served to him
party,
into tlu* lake. Many of the Gentile.*, and more and his travelling companions upon a small table.
of
wealth
and
those
had
i No one noticed any particular motion m the ear
standing,
particularly
nothing to say against the Church, but in many j There was no disarrangement in the dishes, crowd
cases gave it more or less support.
Such people ed and small as was the table. The hum of the
had no cause for fear Other Gentiles were fierce train was somewhat sharper than usual, and the
in their denunciations, and sometimes provoked
rustling ail against the windows seemed like the
quarrels: but unless they heeded the contents of a sweeping of a rain dorm. Otherwise there was
warning letter their tongues were soon silenced
no indication of unusual speed to a person in the
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car
were taken out ami observa
reverend clergy, as well as the
"A mile in
more worldly, became interested.
\
sixty seconds ejaculated one. Shortly after
mile ill tifty eight seconds!
Again “A mile in
tiftv seven seconds!" and the enthusiastic l'rank
Moran, with a cheer that inteiisilied tL• cx.-ii-meat, announced that his stop watch marked titt_\
live seconds to the mile.
a.
au
it had
before one could point out a1
before a <|iiestioii could l"- .-deed ami an
isiied
t»aver>ed
swered a mile hail sped: live miles a.
ill the interval, while cigars were handed around
\ llock of black
and lighted by as many men.
birds living toward the west with ali then licet
ness in cleaving the air were* soon lett la-hi nil and

I’ruaently watches

One day in 1S»>7 a man named William Foster
Buckley, a resident of Birmingham. Kugland, arri v
ed at Salt Lake in quest of his sister, a girl of minted!. who ran awav from home and joined a party
of .Mormon converts ready to sail for America. On
her arrival at Salt Lake she married a Mormon
named .). 't Thomas, living about fourteen miles
from tin* city. She was his fourth wife, ami was
by no means contented with her lot. Sin* ran away
from him two or three times, and was once punish
ed by being shut up in the cellar for two weeks
No one knew ot
and fed on bread and water.
Buckley's presence ill tin* West until lie had
reached Salt Lake and began making inquiries
about his sist**r. lie found out where she was. and
rode out t<> the house, and. when he learned from
her own lips how she was situated, his hot Fuglish
He returned
blood lireil up to the boiling point.
to the citv to secure an interview with the Prophet.
At such interview he was plainly given to under
stand that his sister must remain where she w as.
and that Salt Lake City would not be a sa <• pUu-<foi him after twenty lour hours more.
Buckle* purchased two horses, additional tire
arms, amt at cl. vn o'clock at night set out for the*
ranch, his object b.-ing to rescue* his sister from the
lions.- and r.dc away with her.
Spies had been
watching all hi* movements. When be left the
one of whom was Case,
three
avens’.ng
angels,
city
In mentioning this affair, Case
rode after him.
said
He fought like a tiger. As soon as he knew
we were after him ho dismounted, let his horses
go, took cover behind the rocks, ami we did not
get the drop on him till one of our angels had been
killed and another wouiuled. We left his corpse
in the road, and it was generally believed that he
had been killed by robbers or Indians.
Buckley's sister knew enough of Monnonism to
suspect *»ho had murdered her brother, and the
tragedy preyed upon her mind till she became a
burntie and one day destroyed her own life
I*U CkV

tions made.

■■•

••

lost to view.

summer

MI N I KIt.S.

of lsf.s

..

Buried Alive

for Eighteen Hours.

o'clock S:11»t;«I■ i\ morning. while Henry
Rauch was engaged in tin* work of cleaning out a
well. 40 feet deep. on Stephen Matthew s place. at
Paincsville, Ohio, the wholesale slid in. burying
the man alive. The alarm immediately spread all
over the village, and the people turned out oil
their power to rescue
masse, willing to do all in
their neighbor. The almost hureulean work was
of
the
under
charge
Mayor. No one ex
placed
peeted to liml aught at the bottom of debris ex
eept the mangled corpse, but no less willingly wa.the work prosecuted. Relays were formed and as
soon as one man gave out another took his place.
A short distance from the surface curbing was
placed in order to keep the treacherous earth from
again falling in. and tin* work was pushed on. At
dark hut a little portion of the real work had been
done, and those who had hope of finding tin* man
.vi

alive

7

were

completely discouraged.

It

was

of Harvard, and ho got a |»o
Ho wan a
lartt week,
sitiOLi oil one of the Philadelphia daili
“(’nt that stuff of yours down," said the
editor,
as the new man caun* in with a column where a
“Do von desire- a ju
“stick* was only
dicious elimination of the
phraseolo
gy r mildly returned the Harvard man. “No! Boil
it down!” thundered the eity editor. Tin-new man
is gone now—gouc hack to Boston. H«* says there
ain’t “eultuah" enough in
[Phila-

graduate

city

required.

delphia Press.

superfluous

Philadelphia.

At Kmonaus. N. Y., the other day. a dentist was
called in to extract a tooth for the daughter of a
citizen who owned a vory fine watch dog. The
doctor had no sooner applied the forceps to the
tooth than the lady began to scream. The dog,
who was outside, heard the cries, and thinking his
mistress was being harmed, rushed in and seized
the doctor bv the leg, and was only persuaded to
loose his hold by a severe beating.

but go a*
with the same overpowering velor.u
«..ii !
ti
as il might, the Canada Souther
cairnlugiitfo
lL sank, ami
not overtake the sun
Tllen could he .seen the work ol the
on.
the furnace a \oi
Kvery time lie
w a
sparks shot out. and the trailing lire .mi h -l
.ike
the
pyroted.nn ol ana-r.ii
Upon tile track
mine. Finally a sharp tw ist that sent tie- -laud-m.-n allot leu t hat
passengers over to the right, and t!
aid ol
sent them III the other direction, alld HeVmhursthurg station was iv;u le d.
Hurrah' One hundred and eb-v.-n mi!- mhundred and nine minutes' The fasiest turn*
uu
America- healing by three minutes the
train.
V underbill's

fast

opened

s

special

Aii

interesting

Party.

Xkw York Oct. ‘S. licurgc W Briggs alias
Thomas II Leary. and Klizul.d!i Hill, two ol the
prisoners arrested I>y Inspector Murray on \\ '*dues
ilav night, with Langdon U Moore. alias !i;irl»*y
A<latns. ami Kebceca M•» *t»*. In* wife. wvr< agayi
brought up before •! list if** Smith t" day. at tin- h>
According to tin- pat
s*>x Market Holice Court.
titulars elicited in evidence t<» da\ it appears that
K rr. ••••unnrivia.
on the IIth of Mii\ William It
traveller for Ailing Brothers of N" Co Broadway
checked a trunk trom Worcester to Hartford, chi
tuining jewelry. consisting of pins, rings. bracelets,
"Mill, and
cameo brooches, etc., all "I the value "t
that on tile same evening a young man. who gave
the name of Ihivis. also called and directed f<> iiav
his name put on his bag. after a short delay. He
went away, and in the interval the day porter.
Samuel Knowltou. was succeeded b\ a night por
Ihivis eauic hack again to
ter, named Stickler.
make im|uiries about his hag. and Stiekhyv invite.1
The porter did
the
counter.
around
come
him to
not pav much attention to his movements, and lie
watched a favorable opportunity t<> have the
checks changed, so that his hag was >>-ut on t.
Hartford. < oun and the trunk uu- im-wanlcd
New York.
The next day the hag reached llartf.-rd .ml t
It was
trunk was received in New ^ <>rk
by a hackman to the Hutmau Ilousi-. muter tie
at t!•••
struetion of Brigg-. who r**gi>tc
under the mum* of harles H Brewster. and who
«•

thought

that if he had escaped being crushed or sulfoeated.
But the work
lie must die of dampness and cold.
was pushed ou vigorously by the light of lanterns
One curb after another was put
and torches.
down, and the men toiled ou. Midnight came,
crowd had left, hut bucketful
m
»t
of
the
and
after bucketful of stones and earth were constant
ly ascending from the awful pit. At length the
bottom was uearlv reached, when one of the workmen called out.
henry, where are you Distinct
lv. though inutlled bv the earth, came the answer.
•*0n the side next the town.”
During all the terrible Is hours that he had been in this living tomb
Ranch had kept the points of the compass in his
mind, and this probably saved him at the critical
Brent care was now taken not to strike
moment.
the man’s head or to permit the debris to cave
hi a few moments his head and
in around him.
shoulders, then his whole body was extricated.
He was given several cups of hot coffer* and some
bread, and after a short sleep was able to walk
Rauch's description of his sensations while
home
ID* had not
iu the well were very interesting.
moved a muscle, he said, during the time, lie
had .t slight breathing space afforded him by
means of the rope bv which he was lowered. One
arm bent and raised supported a large-stone, and
the stone rested oil the back of his neck. He was
delirious with apprehension much of the time,
thought of everything he had ever done, prayed
and wept, heard the men at work from the first,
and when they stopped once he gave up all hope.
It seemed to him lie was iu the well a week ill
least.

The wires on the telegraph poles swung up and
1 he
down from the movement oi the train.
hushes oil the side ot the ditches shook as it swept
by a hurricane, ami the tall and gaudy yellow
cox.combs that grew beside the t'eni-c bent to the
ground in a seeming overpowering desire to get
loose from the earth and follow the rushing tra.n
The dust from the newly ballasted portions ot tintrack and the chips ami leaves I'om* up lie;;- ly
whirled
against the force of tin- gravitation ami
\
and gvrated like vapory clouds in a tempest
thin line ot smoke stretched interminably in the
distance. The impetus of the tram incre ise.t the
vehemence with which it rushed forward created
a vacuum that apparently took uatlire some seconds
to overcome, and the spirits ot the passengers w ere
exhilarated by the unprecedented speed at which
they moved through space
A
side-track passenger tram saluted us with
dicers ami locomotive whistles Neither wu* heard
before the sound could reach the cars of the pas
**m
sengers m the sp* ciui it was beyond bearing
team and tin- waiving baud
could see the ru.'iuh
Train d» spaicher Noble reported that
kerchiefs
six miles between Highwooil and Kid: «*t«m were
live
minutes: the titty seven miles be
in
Untile
tween St. Thomas and t’haring » row were imwh in
<
titty six and a half minutes A halt at haring
Cross for four minutes for water, and then on again
1

one of the wives of a
Mormon named Johnson, a ranchman, tied from
his home on horseback, leaving the place early in
the morning. Word was sent to the city, and Case
and live other •angels" were detailed to overtake
the fugitive ami bring her back. The woman had
made considerable trouble for the Church one way
and another, and it was the intention to put her
out of the way after she had been recaptured. The
••angels" found her just at dark in tin- camp of four
hunters, w here she had takmi refuge about noon.
A demand was made for her. blit the borden-rs re
fused to *rive her up. having promised her that sinshould be taken t«» one of the forts in Colorado.
Arguments and threats were of no avail, and tin*
avengers drew oil’ and began an attack on tin
hunters. They soon discovered, however. tli.it
they had more than they could handle. Two
them were killed, and a third wounded, and win-;,
they drew off and dispatched a messenger for re i
iuforcements tin- hunter* bloke camp and made a
safe escape.

In the

'Hie

■

:

was

assigned

room

No. \MI.

He

lett

iu

halt

an

\dams K\
hour, and had the trunk .-cut on l.v
Bal'imore. it is believed, after having r tied
press
in
Baltimore,
was
discovered
It
contents
its
empty. Briggs has been identitied by the dav
clerk at the Butman House as the man who
brought the trunk there, and by a new-vender
named tioorge Martin, who helped to remove the
trunk when the hackman was carrying t ofl in
Adams' Kxpress otlicc Tw o pairs of gold bracelets
and a catueo brooch, found on the person of hliza
beth Hill, were identitied by tieorge K. Allin as a
portion of the stolen property taken from Hu*
trunk of Kerr. The model ami dies from which
thev were taken were produced ill Court, and
the' articles titled nicely into them. The pi i
vate initial mark of Ailing A Co. was ohlitcr.it
ed. hut still left visible traces behind, and tie*
Justice Smith,
numbers remained uncanceled.
while expressing the opinion that a ease was
the
remanded
established,
prisoners to
clearly
await the production of the haekmeu, whose
names ami residences are already know u to the uu
thorities. In the Supreme Court to day Kebccca
Moore, the wife of Langdon Moure, was discharged
from custody, there being no evidence against her
except that she was found in her husband's house.
Tile poorest girls in the world are those who
There are thouhave never been taught t>* work
sands of them. Rich parents have petted them;
labor and do
they have been taught to despise
pend upon others for a living, and are perfectly
comes upon their friends,
If
misfortune
helpless.
The most
as it often does, their ease is hopeless.
forlorn and miserable women upon earth belong
to
to
It
to this class.
belongs
parents
protect their
daughters from this deplorable condition. They
do them a great wrong it they neglect it.
Kvery
daughter should be taught to earn her own living.
The rich as well as the poor miuire this training.
The wheel of fortune rolls swiftly round ; the rich
are very likely to become poor ami the
poor rich.
Skill to labor is no disadvantage to the rich and is
to
the
Well-to-do
parents
indispensable
poor.
No reform
must educate their children to work.
is more imperative than this.

THE

ELECTIONS.

Latest

by Telegraph.
Nov. 7. P. M. The World
claims New York Democratic l>y 15,000

Wednesday,

Massachusetts.

Boston, Nov. 0. Complete footings of
the vote in the city of Boston are, Rice,
10.120: Gaston, Hi,457 : Pitman. 1,201;
Phillips, 20(1. The vote of Boston last
year was Rice, 10,057; Adams, 23,280:
Baker, 1,420: scattering, 22. The falling
oil in the Democratic vote is a surprise
to the friends of that party.
The Journal’s footings of 120 towns
show that Rice gains 0,500 votes and
'•aston loses 2,100.
In these towns Rice
leads Gaston 7.300, and the Journal confidently claims the re-election of Rice by
an increased
majority.

majority.
Colonel McClure, of the Philadelphia
Times says that the Democrats will have
•20,000 majority in Pennsylvania.
Wisconsin is

probably Republican by

5000 majority.
Washington
THE

Matters.

PRESIDENT’S SUPPORTERS.

Tho President is without organized
in Congress, and the Democratic
support
the HERALD GIVES RICE 10.000 MAis in a more friendly attitude towat d
party
JORITY.
Lnm than the Republican. Go to the SenBoston. Nov. ti. The Herald concedes ate and talk with the prominent party
liiee’s election by at least 10,000 majority. chiefs on both sides, and you hear exI he lootings of fifteen towns show that
pressions of sympathy and endorsement
Rice leads Hast on by 8,332 votes, being a from such Democratic leaders as Rangain for Rice in those towns of 1,551. dolph. Wallace, Thurman, Gordon, RanHasten loses ‘2.770 votes. Pitman, pro- som and Lamar, and expressions of dishibitionist. gains over the vote for Baker trust and disapprobation from such Relast year, 4,800 votes, which seems to publican leaders as Blaine,
Conkling,
have been drawn from the Democrats, Howe, Edmunds, Cameron and Anthony.
rather than the Republicans. The Jour- Discuss the situation with Republican polnal claims Rice's election by 12,000 to 15,- iticians out of Congress, with the Chair000 plurality, which is probably not wide man of State Committee and other active
of the mark. The Legislature is largely party men, who came here to get some
Republican and the Council nearly solid light, if possible, to guide them in their
course at home, and you find them emRepublican.
Boston, Nov. 7 1:30 A. M. Returns phasizing the sentiments you hear at the
from the State complete save 18 small Capitol from Republican Congressmen;
towns give Rice 88,700 : Gaston, 71.850 ; while nine out of ten Democrats you meet
Pitman. Prohibition, 15.8*25:
Phillips, praise the Administration as good enough
for them, and say .Mr. Hayes is doing
Hreenbaek, 3.452.
better than Gov. Tilden could have done.
Connecticut.
A curiously mixed and muddled state of
Hartford, Nov. ti. The election in
affairs,
truly ! The Democrats think that
Connecticut to-day is only for Sheriffs,
members of the House of Representatives the effect of the course pursued by the
anti one-half the Senate, the other half Administration will be to disintegrate the
party and give them an easy
holding over from last year. Last year Republican
file Republicans had one majority in the victory in 188b; and many of them believe
that before the winter's session of ConSenate and 30 in the House. The indicaends the President will either be
so
far as returns have been received, gress
tions,
driven into their outstretched arms, or
are that the Republicans will retain conwill at least be pushed into administering
trol of the Legislature. The vote in the
the Government without regard to the
state is of course light compared with
interests of either party.
Mean while,
elections for State officers or for Presithe Republicans argue and scold in prident, and the comparisons of the total
vate caucuses, and alternately lay plans
vote with previous years are of little
and frightening the President
value. The Republican majority in the for coaxing
into the position they want him to asLegislature will probably be about the sume.
[Tribune correspondence.
same as last year.
THE AN TI R E S V M I'TIOXISTS.
Hartford. Nov. 0.
The Republicans
have gained the 17th district and 1st.
The contest over the repeal of the reThe 17th is Senator Bamum's home, and sumption clause in the act of 1875 was
lias 1 iecn 1 femocratic for years. The House the preliminary skirmish between the
will stand about the same as last year— hard and soft money men in the Fortyfrom 35 to 40 Republican majority.
fifth Congress.
An analysis of the vote shows two
New York.
facts, namely, that the Eastern
general
X K\v York. Xov. (5—8.20 i>. m. Hess States stand
by the Resumption act, while
is running ahead of his ticket, and to all
the West and South favor the repeal, and
appearances is sure to defeat Loew for that the democrats as
repealers are more
Register. Hogan. Kcclesnie and \Vag- numerous than the
Republicans.
statf are elected to the Senate. FortyLooking at the vote in its geographical
one election districts in the 7th Senatofeatures, New England is nearly a solid
rial District gave Morrissey 412d, Schell column for
resumption, the exceptional
2'iil.
lletitrns from forty-two districts
opponents being two only, namely, Messrs
in the State, outside of the cities of New Butler of
Massachusetts and Phelps of
York and Brooklyn, indicate that the Connecticut.
Coming to Now York the
vote of the interior is not far different
still present an almost unresumptionists
from that of 1875, when Bigelow, Demo- broken front
so far as the actual votingcrat. had 14,800 majority for Secretary
goes. only one negative
recorded,
of state.
The State election of this year that of Mr. Sumset Cox. being
But eleven New
on
the
vote
of
New
evidently depends
N orkers tailed to answer to their names,
York and Brooklyn, which gave Bigelow some of whom
are believed to have
gone
respectively 20.000 and 7,800 majority. home to take part in the election canvass.
The result in the state is believed to be New
also
recorded its vote solidly
Jersey
very close.
for resumption, but at Pennsylvania the
0 I*. M.
As far as heard from four
repealers first appear in force, constitutTammanyites and three combination can- ing two-thirds of the State’s entire
repredidates are elected to the Assembly from sentation.
southward along the
this city, the latter including young As- coast and Running
then westward along the Gulf
ter.
The 12th election district in Brook- the
repeal movement gets nearly evenlyn shews a Republican majority on the vote, a change of sentiment from hard
State ticket of 440.
money to implied soft money principles
10 p. M.
Returns received from the since the voice ot the
South was heard in
of
the
show
that Loew is the
larger part
city
which greatly
Forty-fourth
Congress,
elected Register without a doubt. Tamand is accounted for
surprised
everybody,
many carries a majority of its ticket in
by the belief that in the reversal
the Assembly and Aldermanic districts. partly
of the proposition contained in the motion
11.30 F. ,\1.
The indications at this as it was
put before the House many of
hour are that the Republican State ticket the
Southern members became confused,
is elected by a small
The and voted “No” when
majority.
they meant “Yes.”
Democratic majority in this city is under
Going West from Pennsylvania the vote
20.000 and in King’s County under 4,000
is equally divided in Ohio and Illinois,
and perhaps not over .1, 'mj.
This shows but in Indiana is
unanimous for repeal,
a Democratic loss of from
to
14,000 and nearly so in Missouri. Iowa and
13,000
Wisas compared with the vote of
while
1875,
consin fall into line with the resumptionthe returns from the interior indicate the
ists again. The former is a State without
rest of the majority of that year has been
a debt, and wherever the West is
divided,
overcome.
it is noteworthy that the debt
laden
2 A. M.
Complete returns from the States are for repeal.
Passing to Nevada,
city, except two assembly districts, give the anomaly is
presented of an ore proBeach 71.508: Churchill, 41,355; Demoducing State, voting for resumption.
cratic majority, 30,153, which is likely to
THE FRIGHTENED REP Eli LI CANS.
be somewhat increased.
Congressman Goode created considerNew Jersey.
able consternation on the Republican side
Now \ni(K, Xov. fi.
Reports from of the House by offering the following reNew Jersey indicate that McCleilan will solution, which was read :
have 10,000 majority for Governor.
liexnlrr'l. That in tin- judgment of this House the
Newark, Xov. 5. Scattering returns action of tile President in withdrawing the Federal
from the State indicate the election of troops from die States of South Carolina and Louis
McClellan and Democratic majorities in tana was wise, just and constitutional; that it has
contributed in a large degree to the restoration of
both branches of the Legislature, but it
peace and harmony throughout the eountrv, and is
is
entitled to receive the cordial support oCali men
impossible to state particulars.
who realise that whether we live it! the North or
Maryland.
in the South, in the East or in the West, we have
Baltimore Midnight.
The election one country, one Constitution and one destine.
in this city to-day was the most
Of course there were instant objections
quiet
ever held and the vote
comparativelv on the Republican side, even of allowing
light. The only State officer to be elect- the resolution to he referred, which was
ed was Comptroller of Treasury, and the till Mr. Goode asked at this time. “Retote resulted Keating, (I)eni.), 28,007;
fer if to the Committee on Education and
l’orter, 0.307; total vote, .'15,1(77,—over Labor,” roared Ren Butler, from his seat.
I 5,000 less than at the
municipal election ‘■1 object,” said Mr. Phillips of Kansas,
last week.
MeLane's (Dem.) majority and the matter was dropped. Mr. Goode
for State Senator is 8,220, and the Demo- intends, however, to force a vote on it at
crats elect the entire city
delegation of the earliest opportunity, and make the
18 members in the House of the next
Republican members show the people
Legislature. The Republicans had no whether or not they do approve their
ticket for members of the Legislature.
President’s action.
1'he presentation ot
this resolution gives the lie to the asPennsylvania.
sertion that no Democrat dare introduce
New York, Xov. 0.
A private des- a resolution
approving the President’s
from
patch
Philadelphia, dated 0.30 P. Southern policy without coupling it with
M.. says: Just begun to receive indica- a
repudiation of his title, and the lusty
tions which show results favorable to the
objection of the Republicans to its referDemocrats. Chester county gives about ence even,
proves their unwillingness to
2,oou Republican majority.' A Republi- tell the
country just what they do think
can loss oI
l.ooo in Queens county gives on the
subject.
1.500 Democratic majority.
THE SILVER RILL.
Pnii.AHEi.fni a, Nov. 7—2 A. M. InI lie hill to make the silver dollar of
complete returns from 43 counties, with
a
mil returns from the city and
county of H-i grains lull legal tender passed the
Philadelphia, give a Democratic gain on House, Monday. I>y a larger majority than
the vote for State Treasurer of 20.044. was expected. The negative vote was as
follows:
The same counties gave a majority of in.
033 for Hayes.
Xays Messrs. Bacon. Ballon. Blair Brewer
Bn^s. Chittenden, Chitlin. Cole, Covert. Davis of
Illinois.
—

Cal..

Cnn Ado,

The vote in this
county lias been light and the day passed
uneventfully. I p to II o’clock to-night,
returns from the city give Me Rea.
Republican County Treasurer, (5,240; Lynch,
Democrat, 5,805. These figures are from
3s out of 113 precincts and indicate a
very close vote in the city with the probabilities in favor of a Democratic candidate. But as towns outside will give
some l,5i(it Republican
Majority, it lscontidently expected by the Republicans that
they will overcome the majority
Nov.

Minnesota.

St. I'acl, N'ov. 0. Mr. Rillsbury, the
Republican candidate for Governor, lias
gained in this city over Banning, Democrat, and the indications are that a small
vote has been cast throughout the State,
" ith the usual
Republican majority.
Wisconsin.

M i uvai'kkb, N'ov. 5.

The Chairman

of tlie Democratic State Central Commit-

expresses the opinion that it will take
official canvass to decide the result on
the State ticket, t >ue hundred and sixtythree towns and precincts give Smith,
tee

an

Republican,

1500

majority,

a

net

Repub-

lican gain of 400.
Two hundred and ten towns give Smith
(Rep.) 12,000plurality over Malorv (Dem.)
net republican gain 000.
The Republicans claim the election of Smith
by from
dot) to 500 majority, but the Democrats
claim they have elected at least a part of
their State ticket.
Virginia.

Alexandria,

Nov. (i. This city and
county give Mushback and Hunter for
the Legislature, Democrats, 350 majority
over the Republican and Workingmen’s
tickets combined. There was no opposition to the State Conservative ticket.
Mississippi.
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 6. A special
from various points in North Mississippi
state that the election was very quiet and
generally a light vote was polled. With
one exception, Marshall County, the Democratic ticket is elected. In Marshall the
contest was very close with odds in favor
of the Independents.

Dennison. Lames. Field. Frve. (iihson. Bar*
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give

al

in another column the returns

from the states which held elections
Massachusetts has not

Tuesday.

on

come

into the Democratic fold, as was predicted in some quarters—but re-elects Rice

by about Hi,000 plurality.

carrying
is

it

by

handsome

a

It

majority.

tremendous overturn if the indica-

a

tions at the time of this

shall

writing

prove to be correct. Wisconsin also has
probably ranged herself with the De-

per goes to press, will
decisive returns.

give

later and

more

Boston,

While on
Atlantic avenue, he was approached by a fellow
in
the most gentlemanly manner imaginable,
who,
made his acquaintance. After talking some time,
he asked Mr. Candage to oblige him by giving him
£b0 in bills in exchange for the same amount in
gold. His request was complied with. It is needless to say that the gold turned out to be very
poor brass.

earthquake shock was felt at Ogdensburg, X. V., and throughout the Adirondack region
at two o’clock Sunday morning.
The shock passed from west to east, and lasted over a minute.
The shock was also felt at Montreal. At about
the same time a severe shock lasting about forty
seconds was felt in northern Vermont. X’ew Hampshire, Massachusetts and portions of Connecticut.
A

severe

Thomas M. Barrv, of the barque A. Houghton,
which was wrecked in Hudson Bay, says that the
Esquimaux say that all the white men of Sir John
Franklin’s expedition died in one of their villages
and that the relics are buried there.

War.

Letter

from

name.

‘Aunt Katie,’

she is

good works.

Her salve, which she used

to

out of Plevna and

tight

at a

vantage, or remain and starve. The Russians, after their reverses, appear to be at
work in earnest, with fresh reinforcements
Gen. Todleben, the defender of Sebastopol, in the war with
Eng-

“speculation

eyes.”

induced to make him. as site avers,
her agent, and give her time to the

to her in all

those years of prosperity,
not her fair proportion, there was

trouble at the

popular watering places,

pouring in.

fortune isexpended in

of

land, is conducting the operations against

forbidding

points

streets at the lower

portion

of

conduct

noble building, which is to rise to the height of Isj
feet, and with a frontage of
in 17; feet
thi*
structure

was

stone for this

commenced in

budding

is

August. Is;;*

quarried

j

Kvcr\

and cut

exactly

for its place, numbered and scut on to St. Louis.
The old system of L'» per cent, contracts
done
away with (that was. the government gave the
per cent, of the money by the Govern
now the Government pays a
»-r
tain sum per cubic foot for the stone cut. and the
blocks are let out to cutters as piece work.
For

quarries

L'»

ment

expended.)

some

stones

«

requiring intricate work, the work

receive large sums. The cutters on Hurricane
Island are making good wages. The pav roll each
month covers a great sum. All blasting is done In
powder; the drilling is. much of it. done by steam,
and in fact steam is the power universally applied
men

here.

There is

an

nor

springs in

to the barren table. What wonder despair
drives such to crime? And increase of crime

this

city—eight in number, with a discharge more than sufficient to supply all

teen

air compressor, tor drills, of

different patents. One end of the

car

is

a

a

is not

State

Debt.

the mother of Pres-

Golden

Eagle

box

containing a dummy engine of great strength tinremainder of the car is a 'mug platform to hold tinload. and on it stands a cram- or sort of derrick,

as

registers within itself the number of fares.
That is just what Virginia obliges every
to do when he sells a

bar-keeper
and

a

drink,

tax is levied on the number sold.

itself. The great Democratic teacher and
critic, who is waging legal and newspaper
battle against
public against

Aunt Katie, cautions the
her

as

making

a

counter-

Failure to sound the bell involves, for the
tirst offence, a heavy fine, of which the

feit article, and threatens the heaviest
penalties of the law. It was but a short

informer gets the larger share; and for
the second offence the license is revoked.

time ago that he was causing to lie published the following, concerning her medi-

At stated intervals a collector goes

cine—

round,

examines the

punch register and collects
the tax, which, we believe, is five cents
on each drink of alcoholic liquor, and two
and a half cents for the malt variety.
It
is estimated that if the business continues
during the year as it has been for the
[last three months, Virginia will have an
annual revenue from this source of sever-

is
iu her

prepared by lliss Sawyer, who has used it
own extensive treatment of tile sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
It

This was followed by a list from all the
clergyman and leading citizens of Rockland, certifying that Miss S. is “a Christian lady and a skillful nurse.”
Byron records in an enumeration of
pleasant tilings, that
Tis sweet to win,
By blood or ink.’’

al millions of dollars.
The retail

liquor dealers—who, by

the

way, have to pay for their punches—were
at first very much opposed to the law,
but are gradually changing their views.

They find that it acts as a check on the
bar tender, who has heretofore taxed
them on his own account, and also enables them to raise the price of their stimulants, and abolish the “free drink” system

altogether.

Placards

announcing

the

last-mentioned important fact are hung
up in all the Richmond saloons. The
trade, it is said, is not hurt at all by the
novel
as

regulation.

numerous

liberally

as

thirsty

souls

are

ever, and patronize as
the places where the

as

ever

pangs of thirst

The

are

promptly

and satis-

Matter

The Rockland
mi

“Christian lady and skillful nurse.” There
may lie victories, that like the dead dies
Solomon speaks of, will “cause the ointment of the apothecary to send forth a
stinking savour.” (tut among the Indians
of the plains, who have singularly appro-

priate names for people, the grasping and
querulous proprietor of the pestle and
mortar would lie

known,
egated “Spotted Tail,” nor the “Mauafraid-of-his-horses,” but as “Tbe-manthat-fights-his-graudmother.”

of

Opinion

died at

desires to know

we

feed.

We

are

Our favorite is rib

steak,

from

a

in the market for about a fortsuch weather as this. Broiled

charcoal fire, and judiciously buttered and seasoned, it makes a dish which

serving a
convict’s term in the Auburn jail, he used
to receive the daily rations of musli and
molasses through the grated door, without the least appreciation of that penitential pabulum, and emerged from dur-

he went in. We fear
that an essay concerning food and its effects would only be wasted on him.
as

It is fashionable for certain radical papers in Maine to abuse the State of Kenas though
tucky, her politics, laws,
for any good thing to
Recently a man was tried in
that state for selling his vote, and on conviction was sentenced to perpetual disit

were

impossible

exist there.

ishment for

one

was a very proper punwho made merchandise

of his vote, to be deprived of his stock in
trade. It will be remembered that the
Commissioners who revised the constitution of Maine, a few years ago, reported

provision to prevent bribery at elections, and one that would have been efa

fectual. The Democrats favored its adoption, but the radical managers would
let it go to the people for ratification. Let us hear no more abuse of Kentucky on the score of purity of the ballot.
never

the fugacious ex-Mayor of
New Turk, has returned as suddenly as
he went. Why he ran and why he returned are still unsolved mysteries.

Oakey Hall,

of Senator

there

were

nine, in the forty-fourth

gress seven, in the
three. These three

forth-tifty

successively Circuit Judge, Lieut.
Governor, Governor, and U. S. Senator.
As a politician he was probably as bitter
a partizan as the
country ever knew
among its public

Advertiser,

men.

The Boston Daily

leading Republican paper,
in noticing the Senator’s demise, is compelled to make the admissions contained
in the following extract—
a

Air. Morton was not a great statesman, lie was
an eminently- successful partizun.
He knew no
law but his own will and wishes. When constitutions and laws came in conflict with these, he
trampled them in the dust. For principles he had
no regard.
If the use of them would subserve his
partisan purposes, he would praise them. If they
stood in the way of his purposes, he contorted
them or ridiculed them.
The true statesman makes party subservient to
the welfare of the country. The mere partisan
sacritices the country for the success of the party.
For years Mr. Morton had been the head and front
of the Republican organization. He was pre-eminently its controller and director. It was the
grand instrumentality for the execution of the de
croes of his will,
His advocacy of, or opposition
to, any important measure before Congress, was
always directed by one consideration: “How will
the measure affect the Republican party ?” It
never occurred to him, how the measure might
affect the well being of the
country. That, with
him, was always a secondary' consideration. He
was powerful to control and* direct caucuses and
conventions. He was master of the art of exciting
sectional jealousies and hate. His resources for
arousing and keeping alive the passions of men,
were boundless; but neither his name nor his
efforts are identified with a single measure which
had for its objects the peace, the union, the pros
polity and the glory of the American Republic.

Gilman,

the

who shot into the
crowd of fence builders at Waterville, has
been tried and found guilty of assault with
man

intent to murder.

Exceptions will be presented. Meantime Gilman is under $12,000 bonds.
Senator Blaine arrived at

week,

in

Augusta, last
Washington.

a special car from
much exhausted from illness and

He

was

his

long journey.

of worship.

Unfortu-

sure

to be a

goodly company.

Still, many of the substantial residents
cling to the dying aristocracy of such
streets; and it is not rare to find, even
scattered among the most squalid loc alities of the city, a tine old family. A few
years since, to the astonishment of every

are

The

one, Oliver Wendell Holmes purchased an
elegant residence on the new extension of

seats of all these are contested, and
Smalls is under indictment for bribery.

Beacon street, far out on the .Mill Dam.
Staid, sober, and so utterly free from caste

olina

Rainey

are

from South Car-

Smalls and Cain.

as

Ttie Secretary uf war orders all employes except
lieu. Sherman and start' to abstain from iutoxicat
itip beverages between ‘.I A. M and 4 I* M.

The allot

e

is

from Washington. The inference is that
the army may lie drunk two thirds of the

day,

and the General and start' all the

time.

Charles street.

on

interesting

an

Wiggin, gives

account of his visit

to the great

granite quarries of Hurricane
and Dix Islands. At no distant day we
to arrange for a similar sketch of
the quarries and industries of Vinalhaven.

hope

The proper committee will proceed at
to make inquiries into the expendithe Navy Department under
and expect to uncover some

very curious transactions.
Gov. Williams has appointed Hon.
Daniel W Voorliees to succeed Morton,
as Senator from Indiana
-a good ap-

pointment.

respected poet,

rising and setting

sun; and so much has it become a portion of his existence, that when some obrear

of his former house

debarred him the privilege, he immediately removed, saying—“But a little time
is loft me, and I must not lose one of my
sunsets.”
I tut we have wandered too far into the
fields of comparison, and given too much
space to the imperfect sketch of the lives
of llostonians. A novel style of entertainment is

adopted among the fashionable
feminines, and is fast becoming a settled
fact, by gratifying results in some localities. The formal ceremonious call is no
longer a part of the heavy tax upon the
little

woman

who must sustain

a

—

other roads, and were it not for the contract botween the Eastern and Maine Central and a desire
on the part of some to share in the profits of that
sharp bargain, no one would think of complaining
The fare is $4.75: distance 173: rate two and three
fourths cents per mile. We will cite a few cases
to show how this compares with other routes.
Boston to Providence: distance 44 miles; fare
$1.45, or three and one-third cents per mile ; Boston to Fitchburg: distance 50 miles; fare $1.55;
more than three cents per mile : Boston to
Albany :
distance 202 miles: fare $5.80 ; two cents and eight
mills per-mile; Boston to Rouse’s point; '-288 miles,
fare $8.go: over three cents per mile; Boston to
William.mtie; 85 miles; fare $3.00: over three
cents per mile : Boston to New York : distance 236
miles; fare $6.00; little more than two and onehalf cents per mile, and the only one in the list
with less fare per mile than between Augusta and
Boston, under the increased rate, and between New
York and Boston are several competing lines'. The
average fares in New England for distances of 150
to 200 miles, is about three eeuts per mile, ami
this has never been considered exorbitant. The
fares on the Grand Trunk are nearly twenty per
cent higher than that.
President Hayes doesn’t find Washington life so
as some of his
predecessors have. He
is reported as saying that during the first six
of
his
months
term lie has spent only $1000 of the
$25,000 which he lias drawn, and that he thinks of
recommending Congress to reduce the executive’s
yearly salary from $50,000 to the old figure of $25.

expensive

000.

There will he held in Portland on Thursday
evening, November 15, a convention of all those
parties in the New England States who a e inter
ested in mining matters, the object of the meeting being to arrange for the establishment of a
mining exchange on a plan similar to the Swansea
method in England.
Elmer E. Fletcher, brother of Prof. 0. W. Fletch
er. principal of the High school, Rockland, was
murdered last week at Vandalia, Mo., where he
lives with his parents. He was seventeen years
of age. His foster brother. Jack Duncan, has been
arrested for the deed.

a

quiet

is substituted, and each lady is
known among her friends to have a special day in each week when she may lie

reception

found at home, dispensing entice and cake,
manner of the famous New Year's

after the
calls of

our

western friends.

It is said to

he much more social and pleasing; fur not
unfrequently the favored masculine drops
in. And whenever did a lady feel paid for
the perplexities of an elaborate toilet, if
there

were

none

of the other

sex

to ad-

find improvements in social as well as political economy ; but then,
petticoats and policy are always in close
mire ?

Thus

we

communion.
is the correct thing
A suburban bride had a dozen pairs

Something antique
now.

of old brass candlesticks among her extensive wedding gifts.\ live eagle, in
the window of the Eagle Clothing Co.’s
establishment, corner of Essex and Washington streets, is one of the most attractive curiositiesof the city. The bird measures over seven feet from tip to tip of its
wings. It is the real American eagle.
The colored twins d/d get one of the prizes
at the Baby Show.An apple tree at the
suburbs in full blossom is a startling evidence of the unfitness of things, in this
The Wagunusually prolonged summer
ner Opera has not been so much a success
With only one efficient
as anticipated.
it
is impossible to give a
prima donna,
fortnight of satisfactory opera.That
popu.ar little actress, Maggie Mitchell,
is sure to receive a hearty welcome from
friends in Boston.

She appears at the Boston Theatre this week.
Tortoise shell jewelry, in rare designs, is
immensely popular.November will set-

her

numerous

tle the fashions.
The wife of Joseph Clarkson, Ipswich, was burn
ed to death by the explosion of a kerosene lamp
Sundav morning. She blew down the chimney of
an ordinary kerosene lamp to put it oitf,, when it
exploded and covered her with the burning oil.
She died in a few hours.

certain

society dignity, and the elaborate card case is to be aired no more on

amount of

those festive occasions. In its place

The Farmer says
But really, we do not think that the present fare
between Augusta and Boston is extortionate, or
unreasonably high as compared with the fares on

it is

It has been his habit

to watch the

always

struction in the

Our correspondent, Mr.

to-day

is the life of the

said that only one motive could have in
duced him to leave the ancient homestead

telegraphed by authority i

Speaking of the fares on the Maine
Central Railroad, the Maine Fanner has
tered upon practice, and w as a leading some remarks which, unless they can be
member of the bar for many yeais. lie disproved, show conclusively that the
of tickets is not at all exorbitant.
was a ready and forcible
speaker, lie price

became

and there is

con-

there

place

in the matter of regular attendance at church, they can well put to
shame the average American church goer,

The negro is rapidly disappearing from
In the forty third congress
congress.

Morton, of Indiana, tures of
Indianapolis, Nov. 1st, at the Robeson,

learned the trade of a hatter, but was
always fond of study, and during his
leisure hours prepared himself for college.
Having graduated, he studied law, en-

toward their

nately, too,

ings hank, and receive deposits as low as
twenty-five cents. The next move will
probably be to establish a restaurant in
each office, and compel tile postmaster to
dispense pies and codec.

Morton.

age of 54. lie has for years tilled a large
space in the public eye, and was one of
the most prominent of the Republican
leaders up to the time of his fatal illness.
He was a mechanic in early life, having

look out upon the gaily decked Sambos and Topseys as they pour off the hill

can

laden postmaster, by compelling each
one whose salary is $1001) to
keep a sav

Senator Oliver P.

Diet.

quarter of beef made juicy by ante mortem feeding, and tender by post mortem

incurable

not as the vari-

Gov. Andrews, T. B. Aldrich, James T.
Field, and the Boston Derbysand Parsons

Now they propose at Washington to
lay a new burden ol' duty on the over-

once

always pleased to respond to a direct
question bv our neighbor down the bay.
We try almost every kind of meat in its

ance as

how, one’s laurels.

no one, looking upon the picture of
Aunt Katie, witli her face so like a benediction, will envy Robbins the laurels that
can be gathered from a contest with this

Death

what kind of meat

season.

matter

But

factorily assuaged.
A

no

Sabbath after Sabbath the descendants of

Board of Finance. By such acts President
Hayes honors himself and the country.

Bibik.

Schools of mackerel have appeared along the
shores of Hancock county, which poor people are
catching even as late as this, and which will go
far in furnishing subsistanc for the winter.

here by which a stone twenty two feet hme.
can be polished on its entire length at one r m.We saw one of that length undergoing the process.
In another room some mouumeuta! work was
being done; this latter is a branch of business to
be yet more fully developed at Hurricane.
A large
business is done at this quarry in furnishing pa\
and
New
York,
stones
tor
•neat
ing
Philadelphia
piles of these are awaiting shipment The bi.u k
smith simp is probably the largest in the >tat»- <•!'
Maine. It is ISO feet long. dU feet wide, and e.-i,
tains 144 forges, but not all of these are n>ed imw
a
As a great amount of water is required, the
eral is having a new reservoir constructed, which,
when full, can hold a million gallons of water.
The island is twelve miles from lloeklund, and
at times entirely inaccessible, on account of roach
sea and storms, therefore all the wants of the htm
Ni
dreds there employed must be looked after
there is a market
perhaps facetiously .died
th•Fulton Market" when- Boston bed and
Back of
meat is always read' for purchasers
Near by. m
this is an ice house and refrigerator.
meut

large building, is one of lho.>e ••stores ..i infinite
variety." where almost anything can lie obtained
W it bin a wild and beautiful valley there are six
large boarding houses, properly connected. witn
A public hall
:ih
sewer running to the ocean.
seating capacity tor <no persous. affords a phn-i- >r
the debating society, dances and otlu-r social ant h
erings. Tilt- seventy live or eight' houses m ti
little village belong to tin- workmen and ih- pa
a

Tic
a notnimtl ground rent t<> Lenera! Tillson
buildings where tin- stone cutters work are
low sheds, with Sides which can be lowered OI
From afar otf can In- heard tieraised at will
pleasant click click ot the hauiiiu aii-1 chisel
upon tin* stoiu-s. and upon entering a >.»••<! \-in
liist appear.' like a e.iuipaii\
come upon what at
of
doing penal service ; for almost even
mother's soil of them has on a pair
spectacles
yea. great round glasses, which gi\e th.- th.-e a
look of owl like wisdom eomieal to behold. Th-y
are mostly of jdain glass, and are worn as a pro
Within tlu-se sheds you see
teetion to the eyes.
tin- blocks of granite in all stages of process, lrom
the chunk just landed in the rough, to the bcauli

ful capital exquisitelv carved, and destined to surmount a column ami delight the eyes of soun- lu
When you
lure gazer at tin- St. Louis building.
have walked through all these long sln-ds you fee!
extend
for
like taking a rest.
They
many hundred
feet along near the shore, hut safe from tin- tides.
The sort of shelf on which they stand was e<»n
structed of broken stone. On the ->in- >;de is Leonean, on tin* i-4 her tin* quarries ami mil w q track
Flit'll now < leiu-ral Tillson has not paid atteu>;.
to raising sht-ep on the island; hut lu* !i > ini-■

purchased

a

tloek of uitmnf

slu-ep.

and

to

tins "ill

the island is managed b\ < 1‘. Mixon of New
York, and is now in charge of his sou » p. Dixon
•)r. a young gentlemen of high culture and un
doubted business talent. The mvseiit contract is
to furnish stone for the public buildings at I'hila
dolphin. The number of men employed at om
time m getting ollt stoile a;..I in cutting it. be
pends on the Governmental appropriation the last
sum voted by Ouigrcss h r these
buildings was
"Iho.noo.
Unlv pan ut that money is used here,
the other portion goes to the Richmond. Ya. quarr\
which furnishes stone for the basement. The st< Mallow being shipped from Mix Island, was much ot
cut and made read'. two and three years ago.
On
the date ..four visit they were loading the sohooiic
G. M. Brainerd of Rockland, with granite for the
second storv of the buildings. Work at this quart
has been suspended for two years, and started up
again only hot September: something will be don.here all winter. The men are called to work at
sunrise by the ringing of the hell, and work until
sunset, with the exception of the hour allowed
them at noon time. One large store, owned |>\ the
company, provides the necessaries of life, and some
of the luxuries, too. if om* has tin* money to buy
them: this is in charge of Mr. t\ Shehan. At this
time the dinner is served at 11 dO. thus the day is
more evenly livided.
Watches are set bv
island
time." It at half past eleven you ask what time
it is. the answer will he “Twelve o'clock. Island
time." N<» steam is now employed in the works
Some really fine oxen are used to do the hoisting,
hauling, etc. They do no polishing work here
1'his quarn is older than Hurricane, and the
methods of lining much of the work are radical);
ditferciit from those employed in tien. Tills*.11 R
I he description of the sheds where tinquarry.
cutters work won! I he the same as at the other
plan*. At Mix Island and at Hurricane, a system
of hook keeping is used by means of which it can
he at any time ascertained how milch a workman
has done on anv particular stone. There arc aRou'
thirty buildings on this island, iucludiug a good
seating capacity of five him
public hall, with
dred.
Here in »ld times Flora Myers and her
tlicatr* troupe cleared
in four nights.
Tie
1". S. Miperiuteinh-nt here is R. R. Fogg, Ksq
was a sleepless
,gl,t on Mix Island Nov
\ terrific gale raged around and over the
one.
island, making tnc «-.■!
shamrock House rock
like a cradle.
The muse was exactly like that on
hoard ship in a gaic
tin
wind whistled end
howled, now like a pack of woiv.--., theu screamed
like the wail of a lost soul
Tin* on;;. paral.t 1 a
our experience was a night passed on Ml. Wash
At sundown Moetor
mg during a great storm.
Williams of Rockland came to the island in a
whale-boat, manned by six men. He describes
the passage as dangerous in the extreme: hut a
woman's life and that
.111 tinhorn child hung in
the balance, and so he feed tic* peril and came
\ml during that wild night a f-male child wus
adiled to the population of Mix Island
On the
next morning the steamer Fire Fly was to have
gone to Rockland, hut it was considered unsate
for her to venture out. therefor.* the doctor and
your correspondent were unw illing prisoners upon
the island until d o'clock p m
when the steamer
started with us on hoard, ami with Imr mainsail
living to steady lmr. she made a quick passage to
1
w
Rockland over that rough sea.
<>;i

great enterprise like this. There are
employed oil Hurricane about boo mm. Tinprincipal contract is to furnish granite for the St.
Louis Custom H04.sc and Post Ollier, -a to be
a

now

together. .Many of the pale, pinched faced sixty horse power. A railroad of eight feet guage
little ones of the motley company have runs into the quarrv; and here tin- >tone is lifted
never seen the sunlight.
Many a mother by steam onto two iugenious cars, whicli require
finds the complete family wardrobe une- special description. anil is run along to the sheds
where it is to be cut. or to the wharf where it is to
qual to the task of keeping the bite of win- be
shipped, if in the rough, or to the pile where it
ter’s frost from her nursling, and scarce is
compactly deposited. These cars are an infood enough for the rich man's dog comes vention of (ien. Tillsoifs. on which he holds thir-

Krom under the bluff on which the town of
Huntsville, the capital of Madison county. Alabama. is situated, bursts an immense spring, clear
and cold, supplying the whole town with water
for doim-stie uses, for watering the streets, and for
use by the fire
department. It is the largest spring
in Alabama.

remarkable

in

the town there are tenement houses, where
thirteen or fourteen families are huddled

nople.

more

competing,

with equally wealths neighTile style of winter living in the

of destitution, shame, and life-weary humanity. Among some of the dark and

be to tight
way, it will

available than the Shaw

small

conies, not even the widow's mite finds
its way into the box for charity. The
other extreme is the never changing story

be all at once, and then the northern soldiers will find an open road to Constanti-

This is neither

no

city is upon the most elaborate plan:
so when the annual financial reckoning

Even the faint hope of intervention
which the Turks once had must have
died out, for England and all the other
powers seem willing to let the Russ and
Turk fight to the bitter end. the Czar's

more

where

elegance,

bors.

Plevna.

make, and in the goodness of her soul only determination seems to
dispense gratuitously, was viewed by Rob- it out. When the Turk
gives
bins with
in his
She
was

hundred thousand per annum; and yet
every dollar stamps itself right in the immediate household. Most of such have a
summer residence at Newport, or other

great disad-

is overflowing our prisons. It is not infreOpinion drug store. The the
wants of the city.
The Huntsville
wasn’t golden to her; it
quent that we find a ludicrous mixture of run by the propelling engine, and used, of course,
Virginia
only
Southerners are more ^enterprising and
the blue-blooded stock and the plebian to lift oil the stone. As can he imagined, tin load
idents, but likewise of novel expedients. wasn't even so good as the goose in the
provident than the Belfast Yankees, brother. Is not the classic Beacon
that
laid
There
was
story,
Hill, is taken on. run down to its destination and m.
golden eggs.
Having a heavy state debt to be provided
that's ail.
loaded in a remarkably short space of time On the
a Hat refusal of any further payments.
which
has
been
for
more than half a ceninfor, principal and interest, they have
wharf stands another marvel in mechanics, inform
the
of
Then
Miss
with
infavorite
residence
for
the
a burning sense of
of an enormous crane, worked by an engine near
S.,
The President lias done well in the tury
place
vented the taxation of drinks. That is
by of tremendous power. This crane turns around
not by any means a new invention, as jury, resorted to the law. The first ap- matter of the English mission—first, by first families, backed by an immense set- on cannon balls, as does the dome of an astro-m
drinks have been taxed ever since they peal to the court for restraint against not nominating Simon Cameron, and sec- tlement of African citizens ! It would be mieal observatory. It is capable of lifting, and of
depositing within vessels, stones of many tons
using her name was, we learn, dismissed ond by nominating for the important po- hard to define just where Beacon hill weight: yet so perfect is it in its careful meehani
were invented, but the novelty of the
cal balance and application, that a child could run
Virginia specimen is its “safety, celerity for certain informalities, and is to lie re- sition, John Welch, of Philadelphia. The merges into Xigger Hill; for surely, the it. Seeing it in operation
one might almost imagine
newed.
Meantime
Miss
comhas
colored
settled
to
the
are
act
is
the
more
he saw the famous Archiuiediau lever at work lie
,Sawyer
thickly
and certainty,-’ as the mail contracts say.
people
commendable, too, from
It
is
in
fore
his
part the invention ofL-.-ueiai
It is a method adopted from the horse- mitted to Wiggiu & Go in whom she lias the fact that the appointee has never very yards of the Mount Vernon street Tillson. eyes.
In the polishing mill then* are steel lisks.
ear system, where it was placed to make
confidence, the right to make her salve, been known as a politician, but as a gen- aristocrats, and rightfully claim the whole of perhaps eighteen inehes in diameter, revolving
over the faces of the stones, giving the granite a
It
conductors honest, and where, for each wherewith the afflicted can lie anointed tleman of intelligence, the head of a great of the hill, from Joy street to Charles.
high and enduring polish, which brings out to tincommercial house, a man of broad and was a sorry joke when the Baptist church eye the hidden beauties of tin* stone, making tinfare paid, the conductor is expected to and made whole.
crystals translucent and brilliant this Huri'h-am
It is interesting to observe bow surely liberal views, and the strictest
punch out a number from a card slip, by
integrity. on Charles street was bidden at the auc- Island granite, when thus tinished, reveals a variety
handthe meandering path of the unjust crosses He was the President of the Centennial tion sale to a colored congregation. Now of colors, and is by many thought to he
a punch which sounds a little bell, and
flu-re is an arrange
some as the famous Scotch.
Punching Out

franchisement. It
to

[Robbins' antagonist]
as

were

humanity.

Candage, of Bluehill, went
Wednesday, to transact some business.

Sawyer,

the inventor of the
c e le b r a t e d salve
which bears her

preparation of that great remedy. As a
Upon the whole the result is consequence of those united efforts, the
most encouraging to the Democracy, who fame of
the salve spread abroad, cash
are likely to get a hold upon the large
flowed in, and prosperity reigned in “the
states of the north as permanent as that
Opinion drug store, at the sign of the
by which they hold the south.
Golden .Eagle.” But when Aunt Katie
Later despatches, just before the paventured to hint that the $400 doled out

and the hill was most men may partake of with advanIt is thought several
tage, physically and mentally. But it is
amendments changing the character of
feared
that the editor of the Opinion will
the hill, may be then adopted.
Many
think, however, that the hill will pass the not be benefited by the knowledge, lie
Senate as it comes from the House.
doesn't seeui to understand the objects
and possibilities of the varied sustenance
Nominations by the Governor
of
When he was

Leonard

Catharine

mocracy.

proposed amendments,

Bill Mattice or Brown, the horse thief, has been
arrested again, and is now in the police statiou at
Portland. When he escaped from Gilead ho tired
at his pursuers, driviug them back.
Deputy Marshal Black aud Otlieer linbben, disguised as
sportsmen, went from Portland on Thursday, and after
following traces through the woods many miles to
and fro, aided by Sheritf Xorwell of Bethel, found
him in Conway Friday, at a farmhouse, aud arrested him after a brief struggle.

His antagonist was,
andi3, in the still undecided battle, Miss

affectionately called, isn’t any
by which the state is carried. In New Amazon, bearing sword and shield, ready
Jersey, “Little Mac” has a triumphant for the fray; but a very nice, benevolent
majority, probably not less than 10,000. lady, whose whole life has been
spent in
Pennsylvania returns indicate that the
Democrats have redeemed the state,

Russian

The Granite Quarries of Penobscot Bay.
Boston.
frequency. The last Journal records the
alarming
similar rate of a man off Mt. Desert. Once landed
The accounts from the seat of war bepersonal valor are alCorrespondence of the Journal.
on the rocky shore of Dix Island, the
Correspondence of the Journal.
strange
Kocklaxd. Nov. 5, 1X77.
ways intensely interesting. We have all tween Russia and Turkey have been so
masquerade was thrown off. the brave tishenmui
Boston, Nov. 5th.
read with thrills of delight of the heroes contradictory and unsatisfactory of late,
Among the great industries of the big State of and his boy paid, and then your correspondent
Many a day since the last recording of Maine, probably none are more important than the struggled up through the mingled ruin, hail and
who have despised danger and defied that we have given very little
wind. t»» that great hostelry called the “Shamrock
space to
was shaken from our pen,
happenings
granite quarries which furnish material for beauti- House." which you have often noticed probably
death in a cause they loved.
David, them. It is well known that all corres- have we
from
the Katahdiu oi Cambridge, when
plodded up and down the busy ful and enduring structures erected in all parts of on the decktoof Boston.
From those steamers it
armed with his shepherd’s sling and the pondents are either ordered away from
your way
the country. About two of these quarries, situate
in
search
of
of
rare
bits
food
for
streets,
looks like a magnificent summer hotel, constructed
five smooth stones, standing before the the scenes of operations, or are so hamon islands near to lioekland, your correspondent
of
some
dark stone. Never was there an instance
the hungry note book. And what a scene
desires to speak. The first which shall receive where distance lends more enchantment to the
giant Goliah, has come down to us as the pered and hedged in that they can for- presents itself to the
eager gleaner only consideration is on Hurricane Island—an isolated view than here. The ••Shamrock" is simply a
incarnation of heroism.
four story wooden boarding house for work
Macaulay has ward little or nothing in the nature of in a
walk about such a city as Bos- and once barren and desolate granite rock—which is large
day’s
men on the island, and its dark
appearance is due
news.
told us in melodious verse
Probably this is rendered neces- ton ! Where, save on the
to the action of the weather upon its uupainted
now covered by a thriving village of eighty houses,
could
pavements,
‘•How well Horatius kept the bridge
sary, in a greater or less degree, by wise
and witli structures covering vast n. *ehanical ap
we see mingled so much
In the brave days of old."
When we arrived dinner had long been over, but
variety in human
caution to prevent intelligence from getIt is only seven years since the first some was furnished us. The sudden
The brave and gentle Chevalier Baynature f Side by side are .jostled the ele- pliances.
appearance
blow was here struck to wrest from this rugged on the scene of a man dressed in fashionable ha
ting to the enemy; but the result to the
ard, “the courtliest knight, and the sterngantly dressed lady, fresh from the rare- spot its tribute of wealth. At about that time, or biliments and wearing gloves, provoked much hi
is the same.
efied air of Beacon Hill, and the shabbily a little before, this ocean ledge was purchased, by larity among the servants; so while we were eat
est to mortal foe that ever set lance in great public
ing. one and another girl from the kitchen would
Rut it is now rendered certain that a
clothed shop woman, whose wan face tells its present proprietor, for the sum of one thousand poke her head around the door-post, gaze for a
rest”; the historic John Smith, who in
decided change in the relations of the
This moment upon the feeding animal and then retire
the pitiful tale of overwork and scanty dollars. To day who can tell its value
the days before Virginia knew him, slew
with a volley of laughter.
Appreciating the fun.
island has an area of only one hundred acres on
contestants has taken place.
A
great comforts.
and to put on a finishing touch, we asked for a
three challenging Turks in successive
Almost arm in arm moves the level, but its
conical
it
a
gives
shape
great napkin. That
too mtxh ! nothing like it had
and successful Russian advance has been
the stately government official, princely
single combat; Paul Jones, who in his
superficial measurement. It is a picturesque sight ever been heard of on Mix Island, and the request
which places the Turkish forces in
made,
was received with well merited derision
But at
and
some
noted sea-combat, “hadn’t begun to fight”
forlorn, dejected-looking to one approaching from the sea—this rugged isle
proud,
forwards when we had been cordially received by
no small peril, and
may result in their
with
its
white
its
hr
trees,
whose
when almost any other man would have
glistening
green
in
granite,
life
the gentlemanly manager of the house and our
tramp,
very highest thought
complete defeat. It is known that a strong is how he is to
and its
One wonders how business made known, tin* object of ridicule slid
surrendered: Fitz James against Rhodergain an entrance to the the treesmany quaint buildings.
denly became “a gentleman ot consideration." win.
near
Plevna has been captured
are nourished, for there is very litt!«• soil
position
next back yard.
iek Dhu in the mountain pass: Marco
Weary, worn faces; —bur one wonders at many things if he visits thereafter sat at the private table and lodged in the
and occupied, with great loss to the
best bed room
At this boarding house good
bright and beautiful ones; cold, calm, Hurricane Island. And most of all he marvels at substantial food is furnished
Bozzaris, dying in victory: Cassibianea Turks; while a
to the *J00 men now
Russian force has
large
and cloudy ones, look out from the great the busy brain which has conceived and is now employed upon the island. The most interesting
on the burning deck—all these never fail
taken a position south of the Balkans.
room to visit is the smoking room— a large-apart
to move to the highest admiration.
moving panorama of our public thorough- carrying forward the great enterprise of quarrying ment about seven feet and a half high, with unpaint
Another strong force under Gen
from this once unpromising spot.
To cd board sides and ceilings
Gourko,
granite
Hen* the men congre
in
the sucAt times there is a break
fares. Could we have but one glimpse at
severs communication with the
General Davis Tillsou. of Kocklaild. belong?* the gate alter meals and in the evening, and sit on the
south; the individual life of the
cession of heroes—an interregnum, as it
rude
benches
their
hurrying throng, honor of this achievement, and to him also be
enjoying
pipes and conversing
and, in short, the Russian forces on the
with their neighbors. None of the rooms in the
what a picture of luxury and poverty would longs the island aild all there is
were, in which they fail to appear. Burke
it
the
except
upon
house are lathed or plastered everything is plain
chequer-board of war have been so skillbe spread before us. The extremes of life human beings and some of their dwellings. Hav- and rough. But in these troublesome times, wheu
lamented that “the age of chivalry is
fully disposed that they surround the imthousands ire out of employment, the workmeu
in Boston are terribly startling. Families ing had a thorough military training, lie brought a oil Mix Island should be
gone.” We thought so, too, until Mr.
thankful for work and sup
portant position of Plevna, and hold it in
tituess to his self appointed task.—for
peculiar
port, even if the pay is small.
living upon Beacon street and CommonRobbins, of the Rockland Opinion, en- a
to
from
executive
of
Mo is a stock company
which
it
The
Mix
there
the
order,
Granite
can be but small
highest
Island
grasp
joined
ability
wealth avenue, spend from fifty to one
gaged in single combat, not long since. chance of
almost military discipline to successfully owned entirely in New York City. The business
The
requires
Turks
must
come
escape.

Legislature. New York is doubtless Democratic. The majority of 30,000 in the
city settles the question, as the Democratic majority in the city is usually that

The

Sachem.

The records of

Connecticut

sent to the Senate.

Jason \V. Beattv, Saco, Trustee of Reform
School; A. J. Billings, Freedom. Inspector of
Prisons and Jails; .1. W. Spaulding, Richmond,
Trustee Military and Naval Orphan Asylum at
P. Wingate, Bangor Trustee State
Bath; William
•'
College o Agriculture and Mechanic Arts; Henry
Carmichael, Brunswick, State Assurer: Miss C. li.
Augell, Pittsfield, to solemnize marriages: Charles
R. Mallard, Rockland,
County Commissioner of
Knox County; Augustus X. Lufkin. Fast
Orriug
ton, R. F. Duutou, Belfast, Samuel Fletcher, Bel
mont, Justices Peace; tiilbert L. Bray, So. Deer
Isle. Inspector of Fish.

Democratic

holds her own; the election in that state
was only for sheriffs and a portion of the
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to otter sever-

Elections.
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operation.
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i‘;tilr<>it.I train upside

a

bed of copperas l:as b< en found beneath tin*
oiv at tin- kafalidiu iron works

The seluoner 1\• »>ein-ko iVi»ai < amdeu. with
lime tor New 1 ork. is sunk oil Norwalk.
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aril d-- dr Ipped de cd trotu
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heart diseusi

aged
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He

Makim/ lint tor the Kastern hospitals is now tlu
fashionable employment in London.
The c,*u.*« u
and the Princesses si t the example.
\ nunl iln- •• iitim 1*11 S’
hoiniiiii'U'.*»
eliiuvh Portland. Sundav in.-in. ami tut
soii.s In*ion* removal.
He was slit«»

Mrs. II null' s wifeot
I "It*. 'I'.fl ni starvation
food I'm' tiI teen days.

;tth• • ii*
Iwn

|rr

Warren 11 it trims t»f I|u**
lust l-'nd ty. iiuvimr refused
Sin-

was u.saue

tie- r-■ a! « :.! per
Pin* result .it- the al.iati"a
suiial propertv of M.i-si' liU'.-tts shows .1 deelim*
nfiUie hundred aiul *»!n- i11•fii• a- "t dolhirs
Vit ellort w ill l"• i: a ii- at ;l.e ii.-kI se-sion of
t!u* Leuisialare to uei authority aiul an appropria
ti«»n l’i*r .i iiiiiieialntrii al survey of tlu* State.
Samuel s. I. ii*• > of Portland. formerly a mate,
111> was paralyzed by a tall a. year or Two uu<>. lit
his throat and eamu-i live. \ue fort v \ ears
w

In Seekonk. Ma.>'.. Sunday, Th-unas Ashton.
The eiirn-us tael
add some from the mainland
are lialde. when
ai;ed '.’A. while out u nimuu. was instantly killed
appears that slu-ep from the mam
bv the diseharue of Ins •'an as In- w is uettinu over
to
drowned,
for
there
i>
a
island,
get
oil
an
placed
a'wall.
sweet seaweed feed called duh-e. revealed at low
tide, which sheep seem to consider an especial tid\ Fort Walsh letter of tie- ‘J-lth ult says the
down
on
the
sin
so
saunter
re.
and
nibble
bit.
they
t'auadian authorities are in a •|iuu; lary whereto
away until the tide, which wans for no man. inin li
settle Sit tin*: lb ill's tribe without iiifrinuuiu on oi
less for sheep, eoun-s up and drowns Mary's pel
tuakinir other Indians lealous
But tin- more curious fact still is that if a tew ivg
Five steamships sailed tor Kurop. from New
tilarly bred island sheep arc mixed with those from i
tin- main, the former leach their country e.uisiu> I York. Saturday. with main and
\
provisions.
higher knowledge, and all learn to grab a bite oi new feature was I.'»0 barrels ot .juereitron extract,
the
shore
where
dulcc and then pull for
higher up
used tor tanning purposes, mu in: to Liverpool.
tin- tides do not reach.
The l niteil States Loverimn-nt has two liispee
At Sparta. 111.. Thtirsdav muht Mrs. Win Van
Yoorhces. deserted hy her husband, poisoned her
tors stationed on Hurricane Island to see that all
'•■If and tliree youne ehihlren ami set lire to the
the conditions of the agreement are tilled. Tln->.All were found dead and badly burned.
gentlemen are Hon. Mr. Mathewsof Hampden and house
An ititelii
Howard Swa/ey Ksq.. of Bm-ksport
New
York thiev .*s ,t
.’ei; nsimr. Four of
F
our
Thomas
Landers
wa>
gent foreman named
them attempted Thnrsdav to steal an elephant
guide, philosopher and friend" during our peivgri
from
a cirrus, hut the mitnai was too unwilling
nations about tin* quarry and slu-ds.
to he uot away w ith ill season to escape deb etiou
(iein-ral Tillsoifs staunch little steamer Hurri
cam*" runs daily between Hoekhind and the island,
The storm on Lake Mtehiuau Monday was the
making the trip in fair weather in about an hour most disastrous for many years. At least ti tty
The proprietor's resilience is in Kock
and a half.
vessels have either eoiue into t'hmuroor anchored
land, but In* makes the voyage to the island al
otf tin* city, all completely dismasted aud several
.-

most every

day. keeping

careful

supervision

over

his vast industries. Tin- date of our visit to 11 nr
The day w as an espe
rieam* was November 1st
eially charming one. We were not so fortunate
•when we \ isited
1)IX

ISLAND.

Oil the morning of Nov. \M the weather was
eohl ami cheerless, such as the poet Hood attn
hates to this month: all appearances suggested a
so we took
a
storm, hut not an immediate one.
team and rode tour or live miles to Ash Point.
wild
and
:
the
constant
was
dismal
The scene here
ringing of the warning tide hell on Ash Island or.h
added gloom to this lonesome spot. ID a vigorous
waving of the hat. tile attention of the lisherman
Kacklitf was attracted, and In* put across in a small
what was wanted. IIis house
row boat to ask
stands on the very point of this island, among
great rocks which arc constantly lashed by a tu
multuous sea. lie thought he could ferry us iu ross
to Dix Island, three miles away, hut divw our .it
After
tention to the angry state ot tin* water
crossing tin* little channel with him to his own
house, wo donned a suit of oil clothing, an old pea
jacket warm, but much the worse for wear and
finished off the costume with a pair of thick white
woolen mittens. Taking his small hoy along to
help, we started for the celebrated island from
whose hard beds the imposing New N «»rk. Post
Office and some other maguilicent buildings have
arisen, piece by piece. Soon after starting, the
wind increased to a gale, and being southerly and
dead ahead, tin* small sail could not be used. The
man and boy rowed bravely, and we plied the hath
dish industriously, every moment dashed h\ the
wild sea, Down would go tin* nose of the boat
into tin* hollow of a wave, and just as it seemed
as if we were to he snrch engulfed, the little craft
would rise again to the crest. The gab* increased
to terrific violence, and it began to hail, hut we
were half-way over, and could as well continue as
go hack. The old experienced fisherman said that
if we had started twenty minutes later, the boat
could not have crossed: it was a narrow chance.—
but the sensations were not at all unpleasant: per
contra, there was a strange exhilaration in being so
entirely within the grasp of the elements, -of toss
iug about, now down, now up. as lightly as a
feather rides on a summer wind. The sense of
danger came only when all was over.Tind when
they told on the island how rash had been tin*
venture, and recounted the long list of accidents
by drowning that have here occurred. When tin*
quarries on Dix Island were running full blast,
with 1500 uieu, the sea received its victims with

sinking

Muinluv ;irt»*ri!">)ii twi* sons "i I’imothy St
of NYwUiry. wore trimning Th« tltlei >ui* tir<*ii at
a |>artriili:«\ w!i*• i: t;i<* «!:•-!•• cti.ir^c imlp-,1 in tin*
'l
’i iriron. k:iliutr
ln*arl of tin-

instantly.
ji-weln store ot Win S.-ntt-r A 4. Portland,
robbed Tuesday afternoon of a tray oi jewelled
at >‘.n*0U.
No 11a*
valmwl
ot tin- robbers
rings
rin- jewels wen- not missed until tin empty tiny
1 u as found next
day.
The

was

Tin- Secretary of tlu- Treasury b.i> instructed
the Custom oMioers to prevent tlu* landing of Kus
sian hub's.
\ disease has broken out among tin*
cattle in Southern Husain, from which thousands
have died and are dying.

Owen Wright. colored, who brutally outraged a
white married lady a mouth ago near Crawford.
Ala., was taken from jail at Smile, Ala., by a party
of about 100 citizens u ho carried him to the woods,
and it is said, burned him.
While one of the l’rovineetown menhaden
steamers was shooting a seine the other day. and
had secured several hundred barrels of fish, a large
whale went through the net. earning everything
before him and freeing the entire catch.

lieu jam in Haskell, a grocer of West Oardiuer.
knocked down and robbed of yj.xi hist Monday

was

evening, while going from his

barn to the house

Mr. Haskell is town collector, and the money lost
belonged to the town The robber escaped.

promises of a vigorous ii^rht in the
next winter ou tin* question of moving
• >!' Oxford from
Paris to Norway.
seat
county
latter town has voted *1>JMM> tor furnishing

Then*

arc

legislature
the

The

buildings, ami ^btMM» has been added by private
subscription.

Before Cnited States Coimnissioner Kami, at
Portland, t'has. Harris was held in one thousand
dollar bonds, to answer to the charge of using the
post office as a means of fraud, by advertising in
tin* Boston Herald for men to pay a percentage
for a ehanee on a survey in the west.
Jesse Pomeroy, the boy murderer, serving a life
in (’harlestown prison, was detected Sun
day morning m an attempt to cut his way out of
his cell.
lie had moved a large stone several
inches, and would doubtless in a short time have
been able to effect an egress
sentence
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Her life
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drown out the gin

was

j».Ill Ciii.tr disordc or sick lies', blit
it> vitaiitx iiad ho*u <;\ ha listed by

in

Monday, while some coal was being shovelled
into tin* stove in the kitchen of Sheriff Walls'
house, a small tin box was noticed among it.
This, on being opened, was found to he tilled with
powder, with three percussion caps fixed upon
On

deer captured one year ago by Mr. Pritchett,
the upper regions of Hancock county, and since
k**pt upon hi* grounds in this citv. made his es
The

in

tubes. The quantity of powder was not large,
but enough to have raised quite a commotion in a
cook stove. The torpedo was one of the kind

of last week.
was

advertise very low

clothing as a perusal of the advertise
ment will testify.Blacksmith tools for sale.
See notice of Dr. Fitzgerald's visit to Belfast.
figures

held in Peirce’s Hall.

Wednesday, under the direction of Mr W.

on

celebrated.\ndrews Bros,

now

Teacher*' Institute

Sent

! with the fashions.Hervcy makes a tine display
of cutlery, including razors Ac., for which he is

Tim

A

I

k

Vttention is called to the notice of Mrs. Rich
ards and Miss South worth in to-day's paper. Thor
have added a new stock of winter millinery. These
ladies are very enterprising and always keep pace

The question of a water supply for the
city will
be debated before the (iood Templars lodge to

Friday night

more

the hill for ‘JO day's for drunkenness,
complaint of Moses M Brown.

was
on

<»n

Their store is

departments.

i'kms.
Shepard Hart, of Pittsfield, on
complaint of the night police, was taken before
the court on Monday, for dnmkeuness and dis
turbing the peace. Hart claims to have been t
work recently in Moutville.
When arrested he
had three bottles of liquor and three pistols about
his clothes. He was lined
and costs, but being
short of scrip lie went to jail
John Campbell

hr. Forest (Jueeu, of Belfast, loading wood
•it Brigadier's Island,
parted both chains and was
driven ashore in the gale of Friday night.
She is
owned by H. (> Lewis.

cape

one

Poi.ii

agent.

poet says that “In spring the young man's
fauev lightly turns to thoughts of love." But it is
in chilly autumn that he really reflects on the
superior comfort of matrimony.

passiug notice.

and conviction of the theif who stole the furniture
from his cottage at Turtle Head last winter. It
was through information
given by Mrs. Page that
Stevens was arrested and convicted: lienee her
claim.

telegraph polos along the Belfast railroad
all been set, and soon the wire will be stretch
It will be operated by Mr. Foss, the station

want to

a

de-

Mrs iiiioda Page, of this
city, claims ol Dr. \
Ihivis the $00 reward offered by him last
,\pril.
for information that would lead to the detection

The new bark Charles Stewart, partly
rigged, will
be taken to Bangor to load before the river closes
flu- gang of riggers will accompany her

They evidently
in operation.

than

stocked in all

Po.

If there
complete than another, it i< the
cloak and cloaking department
They make this
a
specialty this tall, and their prices will suit all.
Head their notice.

be

liew

oc

fhursday morning
\vi< given in this

alarm of lire
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•••■

ami

from his Mt. Desert

was

serves more

David Crosby, who lives on the east side, was
driving to town Monday, when his horse stumbled.
t'*ll on lii-' ln-ad and broke his neck

night.

come

ing stepping proudly up to the dough dish
The advertisement of (leo. W. Burkett u

Mr. < .)
and hay. by >eli. S. .1. Gilmore, to his
quarry at
Mt. Desert.

The

It will

Thanksgiv-

Sunday evening at the North church
Subject. The Facts of our Faith."
Hall has shipped a cargo of provisions

mills

11• *ii their present
moved to the
the house that was

Tb-

:;,n

kem

reel

si

Brooklyn Bridge.
quarries.

But wiiat would the
poet have thought, could he
have seen a turkey, two weeks before

Lecture next
the pastor.

d.

J. Ball of this city has a
large part of the contract to furnish granite for the
approaches to the
<

Pope who wrote of the spring lamb, unconscious ot his coining conversion into
chops—
The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed
to-day.
Had he thy reason, would he
skip and pfav

The ship P. p,. Hazeltine at New York, has
chartered to load general
cargo for San Francisco.

Tile

large

number of the friends of Mr. and Mrs.
A. 1). Bean, gave them a
surprise party at their
residence on Tuesday evening.

Ii

Amont: the recent graduates from Dartmouth
Ab-ilii M School is L.-bbius Curtis, of
Searsport.

by

from the remains < f deceased

number of invited friends were
present and the
gifts were numerous. The newly married pair left
immediately for the west.
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Miss Abide Kells, of this
city, and a Mr. Hoed,
gentleman from the west, were married on Wed
nesday afternoon, at the Baptist church. A large
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Only about three weeks to Thanksgiving.
Complaint is made that some of the beef brought
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The ladv is
The ship Frank 1‘emlleton. of Searsport. from
that it has been an 1 London for Cardiff last month, ran ashore at
Kve.
1 ’e- Mini 11 and has been handed down
Fngland, and was assisted off same night by tugs.
t" fe;..-ration.
>he remembers
The editor doesn't always print all he is asked to
od lier‘jrranJ mother >|.eak of it. which
in the local column, nor suppress all that he is reC«»ver one half of the time
It is
quested to. It wouldn't be much of a paper if he
bell meiai. and will hold about four
did.
now o.
a:id

••!.!

urs

M

''•'•km- utensil known
.i tv have been used b\

—

Plymouth

at

••

i'

Court

Pretty lively tare

,er

--

Supreme

day.

.1,

Palais. State Superintendent. It was
for the heiielit of tlie city and county teachers.

fixed to tin* track by railroad men. and designed
to give warning of danger to approaching trains.
It probably got among the coal by accident.

of schr. Florida have received a letter from a New Y< >rk la
wyer, asking them to pay
for the cargo of the schr. Dccori. recently sunk in
collision with the Florida. A suit may be the re-

Wixteupout. Xo offence to Sheriff Walls was
intended he is a good official—only let him point
released tramps westward, not this way.
Schr.

Port hell, of

'1 he

owners

M. Strout has recently been bought by Winterport parties.Mrs. White, wife of Hon (leorge
White, died suddenly Thursday night.Bierce A
Kowe have obtained SBOd.000 of the New York
L.

sult.

The F. S. const survey sell. Harnest. that was
upon our coast last summer, with headquarters at
Bellas*
*ai:cd on Tuesday from Baltimore for
Puget Sound, She will go through the Straits of

and are preparing for work upon
it.V corporation of citizens, owning the land in
front of the cemetery, are greatly improving it.
The Methodists are holding festivals to raise funds

bridge

Magellan.
The conjunction between the plauets Saturn a n d
Mars on Saturday evening, was invisible in this
locality on account of heavy clouds Those who
missed it can malic a note that the n. \t one will
nr in

oe.

the improvement of t ho parsonage.\ very
creditable Sabbath school concert was held at the
for

Congregational church Sunday evening, for which
Mrs. Babbage is entitled to special credit.Now
the squeal of the martyred pig is heard, as the

I bit'..

The Kutahdin

unable t** make her landing
gale of last Friday and brought
her i»a<M*iii:'Ts to this city, when they were for
warded to that town
Tin? boat lay at Rockland
until the following morning.
:i*

Searsp«>rt iii

was

butcher goes his rounds.\ scandal is in active
circulation. Of course there's a woman in it, and
a man. too: but further, deponent sayct.ii not.
Belfast boasts her clams, hut Winterport is the
champion on smelts and thomaseods; and there
is preparation for the harvest in that line.

tin*

from Liverpool, under date of Xov. dd.
state that tie- hark Augustine kobbe. ('apt. P IV
'’arv.-r, of Searsport, was badly damaged by eol
lision. being out down to the water’s edge. She
had a load df deals from Bangor.
\d\ i-

'--

Supreme
.IC'lMiE

'flie city .e thoriiies an moving to take possess
of the money wagered upon the Presidential
♦•lection, as noticed in the court report last week.
Mayor Houston and <'in Solicitor Jewett on Sati-m

to

compelling

steamers

to tow

the dredge and

week

chimney.astaging

and derrick

on

the roof

covering. W. W.Fastle. Axel Hay ford.
injured
Daniel Fauuee. Israel W Parker and others li-sti

scow

was one

the

the

ae

j

rain on Frida) of last
«*t those southeast gales tliat visit I

'I'li-- .'torm of wiinl and

PICKEKSOX, l'itESIDINU.

John N Stewart vs. Belfast Foundry ( <». Suit
recover for material and labor in covering the

that

linished up the work of Air.
Friday,
Andrew^ mi the obstructions oil Lane's wharf. It
and

two

Court.

tlie foundry buildings with paper, tar and
gravel. Defence, that the covering was worthless,
and leaked continually. Plaintiff himself testilied
to an insufficient boarding of the roof, and claimed

The extensive dredging machine that has been
employed at Bucksport the past season, was towed

required

Judicial

roof of

urday made demand upon the stakeholders.

to Belfast.

contract,

tied to the insufficiency of the covering as a po<
tection against water. Finery F. L«a<h. intro
diiciai by defence as .111 expert in roofing, lestilied
as

follows

Live in Salem have been in the employ of tie1
It was the heaviest storm (
this section »*\ery fall
It h A •i! * i: j! \s i! 11 ti-'iilllij I llii* •.
<>f tin- sc is »n
The rain fell in torrents, the wind j New Fugland Felt Booting Co. for five years The
manner of covering the roof described by Stewart
!,'• u .-HI
w heels ,.t lit.- :tl last Stood Still
blew violently, but so far as we can learn no will turn water a short time: Iftu there is not suf
i'
,i.I, |»1 ;i<
:il !
iV. idelicc <'l lei
ficient material to turn water for any length of
damage uas done in this vicinity.
>
tten
inlay aft«
time. To make a roof tight it is necessary to have
The cap stone on the front of the ball story of three
'•
M: I*/:> I•
leiivithI some very interest
layers of felt, laid upon the roof as you
in
has
been
would shingle a house, secured well to the roof and
tin*
Masonic
Temple
placed
position,
^i.• i.:*•
iL'i.-. -tfil t»\ tin* occasion
in»m
covered with composition and gravel. The three
it i- a free stone tablet bearing several Masonic
!. .v. ,Ii K«- tin- follow Hit I'ii*'t
layers of paper should be saturated, because dry
emblems, and the 1-atiu for Faith. Hope. Charity,'
•' {i
U
Oil
lulls
]
llded
lilt
She
1111
paper will not resist water at all. In this roof there
t.k Masonic date of erection. “A. L. "*S7
and ai
were only two layers of paper: the under one
;.;i,b\ a .(uart.-r o! n e< ntlirv. tin- cits
.i.
oi
.iii'i ten v < us allotted to uiau.
i.''
Stewart says was saturated with rain: that will
'-ide work is rapidly nearing completion.
Tl.<of
i:l<- w.-nt |.:»i 1: I.. v on.] the forma
not resist water ffl hours.
The material used in
.1 hr » "ii-■ i'ion ip !• -rultiri
ii v»*.
Horn |
this roof was insufficient, and was not properly
M<1 illehrist. of Mont ville, defendant in a horse
'ar m w huh ..nr mother ••oihtis conehulctl ;
til
The
to make this roof perma
applied.
only
way
ease before the court last week, came near taking
her revolutionary child the- compass ol
neutly tight is to put on u new roof. Foal tar has
lca\e ol her east* and the world at the same time.
r atre was ••uneidmit
it 11 lie term during which
been used on this roof, and that cannot be scraped
tin' ii<-.i ha- ;>e**ii r-'i•• •; /i d l*\ tli'- world as aa
off.
On retiring to her room at the American House,
j .-mh-ht latioii. Her im>b iud distinctly reeoi
The jury returned u verdict tor plaintiff of
Mr. Hd
sic bleu out the gas and went to bed.
'ill! speed passing
I'd till* ch. tier of'the lion Id
wards, the clerk, happening to smell the escaping j Exceptions were tiled, and motion for new trial
door on tin- night ol lie l .ntieof Lexington.
McLellau. Williamson and Jewett.
Turn out
turn
T)e en oj the mes.-mam;
gas. aroused her, and no doubt saved her life.
Sne might sitni- !
lie p-'aniars are eoui m.
Oramon Murray vs. Mrs. Elvira B. (Jillchrist
The new Directory ot Kockland. Belfast and
nave reimMiiliered. aln-ad\ nidi corresponding
Parties live in Montville. This is a "boss ease.'?
Hi
guns whieh sa tiled the ei.-etiou of (ien.
A
Co.,
Camden, jus! published by Creenough
apthe action having been brought to compel pay
.-ijiugton ns our lirst President.
pears. from the brief examination we have been
as ;it her death. 1 believe, the oldest resi
incut of note for Sl'JO, given for a horse.
A cloud
able to give it. to be very full and accurate. It
•:* the town.
>es .-•itthree years ago it was
of witnesses testitied about the matter in one way
-In- entered it. and nine to lire in this house
to
one
valuable
who
has
will
every
prove
certainly
and another. The ease had greatly agitated the
'. '•ll
tills house where she
are gatli "*•' d
occasion to look up an inhabitant of either place,
a nearly half a acuturv ol happy and useful
community from which it came, and especially the
a ;
and to business and professional men must be in
re her children were horn, where,
aqimr
Freewill Baptist church, to which most of the par>' a eejitun
ago, she said her earthly7 farewell dispensable. For sale by John S Caldwell.
ties and witnesses belonged. It was in testimony
nartne; of her life, fn m w hence to day she
A good story is told by gunners who had a lot of
:t to her own last r«-sting place.
that efforts had been made to settle the dispute
Seventy'
\Ve pronounce the words. Imt
us a."
decoy ducks set in a cove on the bay. The birds within the church. But like the wild horse with
was
Jetier/I
hot what They mean.
It
when
looked so very natural that a gunner crept up and
a
i reside t. and Louisiana was purchased
Mazeppa on his back, the animal wouldn’t stop.
Out of respect for tin* deceived
tired at them
1'r.iiiee ibrtlie l nited States, and Hamilton
The testimony made him a fearfully docrepid steed,
kdied In Hun. and Napoleon the First was sportsman, we make no identifying allusion to
too—partially blind of both eyes, legs swollen, and
.a: n to raiM' liimseif fr un t'oiisul to Kmpehim. further than that he belongs to what Whit
with about all the ills that horse flesh is heir to
.ih'i nere
in this little eorner of the world.
tier calls “the gentle craft of leather," and has
w as a y oung village, just springing up iu
Still he continued charging up and down the court
framed
build
fo'-est, with only about a dozen
something to do with the shoe factory.
room for a whole day, until the jury "perwailedon
<"ine log eabins and Indian wigwams, some
Daniel I). StephenAri’KAi.r.i* I.bjPou Casks.
him to stop' by a verdict for plaintiff of two dol
uiiitants. all told, within the town limits
ait the forest clearing in which the town
lars and eighty-one cents, liersey for the note of
son, of Mont ville. was last May convicted at Thorn;md out. and around tin- store's and houses,
hand. Kuowlton for the blind horse.
dike before Justice Moore, of Belfast, for a single
stumps and prostrate trees. Ami to the west
Mrs. Sarah K. Pattoe, appellant from a decision
sale of liquor. lined *30 and costs, and *50 and
in wa> om eoidinuotis. heautiful sea of
with only a few scattered openings, The costs for keeping liquors with intent to sell. He bv Judge Bust of the Probate Court, vs. A. W.
ltd- into tije eountry were oi ly rut through the
appealed and recognized to appear at the present Twombly. of Monroe. Defendant was guardian ol
and partly causewayed, and travelling and
term of Court, lmt the appeal was not entered.
plaintiff during her minority, and claims that she
tefonrse with the shore setters was mainly by
was over charged for hoard. Ac.
Verdict for deH»* was taken before the Supreme Court, the Jus
Sueli was the time and conditions in which our
fendant s.jgd. Williamson. Fogler.
tlee's decision sustained, and for want of funds to
1 emd
tnis
house seventy
began lmr residence in
1MVORCK
pay the tine Stephenson went to jail. On a similar
iliree wars ago. ami took up her busy and service
Belfast paid a tine and
Isadora W. Tucker of Belfast from Benjamin F.
ease Joseph Oilmore of
hi.- life here. N irie children w ere horn to her here :
Seven grandchilv w ere brought up to maturity
Tinker.
costs, amounting to $59.
oid Twelve great grandelohiren have been
:.en
Martha E. Uilkey from John V. (iilkcy.
anted among hei idlspniig.
If there had been a strong wind blowing when
J'wenty-one li\ ing
Eliza Ann Penney from Bcnj. W. Penney
h--eeudants honored tin venerable head of their the lire broke out in the Robbins house, Wednes
ii*hi the family circle she made herself re
Susan B. Rich from Israel T. Rich.
She was the careful and day night, nothing could have presented an ex
•q* ted and beloved.
Mary E. Bird from Albion K. Bird.
\s it was. the water gave
hgent housewife. tt> whose thrift her husband s tensive conflagration.
On Monday afternoon, in the presence of the Bar
eaimuil prosperity was in great measure due.
It out. and the lireffieu could do nothing toward
here were .in\ fragments to he saved, she
of the County, Hon. Joseph Williamson arose and
frugally
a house, the walls of which did not fall for
uat.h* red them uio her basket
Vet none, during saving
called the attention of the Court to the recent and
and
a
half
after
the
I
of activity .were more forward in
alarm. We
charity\ more than an hour
lamented decease of Hon Nehemiah Abbott. In
m ol her substance to the
needy, and of her shall not always have cal m nights, following heavy
i time to the watcher's trying task with the
brief but well chosen words of eulogy. lie alluded
of
occurrence
tires.
Some
time
there
>'or
the
rains,
1 "i
"t tier children, a loving and
to the many excellencies of the departed, his legal
good
de\ ated to le-i family and home, kind-heart
will he a raging north wind, and then a large por
knowledge and skill, his long, honorable and sue
all with whom she came in contact, she tion of the
city will he eaten out, as it has been eessful
veil herself faithful in all the varied relations
practice at the bar, and the high estimation
■p
long life. Fifty om years ago becoming a twice alreadyin which he was held. In conclusion he presented
tuber of the church, she was a constant attend
Dr. John Homer received a severe injury at the
the following resolutions—
f upon divine
worship as long as her strength
Resolved. That by the death of the Hon. Xelie
burning of tin* Robbins boarding house last week.
‘ted her. and always maintained her interest
miali Abbott, this Bar
After making his own escape from the building, he
'■he church and faith in the gospel.
She had
deplores the loss of a mem
her distinguished during his long and active career
-! as was inevitable in her long life,
heard the cries of a female in the attic, imploring
many Bor
honor
for
and integrity, for untiring industry, and
ws and
bereavements, many days of pain and
help, which he endeavored to render. Being near I for scrupulous fidelity to all the interests commit
t;
many sources of trouble. Steadily7, in
of all, was maintained the placid, equable ly suffocated and blinded by the smoke, he walked j ted to him. As a lawyer, he was quick in appre
hension, sound in practical judgment, forcible in
'!'">d.wn that -a as sueli a charm in her.
Her off an embankment, and fell a distance of six feet. ;
argument, eminently fair towards opponents, and
•hds wondered
she really saw and noticed
lie was taken to the American House, where it was j
popular, successful and effective in liis manage
my things that fretted others, but never disconcussion in the 1 uncut of causes both before juries and courts. As
rbed her even mind
Sin* had learned the wis- found that the injury was a
a citizen, his upright life, public spirit, and courte
in "f liearing and forbearing, and how much bet
region of the lower spine, very painful, complete
ous demeanor secured him the confidence a ml es
•tten than silvern speech was golden silence.
is
The
the
lower
limbs.
only teem of the community iu which for nearly forty
injury
disabling
'•
had learned in whatsoever state she was, ly
temporary, however, and the doctor is rapidly re- years was his home.
ere with to be content:
yea. in all hours to
Resolved, That as a token of respect to the
aise (iod and be cheerful
For twenty years covering.
ith was before her.
memory of our deceased brother, we request that
Sin* looked it in the face
was
Seaksport. (\ It. Hadley, of Orrington,
that these resolutions be entered upon the records
tliout fear and without longing. She was will !
the Supreme Judicial Court, and that a copy
^ to remaiu. as she often said, us
long as <iod washed from the jib boom of schr. Brunette, of of
be transmitted to his family.
thereof
desired
She was willing to go when He saw lit this port, off Cape llatteras, Sept. 21», and drowned.
b» summon her.
Hon A. t*. Jewett, W. H. Fogler and S. L. Mil
Another mail was also washed off, but caught the
Thus well and wisely did our friend lead the life
liken Esquires, followed with testimonials to the
head gear, and got on board again....*. Merrill S’ Son
jd■“ such unusual duration that was granted to her.
worth of their deceased brother, and expression of
the very last she retained all her natural
are putting a new boiler in their spool
factory.
pow
’|neither eye dimmed, nor ear estopped, nor (ioodell and Park are
the Koulstone Block, the public loss in his decease.
slating
md beclouded.
Remembering with pleasure the
Judge Dickerson said he heartily concurred in
them. A heavy block fell
"iig past, sin* tailed not in interest in the present recently purchased by
and remarks. It was his fortune
•!|,1 zest in the life around her.
The spring-tide from the staging. Friday, and grazed a little girl the resolutions
d a
youthful heart, still blossoming under the on the walk.A shooting match, in search of to have commenced practice in this county in the
of age. surrounded by all that accompany
same year with the deceased, and formed with him
for the wager of a supper, took place on Fri
"‘d ige honor, bore,
obedience, troops of friends game
an intimate friendship that endured as long as the
tin* sun of her life slowly slipped down its west
The
hunters
with
in
game kept straggling
day.
life of the deceased. Judge D. paid a high tribute
ho-with
grateful,
lit
the
late
tirst
side
would
be
till a
one
long lingering light,
hour;
'■"!
ahead, and to the professional abilities and exalted sense of
didduess, the serenity, the continuing benignity then the other, till it seemed as
Mr. Abbott, as well as his unfailing
'd a summer's
though an electo honor ofand
day"—and there, its brightness still
courtesy
delicacy. He directed that the resowould
be
needed
to
ral
commission
determine
the
and
““dimmed, swiftly
lutions be entered upon the records, and that as a
peacefully passed the nar
,(*w line which
it
from
the
unseen
from
the
back
towns.
returns
world.
mark of respect the court do now adjourn.
separated
vears
■■

■

■

•:

■

:•

1"

■

0

■

1

1

relieves and is a sun cure. Pam m tue bide. Lolas
and Back, Gravel, Diabetes. Dropsy, and

Brights

Disease,

are

cured

by

Physicians prescribe

Hi nt's Remedy. Family
Htnt's Remedy in their

practice.
Clarke’s Tooth Ache Drops

o/re

•/»;.

tnxf't

Dr. O t it/gerald t!ie celebrated clairvovant physician. will be at the New Knglaud House. Belfast.
Nov. ■,’<■>. for one day onh
\!i thus.- who wish to
consult this celebrated physician should give him
a call.
His cures are wonderful.
77,« pos»..of riches will bring you no enjoyment mile." vou ban* good health: therefore if
you are troubled with any Disease of the Heart,
no matter how eight, ii i‘s well to look to it.' uu
mediate cure
Your physician may say.
I will
give you relief.’ but notice that lie does not say he
will cure : hm in 1>: Grave-’ Heart Reoiratok
we have a cure, and can substantiate it
by the
many testimonial< we have received. Among the
many forms of Heart Disease are Palpitation! Knlargement. Spasms of the Heart. Stoppage of the
Action of the Heart, trembling all over and about
the Heart. Ossification or Burn* Formation of the
Heart. Rheumatism. General Pebilitv and Sinking
of the Spirits
Send your name to F. K Inoai.rs.
Concord. N. 11.. fora circular containing a list of
testimonials of cures. Ac.
Dr. Graves Heart Re.i i.a iok is for sale by
*2wlO
druggists, price 50 cents and Si per bottle.

Pills,
For
Sam

Potions

and

Pungencies.

thspepfic pains and
i:

Jamah

»\s

v

indigestion.

lake

Li

sr.McnoN

ui-:.

with the

assuramc

of

a

speedy

Ft r soreness across tlie Chest or Lungs
Mack or Side. Sim,oil s Potto s l*i \>ii;n
gives urompi relief Sold by itiehnrd 11 .Moody
H.\ k.mki ai k. a popular and fragrant
perfume.
Sold i.y Kiehard 11. Moody Helfust. .Me .elsewhere
by dealers generally.
recover.

or

in St. George, Oct. 25th, Margaret L., widow of
the late Alden Gilchrist, aged 47 years, 4 months
uud 15 lays.
Ir
Oct. 18th, Leona, aged 9 years and 4
^
j yerrs and'll months,
children of Mr. and Mrs. .Jesse R. Miller.
In Washington, Oct. 2htli, Effie
Florence, only
child of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Law, of Mechanic
Falls,
aged :» years and 4 months.
In Washington, Oct. 2oth, Mrs.
Mary Weaver, aged
79 years.
Ini nion, Oct. 20th, Mrs.
Nancy Sumner, aged 80
years
In Liberty, Oct. 25th, Samuel W. son ol K. C. Nor.
ton, Esq., aged ‘l years, 1<> months and 7 duvs.
In \\ interport, Nov. 1st, Mia. E. L. \\
hite, wife
Of Hon. Geo. White, aged t*0 yrs, :> inos. and 9
days.
Windsor, Wisconsin, Nov.' 1st, Mrs. Catharine,
wife«»l Mr. Harvey II. Sherman, and
of
daughter
the late Joseph Marriner, of Lincolnville,
aged 57

>

OUR STOCK

Appfeton,

In Bluehill, Oct.
years and f> months.

-TO

Lai

Special Announcement!

BURKETT

NEWS.

6c

PORT OF BELFAST.
A.KKIVED.
Oct. 31st, barkentiae J. W. Dre9ser, Brown, Casto
loud
tine,
for Savannah; *chs Florida, Bagiev,
Portland; Wm. Stevens, dwell, Boston.
Nov. 1st, schs Robt. B. Smith, Sprague. New
York ; T. H. Livingston, Hodsdon, Camden, Cameo,

Dry Goods,
Carpetings,

SAILED.
Nov. 1st, sc hr Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
Nov. 6th, barkentine J. W. Dreiser, Brown, Savan.
null schr T. H. Livingston, Hodsdon, Jacksonville.
Nov. rth, schs Fannie & Edith, Ferguson, Ellsworth, to load for Rondout, N. 'I ; S. J. Gilmore,
Sylvester, Mt. Desert.

SPECIAL NOTICE!

Curtains,

Geo. W. Burkett
&

COMPANY,

OPEN

THIS

4«M«> Yanis Fine Brown

other dan
is sale to

administer iu all conditions <*f health. This is an
important announcement, and the suffering are advised to heed it. Trial size. In cts.. large size. bO
ets and One Dollar.
Sold by W o. Boor A Son.
sole agents tor Belfast. A. J. .Ionian agent for Or
land, il B Stover, agent for Bueksport. Also
agents for Prof. Barker's Pleasant Worm Svrup,
which is sure death to worms, pleasant to take,
rand requires no physic
Price 'Jo cents. Try- it.

AT

Hundred Yards

Extra Ihirgains

are

MARKET.

DRESS

of

Celebrated

our

OoMESTIC

PATTERNS given to EVERY purchaser

Waterproof.

TUK

ELECTRIC
Also

SHEARS!

HERVEY’S

JewelPy Store.

Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

EfJg*

Round Hog
Pork Backs

laird
Beet
Veal
Cod
Dry
**
Pollock

5

ad Butter Salt
.‘I Plaster

.A.

$4.50ao.OO
$:t.00a3.50
$1.25

we

No

opened

on

our

Sample Boots

Goods and Prices.

MEN’S

$2.75

$4.00.

to

we

FALL AND WiNTER

shall offer

MILLINERY!

At £1.50, 1.75, 2.00. 2.25, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25,
and 3.50.

LADIES'

OIL GOAT BUTTON

Kid Side Lace Boots
At

MV shall

of those celebrated

BLANKETS!

10-

Call and

SOUTHWORTH,

C

wild.

PEN

Three Pieces

KNIVES.

Home

nice line of

Belfast,

as

the

more

Fancy Goods

nice assortment of Fine

will

be Sold at reasonable

Suits at $8.00 and $10.00.
Suits at $12.00 and $14.00.
FINE

Remnant

Prints!
5c. per

Quality, only

Has

Hosiery, Neckties,‘Lace Bibs,Scarfs
and Notions

!

Generally

An examination of this Stock will well
repay you.

ENS

show

a

The reduction of this Stock is positive,
and a still larger increase of our trade is
determined upon, consequently the assortment will he enlarged, and prices
correspondingly reduced.

Keuiember the place.
IiKLl'AST.

f>4 Main Street,

r

parts

paid for.)
Rockland, Oct, 2bMi, Georgia II., wile of Win.
E. Closson, aged 28 years, (i mouths and *> days.
At Deer Isle, Oct. lOtli, Mr. Benjamin Dow, aged

P K I C E S

In

Cull and

20

High Street,

3<nH

ed store limited White

throughout.

LOW!

examine Goods before purchasing..

ANDREWS

Domestic Catalogues armved, and
Khh to every applicant.
Remember the New and Well I Adit-

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

BROS.,
BELFAST

ME

MILLINERY!

Geo.W.Burkett&Co,
S3 Main Street.

City Block,

Belfast, Me.

MRS. R. SHELDON & CO..
Would inform their old friend* and

j they

have

lately

returned

Flowers. Wreaths. Ribbons.
and

everything that makes

Miss

_Of

in

OAKES

Flower

FLUID.

the

of

Brackets,

|

ANGIEK’S,

1

our own
no

Phoenix

formal

&

For Sale at

a

\v

1*.)

reputation will
A

;

ME.

IMotice.

BEST LINE OE

Garments,

Hosiery,

Is lor Sale at

applied for soon, a complete Sett of
H lack'•nil ill'* Tool*, suitable to tit up
a country shop for dobbin#.
Inquire, house
corner of Cedar and f ranklin Streets., this

Belfast, Nov. 8, 1877.

ready to

1 V OI K STOCK.

fine Shirts, Gloves &

IK

city.

are
w«« k.

RE LEAST,

Under

BY

Bargain!

hut

17tf

Take

Vegetable Cutter,
LOW

attractive

MRS. R. SHELDON & CO.

Row

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

Opening,

PLKASK LOOK

THE

Hay

RO.WKT

M A NT K.U Il'K E.

STOCK every day in the

If KHI STREET,
October 25, 1W77.

THK-

some verv

We hope our past experience and
be all that our friends can expect.

LOWEST CASH PRICES,
At

Edgcombe will exhibit

We have
SHOW our

& Woodenware
--

or

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS!

MARKET,

ANOIER

Pot

HAT

a

attractive.

-AND-

BURNING

that

customers

from the Boston OPEN

IX<i> and have the latest fashion-in

KEROSENE OIL,
BEST

WELLS.

F.

Fall and Winter

BUY

complete Stock of CHOICE i (nil is
and Promptness in Delivery will he the

tine line of WOOL-

Styles.
FIT and

B.

(’ALL AND SEE THEM.

A

which will be CUT and MADE in the LATEST

The above GOODS are CHEAP,
and Sold Extremely LOW
for CASH only

Fall Hats & Caps.

The

Ages.

tine Shirk of

a

HARDWARE,

DEPARTMENT.
we

ALSO

Children’s for all

HANEY

just received

VERY

OVERCOATS, all Ages and Styles.

Department

1 Case only 33 Cents.
“
“
1
42
“
“
50
1
“
“
1
62
“
1
All Wool SI 12.

F. WELLS.

_B.

characteristic of the Finn.

In this

MERINO VESTS!

50c Less Than Lasi Years’ Prices.

This Department is Crowded with all the
Novelties of the Season.

Goods delivered to all
of the city Free of Charge.

Boys’ Clothing,

CUSTOM

LADIES’

Large Stock.

yd.

DRESS SUITS A SPECIALTY.

In SUITS and

IwICi

Piigli Street.

Bon Ton Corsets! Crockery
(inly $1.10, sold everywhere at 81.25.

Latest Styles!
workshop, which

A

Overcoatings

made up in the

our

Made if desired.

The Prices shall suit You

Jewelry

Chinchilla Overcoats $7.50.
a

Cloaks and Circulars Cut and

SlipperPatterns!

Two Thousand Vards

Brown and Black

We have

L. LORD’S.

Purchasing Elsewhere.

C7w.

of those Fine

FANCY GOODS!

LOWEST Prices.

AT

—

Just Received.

and Prices to Suit the Times.

Stock

-OF

H.

of those

more

For LADIES at 50c. each.
Tlie quality is Superb, and Warrants
this LARGE PFRCHASE.

Best

OVERCOATS!

Assortment

STOCK STYLES
—Hi-'

24r

Spun Cassimeres

One Case

Me.

CLOTHING!

The LARGEST

-A

Cotton, Ferguson & Littlefield,

All Wool, unsurpassed for Strength
and Durability, only 81.00 per yd.

Strops.

Row,

Complete

Belfast.

Hayl’orct Block,

Ladies’

-1 N—

Stock

CLOAKINGS!

FRANCIS,

70 Pieces 1-1 Wamsutta

The LARGEST amlC 11E A REST Stock
ever offered the public by this Finn.

Great Mark Down

Our

&

NEW

H E R V E Y

Phenix

before Purchas-

Elsewhere.

(>no Case GENTS'

Gens, and

Razors

LADIES’

Prices !

Please Call and Examine our

~) emits to sl.;>0.

Also

see ns

~~

Til K—

CRITCHETT

Before

Street, Beliust.

AXi)

H. H. Johnson & Co.

OF

to

3 Bales 4-4 Brown Cotton!

Assortment, Just Received.

POCKET

KINDS

Market

ing

Pair.

7 cents per

at

Tver Shown at Retail in Belfast.

SKIRTS!

splendid quality, only

City

PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION.

LADIES Splendid

hand at

Under Flannels, Shirts & Drawers!

Boys’,

I.AKUKST l.iii" .if

—

—AND—

Fine

Of any house in the

Misses & Childrens' Goods

Lowest

nil. I LOTUS,
t'OXSTA.X IT. ) nX 11A XI).

FELT

Untrimmed

Hats & Bonnets

II U P> P> K li s !

price

and most

Assortment of

Trimmed and

$1.00 and 81.12.
tieyular Prices $1 25 and $i.50.

POCKET KNIVES

A

BOOTS

also oiler 100 pairs Lillies’ Calf and

VT

Per

Choicest, Largest,

Stylish

BUTTON

KID

I’l.e

Mil'SSE 1.1. C.l RPET1XGS.

$2.50

the

Smi.7 5.

Pekkli: ExcPolkas

'KS,

No more of the same quality and
be obtained this season.

place

At 84.25. 84.50. $4.75. & 85.00.

TA PESTRY.

on

propose to

LADIES’

ALL

more

we

before the Public this Season

LADIES'

< DR.X HR VSII MA TS,

Onlv 20 Pairs

vicinity,

At $1.75 and $2.00.

VELVET Jit US,
11A Split

To the Ladies of Belfast and

144 Skirt:. 0 Ruffled, and Pinked, at
81.00 each.

Regular Opening Day.

DIED.

50 years.
In St. George, Sept, 27th, Clarence C., son of
Joshua and Sophronia Allen, aged 2 years, 5 months
and 12 days.

and examine

From $2.“25 to $4 00.
of thfSf Foots U!V vl (Ml loss than tIn*

priri-s

12A cents per yard.

in

Xante, and Aye

CALL

slmll also otVi-r FIFTY Fairs Mi n’s

»•

Patterns!

JESleached

OARD.

Ill this city, Nov. 7th, by Rev. ,J. A. Ross, Mr. A.
Cutter Sibley ol’ Belfast, nnd Mi s Margaret T.
Ritchie of Searsport.
In this city, Nov. .'id, by Rev. ,1. A. Ross, Mr. Kred
Fames and Miss Abide Ii. Keen, both of Stockton.
in Searsmont, Oct. .'id, by Hiram Wing, Fs<p, Mr.
George YV. Jieal and Miss Alsadu Sylvester, both ol
Searsinont.
In Thomaston, Oct 25th, Mr. Anson K. Overlock
and Miss Kitie R. Hewett, both <>i Thomaston.
In Washington, Oct. Mst, Mr. Henry Hussey of
.ieti'erson, and Mrs. Abba Keene of Se irsmont.
In South Hope, Oct. 22d William Vinul of Hope,
and Laura Perry of Appleton.
Iu Bristol, Oct. 24th. by Rev. .1. P. Simonton, at
the residence of the bride’s father, Mr. Daniel ,J.
Puller of Boston, and Miss Nellie F. Manning ol B.

Till-

CARPETINGS!

and after

November

11 Mam

\ IA1 i R1 EI).

must be

Styles

shall have

RICHARDS &

$ 1.05

lyi;

M

Wool.

I XU

PI.A IX PEA VEK

The LARGE Assortment of LOWELL
CARPETS on band and constantly
Replenished by Fresh Invoices,
renders an easy selection of

Frames !

:io

4a5
10
1.2a
75a

everybody to

Boots

$4.00 & $4.50.

Fine Calf Sewed

85, 80, 87. 88, 80. 810, 812. 814, 815.
810, to 825.

SOUTHWORTH

Saturday,

To all who lire suffering from the errors ami liulis,
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, « arly decayloss of nianhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will
cure you, I'RKK < >K (' 11A l{< !•’.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Kf.v. .Ioskimi
T. INMAN, Station />, /libit /louse, Xeir York.

the Dote

VKT.VET, STl.K

Desirable

Millinery!!

NOTICES.

(Obituary notices, beyond

Made and Trimmed with

in all the NEW \ ELEGANT SHADES
characterized by the Lowell couipn
ny's Goods.

Gray Melton Overcoats, $4.50.

SPECIAL

Beautifully

Merino Undervests!

40

Congress

$3.50,

At

FRENCH

WINTER

17

$<5.00a7.00

Men’s Fine Calf,

Button and

From

uml MATEl.ASSE. at

Belfast,

LATEST.

da?

OUal.OO Straw
Had Washed Wool
22a2.'i Unwashed
34aHi Hides
24 Call Skins
0a7 Lamb
12 Hard Wood
1.5a 14 Soft
Halo Shorts per ct.

And invite

82.50.

RUBBER BOOTS

48in.

LOW PRICES, AT

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for t he Journal
By C. H. Sargent,No t> Main Street.
Flour
$fc.o( a 10.75 < orned Beef

$1.75a.2.50 Duck
40a45 Hay

Alexis Buckle <&, Tie,
At 81.75,
&

regular priors.

Tins lot of CLOAKS were Bought Direct
from the
Manufacturers, and is the
CHEAPEST lot of Goods EVER offered
to the Public.

Large Assortment of Cheaper Goods,

a

ALL AT

Store Cattle—Yearlings $llal5: two year olds $10
u28; three year olds $25u$45 per head.
Many of the
small Cattle that are in a fair condition are sold for
Beef.
Sheep and Lambs—All the Sheep brought into
market for the past week were consigned to G. W.
Hollis and taken to the Abattoir to be slaughtered.
There were none from the \\ est.
swine—Store Pigs, wholesale, 5 l-2a0c per lb; retail 0 1 2a7c per lb. Fat Hogs 0,200; priees 5 l-2o5
;{-4c per lb.

Potatoes,

Public,

Special Bargains!

50 Cloaks

Every Pai** Warranted.

Working Oxen- The trade for workers opened dull
and drovers say that they cannot obtain home prices
We quote sales of
for them here.
1 pr. girtli f> ft, 7 inches, live weight, 2000 lbs,
$‘K>;
1 pr, girth (5 ft, 8 inches, live weight, 2800 lbs, .*114;
l pr, girth ti ft, 8 inches, live weight, 2800 lbs, £115;
1 pr, girth ti ft, 8 inches, live weight, 2700 lbs, £125;
Milch Cows-Prices do not vary much from week
to week. Good cows usually command lair prices
and ready sales, prices ranging from $25al< 0 per

Oats

Men’s Fine Calf Sewed

In the I, VIMKS‘ UKL’A KTMK.VT

FBTXGES/rom

W h »N liSIl.VY, Oct. :{1.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2»>S8; Sheep
and Lambs 4uou, Swine 0200; number Western
Cattle 11»14; Fustern Cattle .".til; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle ".75
Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Kx
tra quality $0 25 a 0 ;>o; first quality $0 Ooad 12 1-2;
second quality $5 75u5 25; third qualify $4 02 1 2a5 12
1-2; poorest grade ot coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c $2 50
a 4 7)0.
Brighton Hides Sc per lb ; Brighton fallow OaO l-2c
per lb.
Country Hides 7a7 1 2c per lb; Country
fallow 5 l-2a0c per II*.
Cali skins 10a 11c per lb;
sheared Sheep Skins $ 1 00a75c; Lumb Skins $1 00a75c

Hye

to inform the
At £2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50, & $4.00.

At 87c and 81.00 per yard.
Varying in PRICE and QFAL1T1KS
from 25e. to 81.00.

sUK

Which

12a 15
H»al2
loa 12
12a 14
12a 14
* 12.00a 15.00

Pleasure

MEN’S

BLACK CASHMERES!

Scissors

Winter

on

.Magnificent

take

we

50 & $6.00

LADIES’

CKLKHliATKI)

Bradford

Market.

1.25 Turk*, y
1.00 Chicken
75 Fo v\ 1

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50,15.00, $5

Which

CLOAKS A CLOAKINGS! Hid Button Boots

Freci.oil

Corn
Corn Meal
Kye Meal

Department

Fine Custom Calf Sewed hoot

\EE

|

Hals, Bonnets and Trimmings,

Mar--’ Mut

in every

Boots

Pegged

MEN’S

GEO. W. BURKETT & CO.

MISS

Cattle

Extra

At $2-50. S3 00, 83.50.

GOODS!

S Pieces more of our

>T<»xi»a v, Nov.
Bitii.k- We quote New York and Vermont
dairies at M4aM5c for tile best mark', choice dairy
packed \\V-tern at MAaM.Ae; fair to good dairy and
factory butter at 15a 18c, and common to fair lots at
Uhl 14c per lb.
(Jhkksk—We quote choice factory at lAul.A 1 Me per
11*, choice Western do at 1M 1-Mai Ac; fair to good at i Hus just returned from BOSTON with a Large and
lMalM 1 Me, and common lots at lOallc per lb.
1 *; •»s—Northern and Kastern eggs range from
Select Stock of
aMde, and for Western at AluMAe per doz.
B KAN'S- We qote prime mediums at $M MO per bush.
Pea beans are selling fairly at $M 1m 1-Mum '.<* i-M, and
Yellow lives at $" loaM 15 per bu.-li.
Pot a loi-.s— flte best Kastern stock of Potatoes
in every variety.
sells at 00c per bush, and from this price down to 5Mc
for inferior Northern.
A i*»*i.I:s- -1'he market remain- quiet, and t Imre i- a
fui: demand at $ A M5aA 5o per bbl for choice w inter
Apples, anil $m 75aA0o per bbl for common Apples.
Pot htky— The market is well supplied, and choice
Turkeys and thicken*. are si lling ut ldal.se per lb,
For Velvet*, and a complete line of
the best price for fancy ones; 14a 15c per lb for common to fair ones; 11 a 14c for old fowls, and lMal7c
per lb for Duck-..
Vhl.VKIS, PLUSH UTS .1 s’,1 VIS'S,
Hay am* S ha vv
We quote prime Northern bay
at $l8al9 for coarse; $ Ida 17 for medium, and $10 per
All in ihe Decided
ton for tine; poor bay at $15; Western at $10al•Straw at $10 per ton for ry e.

Brighton

Fine Custom Calf

In Beautiful Assortment of shades.

oil!ml the Trade,

giving*
Bargains

are

We shall offer this week Men’s

At 50c. per yard.

and should attract crowds
(hie

VERY FINE :j wide
WOOF

FRENCH MATELASSE

i'J I -'Jr PER Y A It I),

\T

vards

180

Gray Shirting Flannels

Consumptives.
Tilt* advertiser, a ret ired physician, having proviw hilt* a ’Medical
discovered,
dentially
Missionary in
Southern Asia, a very simple \•••cctohle reim-iv for
the speed) and permanent eure of consumption,

BOSTON

We

$1.25, $1.50, $1 75, $2.00, $2.25. & $2.50.

11.i; YARD.

Ic

Light

To

asthma, bronchitis. eaturrh. and all throat and
lung alfections. also a positive and radical specific
tor nervous debility ami ail nervous coiiiplaiuts.
feels it his duty to make it known to his sutlering
fellows. Actuated hv tliis motive he will cheer
fully send, free of charge. to all win* desire it. tin
recipe for preparing, and full directions for success
lull) using tliis prov identially discovered reuiedv
Those who wish to avail themselves of the belie tits
of this discov.-ry without cost, can do so hv return
mail, hv addressing, with stamp. Dr. Charles 1\
Marshall. AA Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
hvld

in all

Largely Increasing
Departments!

Boys' Kip and Calf Boots at

COTTON CLOTH!

Failure Known!
There is no ease on record where Dr. Morris'
Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and Horehoiuid has
failed to give satisfaction, (hi the other hand,
wherever it has been used !.v our people, in severe
colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop
ing cough, and consumption, they are enthusiastic

praise. Containing no opium or
gen ms drug, ii does not constipate, and

Sales

1*2.00, 82.25.

Cloaks £c.

IT AY

No

in its

at

Sylvester, Northport.

Nov. Oth, sells Magnet, Parker, Gloucester; Fro
pire, Ryan, Boston.

a

DRY GOODS

BOOT & SHOE

COMPANY.,

Invite the attention of the public to the
RARE BARGAINS offered during
the month of November, in all
Departments of their LA RGE
and CHOICE STOCK of

Stover, Boston.
Nov. 5th, schs Karl, Patter-*hall, Salem; S. J. Gil-

of

GREAT

SALE !

Astonishing Success.
It is tin* duty <>j’ every person win. has used
to let its Wonderful
BoSCHKKS (iKKMAN tS V III
qualities !>.- known to tludr friends in miring Con
sumption, severe Coughs. Croup. Asthma, i’neu
nionia. ami in tael all throat and lung diseases No
person eau use it without immediate relief. Three
doses will relieve any ease, and we consider it. the
duty of all Druggists to reeomnicnd it to the -poor
dying consumptive. at least to try one bottle, as
40,0(M) dozen bottles were sold last year, and no
one ease when* it
tailed was reported.
Such a
medicine as the (»kiman tSvui"i* eannot he too
widely known. Ask your Druggists about it.
Sample Bottles to try sold at 1<> cents. Regular
size To cents. For sale by R H. .Moody. Belfast
Kittrklgc. Rockland: Fletelwr. Caimlen Smith A
Sons. Searsport ; Robinson. Thoiuaston : also to be
found in Waldobom and Bucksoort.

Purchase

BE-

22d, Mr. Robert Gray, aged 72

SHIP

more,

Now is the time to

UNLOADED

(iiNtmu.

Di*. Shiloh's System VitaU/.er.
We are authorized to guarantee this reined, for
tie- cure of l>yspej>sia. Inactive Liver Sour Sr.mi
a<-h. Constipation. Loss of Appetite, coming up of
Food. Yellow Skin, and General Languor and !><•
bility. Von must aeknowledge that this would tie
ruinous unless we nail positive evidence that it
will <•><,,.
\ ou who are sufleriiisr from these coin
plaints, these words are addressed and will you
Continue to suffer w hen you cun be cured on such
terms ;
jt is for you to determine.
Sample hot
til- 111 rents; regular si/e o rents.
Sold !>v Mich
aril 11. Moody.
hO.OdO die ami' ally hr neglecting a ( omrli. fold
or Croup ; often leading tu
CmiMiuiptioa ami the
grave. Why will you neglert so important a mat
fer when you call get at our Store Sll 11,( >H s CoN

-i■

••

■

can sfffee'.ers with
Kidney, Blade er
l rinary Diseases, r^quiie more P an prompt relief and a speedy cup*
IU’n
Remedy \ romotly

«

o

.!-

What

or

C. W.
54 Main Strrrl.

Haney’s,
BELFAST.

Go in and Price them!-

TEXAS COLONY.
The undersigned, having just returned from WestTexas, proposes to torm a Colony to purchase
land in Hondo Valley, and build a Mew Eng.
lanil Village thereon. All those intending to remove to the tt>*t, can be greatly benefited by joining us, and thereby secure cheap lands and low rates
of transportation. By united action, we shall have
a village at once, and' protit by the resultant rise in
real estate surrounding us. This section has good
soil, tine water and timber, and a mild and healthy
climate. Send for Circular.
3wit)
J. W. (iltKKN, 23 Circular Block, Bangor, Me.

Flour and Grist Mill.

ern

having removed and rebuilt the MAVo MILL
to \V lvST WINTKKPOKT, with three run id
stones, and new machinry. and a good privilege ot
water, am now prepared to grind the various kinds
of grist.
Hoping to maintain the former reputation
of this Mill when under the management ot Mr.
Mayo, and thereby receive a fair share of the patron
BIDFIELD l’LUMMKK.
age.
West Winterport, Oct. T4, 1877.
4wl7

I

To-Morrow.

A

Tiie selling Min, with dying beams,
Had waked the purple hill to lire.
And citadel and dome and spire
Were gilded by the far-off
gleam :
And in and out ‘lark pine trees
crept
Full many a slender line of gold ;
<»°ld motes athwart the river swept,
And kissed it as it onward rolled ;
Ami sunlight lingered, loth to
go.
Ah well, it causeth sorrow
i <> nurt from those we love below ;
Ana yet the sun as bright shall
glow
Tomorrow!

John

hearts have met to say farewell
even when the sun went down
Faeh life-sound from the busy town
Smote sadly as a passing bell.
wo

At

whispered

One
At

••Parting

is sweet

pain—

and eve returns the tide:"
Nay parting rends the heart in twain
And still they linger side by side.
And still they linger, loth to’go.
Ah ! well, it causeth sorrow
To part trom those we love below—
For shall we ever meet or no
To-morrow
morn

!

Song

from

Drama.

a

if moonlight or starlight
Be soft on the land and the seai-ateh but the near light, the tar light,
of eyes that are burning for me
the scent of the night, of the roses.
Alay burden the air for thee. Sweet—
11" only the breath of
thy sighing
1 know, as 1 lie at
thy feet.

I know nut
1

winds may be sobbing or sighing.
Their touch may be fervent or cold.
The night bells may toll or be
ringing—
1 care not. while’thee I enfold !
The feast may go on. and the music
lb* scattered in
ecstasy round—*
Thy whisper. I love thee! 1 love thee!'
Hath Hooded my soul with its sound
Th<*

think not of time that is Hying.
How short is the hour 1 have won,

I

How

near

is tiiis

living

to

Reverie.

a

S

was

formerly

one

of its most able ami

! ed officials

and Devotion.

every heart is God’s good gift
»1 simple tenderness allowed : we meet
With love in many fashions when we lift
First to our lips'life’s waters bitter-sweet.
Low comes upon us with resistless
power
"i eiubless passion, and with
headstrong will
It plan's around like
breeze
and
shower.
April’s
°r ‘'aim flows. ;i
rapid stream, and still.
If comes with bloseduess unto the heart
That welcomes it aright, or—hitter fate!
I wrings the bosom with so fierce a smart.
That love, we cry. is crueller than hate.
\nd then, ah me when love has ceased to bless.
<>:.r broken hearts cry out for tenderness!
—

wings,

sorrows

are

<»ur

(Kichter.
1 lie

beams of jov

are

(Fuller.
W

spurs
1

made hotter bv reflection.

hat doth gravity out of bed at

(Shakespeare.

midnight

fortune is the rod of the weak and the staff of
the* brave. [Lowell.
*

hit ward

judgment often fails, inward justice
[Theodore Parker

la-’. •*!•

Everything, ev-.-u piety, is dangerous in
without judgment. (Stanislaus.
Every nation may traffic in charity and
pleasure. [Jeremy Taylor.

tor

who

He

"*bo

can

commute

conceal his jo vs is greater than he
conceal his griefs.
[Lavater.
can

would you bo if He which is the top of
as vou are ?
[Shake-

judgment should judge you
speare.
t
hiit

Headship is the medicine for all misfortune:
ingratitude dries up the fountain of all good
lms.v
(Kiehelieu.
I here is tiothing that is meritorious but virtue
and friendship, and indeed
friendship itself :s but
a part of virtue.
[Pope.

Laughter is. indeed, akin

humor is as
to derision.

to

weeping, and the

closely allied to pity as
[Henry Giles.

it

is abhorrent

Necessity is cruel, but it is the onlv test of instrength. Every fool can live according to
las own likings. [Anon.
Many judge rashly only for the pleasure they
take to discourse, and make
conjectures of other
nii*ii s manners bv wav of
exercising their wits.
[He Sales.
ward

much attention cannot he bestowed on that
important, yet much neglected branch of learning
the knowledge of man’s
ignorance. (Whatelv.
loo

doubt is an injury: to suspect a friend is a
breach of friendship; jealousy is a seed sown but
n: vicious minds:
prone to distrust, because apt
to deceive.
[Lord Lausdowne.
To

Little do men perceive what solitude is. and how
far it extendeth.
Fo»* a crowd is not companv ;
and tares are but a
gallery of pictures; and talk
hul a tinkling cymbal, where there is no love.
[ Bacon.

Knowledge does not comprise all that is contained in the large term of education. The feel
mgs art- to be
disciplined; tin* passions are to be
restrained : true and
worthy motives are to be in
:
a
>IH,vd
profound religious feeling to be installed :
and pure morality inculcated under all circumstances.
All this is comprised in education.
| Haniel Webster.
1
n‘-

wish your daughters to resemble
but the
of

u- *-

h»ye

how tar it is

accidents

me

in noth

reading; knowing by

eapable

ex

peri

softening the crudest
the happiest eannot be

of

life; even
without many uneasy hours, and
remedy so easy a> books, which, if
they do not give cheerfulness, at least restore
<|U)ei to the most troubled mind. Those that fly
to cards or
company for relief, general!v find that
they only exchange one misfortune for another.
[ Lady Montagu's Letters.

i<;issed

.•!

over

there is

no

I know it is true far ofteiier than we
that
lhrcesenre years and ten have
quenched the pus
Moiuite desire for life with which at lirst we
stepped upon tin* scene! We are tired, some of

fancy,

with unending and unprofitable toil; we are
satisfied, others of 11s. with such ample
pleasures
as earth can
yield us we have had enough of am
bition, alike in its successes and its failures; the
joys and blessings of human affection on which,
whatever their crises and vicissitudes, no
right
c.ms or truthful man will cast a
slur, are yet so
blended with juiins which partake of their ‘iuteii
>i:y; the appetite for life, in short, is gone, the
frame is worn and the faculties exhausted ; and_
possibly this is the key to the phenomenon we are
examining—age cannot, from the very law of its
nature, conceived itself endowed with the bound
ini: energies of youth, and without that
vigor both
of exertion and desire, renewed existance can oiler
no inspiring charms.
t Mir
being upon earth has been enriched by vivid
interests and precious joys, and we are
deepIv
grateful for the iritt; but we are wearied with our
lif<* and feel scarcely
qualified to enter on the
claims, even though balanced by the felicities and
glories of another. It may he‘the fatigue which
<>mes with
age—fatigue of the fancy as well as of
;he frame : but, somehow, what we vearu for most
instinctively at last is rest, and the peace which
can imagine the easiest, because we know it
best, is sleep. [\V. K. Grey.
u>

<

Silver

Minin#?

in

the

AGENTS
WANTED!

Lower

Levels.

| From the Virginia (Xev.) Enterprise ]
Thus,- who have never personally inspected the
lower levels of our mines may obtain some idea of
th«- degree of heat to la* found therein
by visiting
ih<* Savage works at tin*
change of shifts. The
im n -packed together as close as
can stand
they
on the stage—are
popped up out of the shaft all
steaming hot, for all the world like a bunch of
asparagus just lifted from the pot. They nake
their appearance in a cloud of steam that pours
up
continuously from the "depths profound,” and are
dimly seen until they step forth upon the floor of
the works.
As the men land ami
separate each
carries with him for half a minute his little private
‘‘loud of vapor. As this passes off the man is seen
to be naked from the waist
up, his skin as wet as
though he had just been lifted out of a pool of wat'-r.
The uien bring up with them—besides the
steam—an amount of heat that may be felt
by the
spectator as they pass. All this is at the top of
the shaft, where it is considered
quite cool; what,
then, must it he hundreds of feet below, where
the men started from—down where the water
stands at Im degrees Fahrenheit! Down there
no steam is seen—it is too hot for it.
It is only
when the hot, moist air coming up from the
lower regions strikes the cool air toward the top
ot the shaft that it takes the form of steam.
Down there where the men come from
you must
keep your hands off the pump column and the
if
pipes, aud
you pick up an iron tool you will at
nice put it down without being told to do so.
Down there they handle things with gloves
on, or
wrap rags about the drills they are guiding and iron
and
are
down there, too.
moving,
apparatus they
you will learn to keep vour mouth shut after you
hare drawn a few mouthfuls of hot air into your
lungs. Perspire( It is no name for it. You are
like a sponge that is being squeezed.
You are
ready to believe that you have ten million pores
to every square inch of surface, or as
many more
as any
authority may mention, and that these
pores are as big as the cells of a honeycomb.
You go for ice water, and it almost seems to hiss
as it passes down your
throat—you keep going for
it. and thus, in a short time, find out what becomes of the tons and tons of ice that are
daily
consumed in the mines. Remain below among
the miners for an hour or two. and when you are
finally popped out at the top of the shaft, all red
hot and steaming, among the other
asparagus
sprouts, you will appreciate the beauty, tne light
aud the coolness ot the upper world.

|

WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO.,
*♦50
N«w York
Hroadway,
City;
Chicago, 111. ; 1>« Orloant, La ;
Man JTranciftCo, Cal

RED DRAGON TEA!
perfect Tea that pleases every Tea Drinker;
carefully selected from the most desirable chops, by
skillful tea-tasters, with special reference to the peculiar qualities of each, and combined in such proportions as to produce, at a MODERATE COST,
A

of the

one

licious 'l

Strongest,

Finest Flavored and most de-

in the world. Dealers alwavs find the

eas

RED DRAGON TEA!
adapted
more

quicker

to their trade than any other brand.
and suits them better; sells

people

and therefore

better than all others.

pays

TOR KALE at RETAIL

by first-class 6RO
wholesale only by

everywhere, and,
ALLEM, *’4 .41*LEIGH A CO., Boston,
Mass. Full particulars, with sample, and a list of
some of the many merchants who are using it and
bear testimony to its valuable properties, will be
CERK

sent,

at

application, by maii

on

to

anv

HEALER.

CONSUMERS!
ask

GROCER

vorn

ok

RED DRAGOA TEA ?
WONDER UPON WONDER.
Away—A strange, mysterious and most extraordinary Book, entitled
THE BOOK OF
WONDERS. Containing, with numerous curious
pictorial illustrations, the mysteries of the Heavens
and Earth, Natural and Super-Natural, Oddities,
Whimsical, Strange Curiosities, Witches and Witch
craft, Dreams, .Superstitious, Absurdities, Fabulous,
Enchantment, &t\ In order that all may see this
curious book, the publishers have resolved to give it
awav to all that desire to see it.
Address by postal
card, V. GLKAKOX *V CO., T l* W ashingCiren

|
|

i

i

ton

Ktreet. lloftton. Ala»».

Extra Fine tlixeil CanU, with name,
L. JONES & C<
Nassau,

40 lO cts., post-paid.
New } ork.

best.
s*pEook’
Organs, 1J stops $66.
»s
vast
only $1J0.
$060. Cir. Free. I). F. Beatty,
Washington, N

Startling

News.

INFIRMARY.
PANPPR
UAHOLn for circular. Dr.
St.,

Send stamp
Land, 50 West

ure cure.

De

N. Y.

We wish to employ a few good
linen to sell our
__goods in your
State. Will pay good salary, hotel and traveling expenses. No peddling. Goods
sold to merchants, establish agencies, post our bills,
distribute circulars, etc. Applicants answered on
receipt of3c. stamp for return postage.

Opening

Andrews

Brothers,

The Popular Clothiers,

attention to their Stock of

Wish to call

Clothing, Cloths, Hats, Caps

We have

Largest

placed

counters

on our

one

of the

& Best Selected Stocks

to

be found in the

city

LOWEST PRICES!

Suits!

Woods.

01j ^UIT.8

Worsled & Diagonal Suits!

OVERCOATS

AND

REAFERSJ

—

We

such sudden and inconsolable
grief as was exhibited in the market this morning
by a man who pawed over a whole box of peppers
to pick out half a dozen, and then undertook to
rub a speck out of bis right eye.
If be had lost a
drove of rich uncles lie couldn't have carried on
worse.
[Easton Free Press.

ANDREWS
20 High Street,

1ST o

w

:<mn

BROS.,
BELFAST

ME

Qgnts

Funishug

Goods!

—AND—

Rubber
C.

W,

Clothing.
HANEY.

">4 Main Street,

Belfast,

Me.

The Yeoman (Ky.) records this evidence of sub
lime faith: A hopeful minister says he has uo
doubt that the time will come when tin* members
of a church choir will behave* just as well as other
folks during divine service.
certain famous wit was invited to dinner by a
miser, who placed on the table two microscopic
cutlets, with ominous comment.
You see your
dinner.” The wag promptly helped himself to both,
and retorted. “Yes, but I don’t see yours !”
A

lu Greece you can always tell a married woman
b v the way she dresses her hair. [ Elmira Advertiser. And in America you can generally tell a
married man by his not having any hair to dress.
[Philadelphia Bulletin.

Having occasion to use a remedy for a rrr/j .'rrv/vpai/i
in my side 1 tried one of your Collins' Voltaic Pi.asters, and In twenty-four hours the pain was entirely
J. R. SAM MIS,
removed.
Ass’t Cashier First Nat. Bank.
Winona, Minn., June 19, isiT.

V—

—o

hand

on

Boots, Shoes,

Styles.

AM)

OA-S-II !

city.

Will sell them at

a

reduction of

10 to 20 Per Cent!
From

Church Street

Prices.

Regular

They

Business, and

mean

and

he

But

to some

people how

Hut the secret of it all is,

FOR
FOR

and, there is

no

BELFAST, MAINE.
Constantly

on

hand,

one

of

Lump

Huy Goods for CASH much
Cheaper than you can on Credit,
and if you only try it you will
so.

BELFAST,

SHINGLES!
1 Of all

grades, and all kinds of Lumber at prices tha
can’t be beat.

Has added to his Stock the best of

Salt, Butter, Cheese,
Molasses, Syrup,
White Wine

Prices.

AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

ask Yorn

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

THE

Tms,

Salt

Nos. Is and Qs.
Choice

:t

Lot ol MESS MACKEREL in Kits,

Tongues

and

A
Ill any
best

DESCRIPTION.

EXTRACTS

OF

ACL

Large

in

or out of the shell.
The
at LOWEST PRICES.

grades

city,
Parties out of town furnished at liberal rates.

Old

of

&

Oyster Market,

THE

CITY'.

Cigars

YOU

I

n

State. Prices of goods reduced
LOWEST RATES.

this section of the
to

the

Watches, Clocks, and Jewelry,
Repaired PROMPTLY,
and in the BEST

manner.

17 PHENIX ROW.

Linen Glace Starch Polish !
Combines readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twen
ty live per cent of labor and starch.

Fresh Tumurinds, put up in Sui/ur. lu<
per ll>., fresh Piehieil Limes, Xeir Yuri:
Sliced Dried Apple, Preserred (Unt/er.

Corn! Corn!!
6,000

Prime

Bushels

BELFAST

Thankful for past patronage I hope for a continuof the same. These Goods constantly on hand.
F. B. SWIFT, Wad I in’s Block,
37 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

MOODY'S

Yellow

Just received and

Corn!

for sale Low at Lane’s Wharf.

A. M. CARTER.

and Hand

a

>,o

get ill*,- Kinlien
Soap, aud take nu

)Iiaual

alwuys

)uu will

aial

ute

it.

BATES, Proprietor,

llVUltlsoV

AV.,
lyH

Buntov

GENTLEMEN’S

A

LAlUii:

A

large Stock and great variety of

Sh-ould-er Braces

FK

Frrsh

FS/l

on- h

k

\

M.i:11 Street. foverf

I"

N"

II.

Sargent's St-

BELFAST, MAINE-

E

U

Law,

at

Main St.,

Belfast, Me.

-ttif'AU business entrusted
prompt attention.

JOHN

«iin4

JOHNSON

Attorney
N<>. 1'.'

to

him

will
rim4C>*

rein.,

HOMER, M. H

Ofliff .A Haiti St.
BELFAST,

Iit-siilcnrr, Church St

MAINE

....

\. B.—Particular attention given
Female Diseases of long standing.

to

Suryer-,

He may be found in his office everv
day ot
week, when not attending to professional callHie city or country. \\ ill answer calls promp
Charge' reasonable. The worth. Poor tteated ir
of charge every Monday, A. M.
H kKs. Unc Hollar a i>ir. within one mile <•:
city post office, and fifty cents a mile one way, wV
called to the country.
Respectfully,
JOHN HOMKK, M
l>-4

PATENTS.
Kilby St.,Boston

Secure* l*:ii«*i»trt in tin l. nited Stan-**. also in lire.r
Britain, France anti other foreign countries. top
ot' tlit* claims <»i any Patent !ui nisln d by remittn
one dollar.
Assignment* recorded tit Washingo n
A" A<i‘-ncii in th>' t'nitiil Stutis possnssns
fncilitiis for olitiiinini/ /‘at>m.< m usirrtn i ni mj ■"
}Hltt lit tl/'i lit tl of ill It lit ii>ir<.
K II. Fi)l>Y, Solicitor of Patent'
‘i

regard .Mr Edd\ asoneofthe most <i/w/>/>
issful practitioner' with whom I have had./
( HAS. .MASON,
cial intercourse.
Coimnis-dniier ot Patents
a person more tru
'.curing for t hem an eai
and favorable consideration it tin Patent otlic*
l'l>.Ml Nl> Bl’KK K, late ( ,,i. «»t Paten;B«»s’i«‘\, October Jn, 1S7U
P ll l l'l'V, K"
hear sir
>u procured
nice then you hh
me, in 1M0, m> tirst paten’.
acted for uud advised me m humire 1* ot ea-ws,
procured mail) patent', rei~-u* ami xten-ii ns
have oc< asionallv empi.o,. .| tin best ngeiicie* in N.
York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I 'till g.
you almost tin* whole ot my bu-dne", in vour tin
and advise other- to empio\ ,-ou.
(. f • >P<. 1 I»H APr r.
Vour- truly,
1 \ ’.
Boston, .fan') t, 1*-,

hy

or

employ

cannot
more capable ol

NERVOUS

DEBILITY.

it

tom-'

up and iu> isolates the

dispels the gloom and d«-sp.in,l«-n •,
imp ir1
strength and energy, -stops the drain ami rejuv.

F.

TAM A IIIX PS
Sitf/nr I hi

B.

oiia

li*.

Williamson’s Block,

Bogs and Childrens' Shoes of all h inds.

Belfast.

U

Coliln,

Hioncliiliw,

Bottled,

which have

lioopiii^

compositions,
won

t

f.

•

con

and

household words,
among not only on** but
\ many nations, must have

^extraordinary
1'erhaps

Combs,

cured

in fact

kept

in

a

first-class

1 tion,
*long

&c.

Drug Store

be found at

n

used twenty years

u

K

Co-partnership,

is

hereby given that the partners!;:
t lately subsisting between (iershou Iwil
and William il. Kimball, both «>f Burnliain. uu l>
the linn <>f I'witchell & Kimball, was di>'«d\ ml ,n
the second day of October, !■'.*?. h\ mutual conse:

(iershom I’witcludl is authori/'ed t<*
ttl<- all d* t
due to and by the said companv.
i.i;i:*iK»m twi w hki.l
w,\l. 11. KIMBAl.l.
owl..*
Burnliain, Oct. .*», 1*77.

no

so

virtues.—

one

wide

ever
a

se.

reputa-

maintained

or

it

so

Kit’s (Jmkkky

as

Savings Bank.

AVI' RK.MoYKD to their m w Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to r»
eeive deposit.", placing the >ame on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and '«eptember, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, t he first Mondays of .1 urn
and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to I ,' A M., and g to 4 i‘. M
Saturdays Bank closes at l _\ noon.
.John II t^i iMitv, I'reas.
ASA KAI NCK, Treat
Belfast June st h ls?t.
tf

R. R. HIGGINS Sc CO.

130 Court lit. aud 35 Howard SLBostoii
W holesale healers and Planters in

become

Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder,

I*»

man.

Dissolution of

Atllmaa, an«l

Tlu* few

Pomades,

Everything

Tliro.il ait«l 1 ui>s«,

lidence of mankind

It has been known to tin- public about
forty yours, by a Ion#? continued series of marvellous
euros, that have won for it a confidence in its ir

Providence River and Virginia

OYSTERS.
The most reliable House in New England.
ESTABLISHED IN 1828.
are selling large
PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS. tre;*ll train tin ir l.e.N, ilaih.ut $ 1 1
Ale.
gallon.
lM't
PROVIDENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS.
In the Shell by the Bushel or Barrel.

A liberal discount

to

the trade.

hnl4

PkctorAL.

R. H. MOODY’S.

JUST RECEIVED

equalled by

any other medicine. It still
makes the most effectual cures of Cony/is, (’oh/s,
Consumption, that can be made by medical skill.
tuos,

never

Indeed, the Ciikki:y I‘k<*tokai. has really robbed
dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a great

II.

it

II.

ATWOOD,

Wholesale Dealers and Planters in

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

these

extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
fatal effects, that is well founded If the remedy be

A FULL LINK OF

DR. R. MOODY’S
the market.

Congress.

37 Main Street.
tfl

in Bulk

Warranted Strictly Pure aud to give entire satis-

H. L. LORD’S,

/nit

in

n/>

SWIFT,

For IFi*«*a *«*•» of tli«*
C

tiir entire

Belfast

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
an

nates

perfect success by thousands. .Sold by deaierI’rice, .$1.00 per single ial, or f."-.ow p* packag*
live vials and jjf.'.uo ial »»1 powder. S.-ut by mail
receipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’HOME
OPATHlC MEDICINE COMPANY,
lo*.» Ml.Tii.N s r, N 1 Y\ liiKK
ly.’s
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Sou
and R. H. Moody.

I 1*1*1. FS. ,ir

co.\«in

faction.

lltf

A. CREER,
Attorney t Counsellor at Law

-•

Wadlin Block,
Belfast, July -.'5, l>Cr.

Cou^h,

FXJPLE SPICES!

Ladies' French Kid Boots, all Grades.

GOODS!

PRICES LO W!

»uch

Fancy Goods,

can

°

-Rtl

F.

>ToTK

OF

TRUSbES 7
The best and most durable

Sponges, Jtc,

AT

in the

fs. hosto.\ />.i h'/:/> /:/■: i n n

and Chemicals !

Drugs

aiul

FumishingGoods

I.of

CANNED

Hair Brushes

A FINE ASSORTMENT OF

involved

RECEIVED.

JUST

Genuine Patent Medicines

WEAR!

ALSO

countries

o
to make money oz/'-/-»</ in >hr lo~f t!-n
w'ors. Now itime. Sen.| for our Extra Term- ’> Un-uts, and a tn'l
A d-e.»
bi ription ot thi-Lrr.-ntwoi k nml jii'L- h.r \.-t:r-■.
Rubli-m
Hartford. C'-nuA. 1>. Woktiiinhton Jc <

Hair Oils,

JAS. W. CLARK. High. St.,

BELFAST. ME

Vital weakness or depression : » weak
Imuslrd li vliiij/, mi rn.-r^y >i cum-irthe rr.suli
mental over-work, Indescreiions or exces
Ses or some drain upon tin •V'li'iu. is always <
HUMPHREYS' HOMEOPA i HICSPEC

Thi* grand new work is the resu’.t of Recent and Extensive Travel in all the Countries named. It is a /•
and
“timely book—the oni.v one on tin- -u i>. t—. ud the ta.-t
est selling one ever published. One A. nf -••! 1 *-2l» ''op
h
n
the hist 'tin/; another, !*»•*» in
w
an■•i:,cr, ti I
our finrnsfii/t.
Aif-nts. don't nu-~ t!d- ll"'V.ry i:i vTchance

Also

Perfumery

—

Good Line in Men's Low Cut Shoes.

has

a

sure and

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

DRUG STORE!

and

Our Prices Can’t be Beat !

]Julies' American Ki<l Boots, full Line.

v-irc-ase, r.ia.:kimr,

i N i: L i: i» I N t;

F O K

GOODS

day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
QUALITY”. All we ask is to call and see us.

Every

Ladies' Serge Button and

NOTICP.-Be

ance

In the market.

BELFAST, ME.

-o

For removing Paint, Varnish,
and all impuritijs from ththe mark't.

in

Knives,

WE ARE RECEIVING

NEW

FOR GENERAL BOUSEIiOID FSE. IT iS i NSlliPASsFP.

complete History published ol the

BEST assorted

Stock: of GS-oods

;

s«

BUY

Stock of Cloths!

To No. 3 Phenix Bow.

Notary Public,

No. 23 Main Street.
April 4, IN?:.

wm t

Ilussian-Turkisli War

Of all kinds.

Shoes

at LAW

AND

“Inventors

Market.

OF

The Best in Use.

Call and See the Finest

Geo. G. Well’s New Variety Store,

COUNSELLOR

IFICNo.28.

Pure

IN

EMERY BOARDMAN

'•<11’>

—AT—

&

i-tiiui

Forts.

.1 /'/*/.

BEFORE

TACKLE, HOOKS, LINES, etc.,

No. 13 High St.,

Ho

ill 111"

OF ALL K IN US.

Confectionery.

Tobacco and

il lia<

CON FECTIONER Y

New Masonic Block,

Paper Ware.

Best Assortment of

asu!
Risturin^ 1‘aiiit.

CHARLES E.
MANCFACTCRKR

Telegraph Building) High Street,

SOFT.

Assortment

(Wi-ifur

knives and

otla«*r

KINDS

KINDS OF

Fruit and

the LARGEST and

EVERY

Citron, Sage* Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

Herring, Yar-

SPECIALTY.

suit,
<juantityin to
the

v

Iehi,

Bloaters, Finnan
Haddies, Kippered

Pickles and Catsup Opposite
BY” TIIE GALLON.

AND

Introduced fur

Cleanin'/ ami Po!i<!iin<r

Spices.

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,

mouth

Bond’s Boston Bread COLLINS' Fish

ALL

r

California Salmon, Smoked and
Pickled
Smoked Halibut,

J-;\Ur

m.
;«>!•.

KsriMOM \i s.

Ur.

Dried and Green.

Sounds,

i; E S T

Oat Meal and Graham.

Fruits,

Napes,

KERO SINE OIL

EVERY' STYLK.

ever

I

Canned Goods of all Kinds.

NICE.

Halibut Heads, Fins &

Belfant. M.,

Ft. Pi. EDDY.

SOAP.

Tin, Copper, Metal

JELLIES OF

Mackerel,

Blork,

Olfice honrs, s to 1 •_*
r.
u., :,:*n to
nations and Consultation-, l.itOto

sii

Full Line Choice
LOT OF NICE

DENTIST.

Hayford

■■

Pollock 2 l-2c per lb.

F. W. COLLINS
just, received choice selected stock of all
kinds of Fish for Fall and Winter trade.
HAS

UK Lb

S7

S/

No. 76State St.,opposiie

The Host S-UJ.

l\,e,\

Cheese, It"the. Pi,-l ies,

puoddy

LOMBARD.

G. W. STODDARD. D.D.S

ron

HAND

MINERAL

AS

ms,

P.

d

KITCHEN

AND

Coffees, Sinjars.
Jiaisin.i,

Extra

ciiocki;

ALSO DEALER IN

SUCH

Herring &c.

The market affords.

For Sale in Belfast by W. O..P001* & Son
and R. H. Moody.
iy‘28

12

Fancy Groceries,

Vinegar,

Teas and Coffees!

2m

For ssile

F. B. SWIFT

OF

DRY GOD,

PORK, LARD,FISH

Office and Depot,

CIGAR M AN UFACTURFR HOUSEKEEPERS

ME.

KISH !
Bottom

Homeoiui tlilr tied icitie t o.
New York.
by all llrussists,

Humphreys’

HALL & COOPER.
Belfast, Sept. 19, lfi>77.

ALL KINDS

il. and l.i l it tFV»

FAMILY CASES.
Case, Morocco, with above 35 large vials and
Manual of directions.$10.00
0.00
Case Morocco, of 20 large ials. and Book,
These remedies are sent b> the ease
ot
the
single ho\ or vial, to any part
country, tree of cliarse, on receipt ot
Address
price.

CASH!

can

find it

PLASTER.

& Common Lime,
Sea-Sand and Hair

mistake about it.

All freight must l»« aeomipuiii-d by BPh of I,a
ing in duplicate. All treigii- bills must be paid 01
i*. I.aM., Agent
delivery of good>.
Belfast, < let Si, 1>; ;

....

Lowest IPrice.

-A N D-

SELL

Barrels of the Best Brand ever ottered
for sale in this city, just received and for

White

KATAHDIN.
Capt. Wm R. Ro.x

Will leave Belfast for Boston ev» rv Mondav, \\
nesday, and F riday, at o’clock 1' M Connie-!
ing Moday, October
Returning, w ill lea. < B
ton rvt-r) Monday,
Wedm>da\ and Friday
o’clock 1’. M
Passengers lor up River will tak. tin- Boat I'u,
day, Thursday and >aturday mornings, from

suppressed,

BELFAST.

CALCINED

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt. J P. Johnson,

•1411

Noe.
Cures.
Cents.
25
1. Fevers, Congestion, Intbiminations,
2. Worms, Worm Fe\cr. Worm r.nic.
25
3. C'ryiilSf-rnlie, or Teeihmg of Infants,. 25
2:.
4. Diarrlitea, of Childr-m or Adults,
5. Dysentery, Gripinu, Bilious Colic,
fi. Cholera-vVorbiis, Vomiting.25
25
7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.
25
8. Neuralgia, Tdothache. F.i< cache,
Si.
k
1I.
25
adach<\ Vertigo,
i) Headaches,
25
10. I)y«pep*ia. Biliou*- Stomach,
25
or
Painful
11.
Periods,
; criods.25
12. 'Whites, too
25
13. Croup. Cough, Difficult Brcathim:.
25
14. Salt ICIieiini, Erysipelas Ktuptioiie.
25
15. Rheumatism, Kin innaiic f’.iins.
5n
10. Fever and Ague, chili Fever, Agnes,
.50
17. Piles, blind or blm diug
5c
18. Oplithnliiiy, and Sore or Weak Eyes,
5c
Id. Catarrh, acute or chronic, Influenza,
5c
20. Whooping-Cough. violent coughs,
50
21. Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
5<
22. Far DisehaI'ge*. impaired hearing,
51
23. Scrofula, enlarged glands. Swellings,
r>o
2t. General Debility. Physical Weakness,
50
25. Dropsy and scanty Secretions,
50
20. Sea-sickness, sickness from riding,
27. Kidney-Disease, Gravel.50
28. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness, 1 (mi
..50
2d. sore Boutli. Canker,
30. l'rinary Weakness, wetting tin* bed, 50
50
31. Painful Periods, orwitb Spasms,
1 on
32 Disease of Heart, palpitations, etc.
on
1
3-3. Fpilepsey, Spasms, Sr. Vitus’ Dance,
5<>
34. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat,
35. Chronic Congestion* and Eruptions, 5n

Cement Cement!

FINE

LOWELL

for the Fall of 1877.

la general use for tweni y years.
Everywhere proved the most sAFK,

specific the well tried p« c«i:riptton ot
an eminent physician.

they

CASH ?

AND

Arrangements

DE3MTIST

known. They are Just what
the people w ant, s« > ins' t i»i<\ moneyl
sickness ami siitrerinsr.
Every single

THOMPSON 4 SON..

sale at the

BOSTON

C.

...

f

CO

-FOR-—

HUMPHREYS*
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
(

Goods. &c., &c.

St.,

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

Been

Bed and Table Casters,

•

Awful Low Prices!

Leathers,

Children's Carriages,

Can Sell Goods at such

And

WELLS

CURES

Flower Pots, Lap-hoards,

Upholstery

B. C. Dinsmore & Son

Store!

G.

THE MILD POWER

Ware,

Curtains and Fixtures, Tassels,

I HAT MAKES THE DISCO! NT!

puzzle

■

medicines

CASH

It is a

Attained.

that it has no rival and is T!IK ONLY PF.KKK« I
CHI KN NOW IN I SK.
SIMPSON A MKUKILL.
<*tt
Sea rsjort, Maine.

Brackets,

C-A-S-H-!

VERY

GEO.

Butter-making al Last

in

tin- Patent Kight to umnu
ubov Churn in Waldo

Picture Frames. Picture Cord and Knot's,

and bring the

sure

Agent, Brooksville; Benj Ryder, Agent, Islesbur.
Tilden, Agenr, Castine.
W.M B. 8 WAN, (General Agent
Belfast, October, 1877.

P ERF ELI

purchased
facture and *ell tinHAVING

at our

and Glass

Steamers.
Also Fridays at J o’clock I*. M.
Connects with Boston steamers going West M<
days, Wednesdays ami Fridays.
Fare —Ballast to Brooksville, $l.oo; to Castine an
Islesboro,75c; Brooksville t<» Belfast,
; Casm
and Islesboro to Belfast, 75c.
tt/CFreight taken at fair rates.
Howard Conant, Agent, Belfast, Win. W;i>

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

PRICES.

Wooden Ware,

if you will call

their goods and prices,

see

A

Variety

PIPES.

Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties, we take
pleasure iu ottering it tohairvmen, in lull confidence

Glass Preserve Jars,

a

1ST E W

Success

other goods

bought

Leave Belfast, Sanford Y\ harf.for Brooksville, tou< 1,
ing at Castine and Islesboro, every Tuesday an,.
Saturday at o'clock A. M., (or on arrival of Bom-...

CHTJRN !

Assortment

some

Store at LOW

Has removed his Stock of

WATCHMAKER 6 JEWELER,

We give below a list of
that can always be

Crockery, China

FRED W. POTE,

No. 3 Pierce’s Block,

Complete

FURNITURE, CASKETS &C,

Fresh Confectionery and Nuts

Boots

our

o F—

Canned Fruits and Delicacies for the sick always
on hand.
And the Largest and Best Stock of’

ALL KINDS FISH

HEIRVEY,

Iii addition to

On and after
lows: Leave Brooksville for Belfast every Mouiia<.
and Wednesday at 11 o’clock A.M., Castine 11.
V
M., and Islesboro at Vi 15 I*. M.
Steamer
will
the
make
a
round
Fridays
trip, lea\
ing Brooksville at 75*0 A. M Castine 7 45 A. M., and
Islesboro at v.to, A. M. Returning—Leave Belfa>.T
at 'i 1’. M. Will also leave Brooksville and Cast in*at 4.:«) r M.

THE EUREKA

FLOOIMiOOM !

FOK

QUEEN

Capt. K1SKD A.GILMORt,
Monday, October J:M, will run a* f.,;

perfectly pure and healthy article for

a

WATER

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET
OF

RUBBERS!

A SPECIALTY.

To be found in this

is

By using this piping all risks ot s toppage of supply
by rust or poisoning by lead is rernoued. For sale
by
A, D FRENCH.
l»r;.
dot!
Belfast, April

Six Floors, having neurit

or

MAY

Geo. E.

Rubber Coated Pipe.

in Belfast.

seen

THE ONLY

HIGH GRADES OF

Ferguson & Littlefield. «Tas. W. Claris
CALVIN

Buildings,

DINSMORE & SON

OYSTE RS

Patent Vulcanized

occupy the whole of Two Large

now

^ 1ST ID

You

Excellent Oysters Served in all

OF

-o-

We

Pote’s Saloon.

IN

St-

Ever

Stock

an enormous

SALE

FOR

For Sale, the HOMESTEAD of tin* late
CLAUA DAT1'EltSOX, at the Head ol the
Tide, Belfast, consisting of a storv-and-a-half
110 U S E. M A B L K. a n d o n e A C K E o f E A N D.
For terms apply to the Subscriber, or Jo Wm. U.
Yoclkk, Belfast.
L. K. PITCH KK, Administrator.
Bel fast, Oct.
1 srr.
1 w 1S*

TJ1HIS

BUY

—A T-

IN

STOCK

STEAMER

NEW

RETURNING,

HOUSE

-OF

Display

Autumnal Fruits

Street,

FURNITURE!
They have

Collins’ Voltaic Plasters give tin- best satisfaction
here of anything that has been tried for Lameness and
Weakness of the Back. Please send more right away.
JAM I S LEWIS.
15liyant, III., June If., 1877.

A

High

Ayn

Weaknesses.

Be careful to obtain Collins’ Voltaic Plaster, a
combination of Electric and Voltaic Plates, with a highly Medicated Plaster, as seen in tlie above cut. Sold
bv all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the
United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER,
Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

on

farm contains seventy-tiv e acres, bein? well watered and fenced with
with
stone,
very convenient farm buildings in fair
condition. There is on the farm five hundred young
and thrifty apple trees, bearing as choice iruit as
grows iu tile County. Also one hundred and seventy
live acres of tillage, pasture and wood land ut a short
distance from the above. The whole making a very
desirable stock or dairv farm, there having been kept
on this place au average of fifteen cows and three
horses for the last ten years. Any person desiring
the above can buy it cheap by calling on the subscriber on the premises.
\V. H. PAUL.
Belfast, Oct. 17, 1877.—tf 15

LARGEST STORE.

39 Main

Wooden and

To be Found at 24

Makes the following statement:

Severe Pain.

NEW

LOW PRICES!

Furniture Warns!

IT IS THE

HARD

-A T—-

provements to their

39 Main

Enlarged Spleen.

Splendid

the additions and im-

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Farm for Sale
Belfast, lour miles from the
INcity, the South road leading Belfast, Castinc, Brooksvillc & Islr.sborc.
to Belmont and Lincohiville. Saiu

Would like to have every one, whether
wishing to purchase or not, call
and examine the

SOAPS!

MILLINERY!

Having completed

CURES._ YOU WILL BUY!

This is to certify that I have* been using your Collins*
■Voltaic Plasters for Enlargement of the Spleen and
Depression in the Stomach, and they have given me
I
more relief than any other remedy 1 have ever used.
would highly recommend them to all suffering from
the effects of pain and inflammation.
J. W. SELLS.
Pickering, Mo.. .Tune 28, P77.

is Your Time.

It will pay you well to call and examine
my Stock of

never saw

In cleaning out the rubbish of the Brooklyn
Theatre, recently, the workmen found two silver
watches and a ring. One watch was identified as
the property of Professor Panormo. the music
teacher who was murdered four years ago by some
young ruffians, who waylaid him.

COLLINS'
VOLTAIC PLASTER

Is What Does the Business !

and Cider

a

Gnc of the social stars of Paris is rebuked by a
friend, who says, sternly: "Cora, if I were vou I
should be afraid of having bad luck. The
way you
neglect your poor old blind father is awful, and
you so rich now." "Neglect, him ? Why, you arc
mistaken.” "No I ain’t. Isn’t he beggiug at a
street corner uot half a mile from here ?” "Well,
and every time I pass don’t 1 give him a
penny V

Eac h package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, and full directions lor use in all eases. Price
$1.00. For sale by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists
and Dealers throughout the United States and Canadas.
WEEKS & POTTER. General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Mass.

Custom Work.

The Indiana papers are making a great fuss
about a man in Valparaiso who recently picked up
a horse and carried it across the street*
The Bur
lington Ifawkeve rather sooffs at the idea. "It is
easy enough," it says, "to pick up a horse if you
know how. The best way is to let the lines -ret
under liis tail, and then lift. And it will surprise
you ♦« see how easily you ean raise the horse clear
over \ho dashboard and into
your lap.”
<'onnectieut
little boy, six
years old. was seen to‘whisper, but denied doing
so when
reproved by the teacher: he was told to
remain after school, when the teacher, trying to
impress upon his youthful mind the sinfulness of
not speaking the truth, asked him if
they did not
tell him in the Sunday school where bad boys went
who told falsehoods. Choking with sobs lie said:
“Yes, marm, it is a place where then* is a tire, but
I don’t just remember the name of the town."

Messrs. Weeks & Potter, Wholesale Druggists. Boston, Mass.: Gentlemen,—l have for some months felt It a
duty that I owe to suffering humanity to write you,
Etating the great benefit that I have derived from the
use or Sanford’s Radical Cube for Catarrh. For
more than 20 years I have been afflicted with this very
troublesome complaint. I have tried all the remedies
that I could find, but without material or permanent
benefit. Last fall the disease bad arrived at that state
that I must have relief or d ie. The entire membranous
system had become so inflamed, and the stomach so
disordered, that it was a doubtful matter whether I
could go to the Pacific coast, or if I did go whether i
should live to come back or not. I saw an advertisement of this medicine, and although being very incredulous about specifics or nostrums of auy kind, yet in
sheer desperation I tried this, and was at once benefited
by it. The changes of climate, a chronic diseuse of the
liver, and my age —over 70—may prevent mv entire
restoration, but the benefit L derive from its daily use
is to me invaluable, and i am hoping to be completely
cured, and at last arrive at a respectable old age.
11 this statement of my case can be of any service to
those afflicted as I have been, and enable you to bring
this remedy into more general use, e~p< ially on the
Pacific coast (where it is much ncedeuj.my object in
writing this note will he obtained.
HENRY v El 1 S.
Very truly yours.
of Wells, Furgo & Co.
Aurora, N. Y., June, lsTG.

CAS H!!!

Pure Cider and

Custom Work done to Order in the most Desirable manner. Fit and Workmanship guaranteed.

As lie watched tin* merchant
pace his store with cast-down eyes, he shook his
head. “Poor fellow." said the tramp.
*1 feel for
him. Note to pay and ten cents to do it with. Ah.
gentlemen, fortune cannot smile noon us all. but.
1 tell you. it is a precious thing to know how vou
stand every Saturday night. Ah. yes," he said with
a sigh, “that poor fellow is doomed to bear burdens
which we know nothing of.” [Turner's Falls Reporter.

amusing incident occurred in
district school a few days since. A

INVALUABLE.

P R ICES !

LOWEST

tramp.

Au

QUCCESS is the test of merit, and success in the treatO ment of Catarrhal Aliections, after so many miserable failures, means undoubted specific curative properties in the remedy used. Does Sanford's Radical
Cuke for Catarrh possess such properties? The evidence, in the shape of unsolicited testimonials from the
most respectable people in all stations of life, must he
conclusive on this point. Never, we believe, in the history of popular medicines lias such valuable testimony
been offered, freely offered, in favor of any remedy than
that m ti>e possession of the proprietors of Ban ford’s
Radical Cukk. And valuable as it is.it does not represent a thousandth part, of the recommendations which
are to-day offered by friends to friends in its favor. People of wealth and refinement in all parts of the country
daily admit its superiority over any method of cure
known to the regular medical profession, but shun the
; publicity incidental to a published statement. Hence
in our possession represent but a small
j the testimonials
| partc.f those withheld for the reason mentioned. The
following unsolicited testimonial from Henry Wills,
Esq., of Wells. Fargo & Co.’s Express, is an outspoken
indorsement of which we are Justly proud.

Suits!

The forest dors n**t perish with us in America,
in Pants and Vests, all Wool, $4.50
as it does in
England, with a simple change from ;
Here the green gives place to a
green to russet.
QUITS in Coats, Pants and Vests, at $8.00,
golden olive, and this tint afterwards t<> a variety QC
A %J j $10. '. $12.00 and $14.00, per Suit.
of colors, defying the resources of the painter's
A Full Assortment of
palette. After a few sharp frosts our New Eng
land woodlands go into masquerade
a regular
carnival; the sugar maple appears in a suit of
rosy gold, the hickory dons a rich straw color, the
AT LOW PRICES.
swamp maple is seen in carmine, the oak in royal
purple, the beech in silver sheen, and cverv shrub
and vine in some fantastic livery. Only tlie sober
pin*- and hemlock retain tln ir wonted garb of
The American autumn m our latitude is a
green.
a panorama of
long, brilliant holiday
delight.
We have the LARGEST STOCK and
[ American Cultivator.

was a

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

ALWAYS

J.C.TMM.,1

with

at the

Cheaper than the Cheapest!

He

Successfully Treated

and dents

FURNISHING GOODS!

CASH!!

EYE, EAR, and THROAT

Fall and Winter Goods!

11' tradition proves correct, Kev. Mr. Abercrom
bie of Pelham was fond of a practical joke. A
Church Committee was once appointed to reprove
him for drinking too much. and. warned of their
coming, the erring pastor told his wife to prepare
the lirst round of flip, which eve n this Committee
would expect, with equal parts of rum and water,
the next with more rum, and the next mostly rum.
As a consequence, near sunrise the next morning
two of the Committee managed to reach their
homes, but the third lay prone on the tloor, unable t(. stir from tin- elfects of the flip, until broad
daylight. At the adjourned church meeting, when
this Committee made their report, it is said they
made a very concise report of their visit to the
pastor, and the kindly way in which he received
the reproof, by reporting: “We have called on
the pastor as directed, and he gave us Christian
satisfaction.”

It boasts are ever made about old wines that
have tickled the palate, they had better not be
made in the presence of a Frenchman named
Berthelot. He recently opened a Mask of wine
more than sixteen hundred
years old. The glass
bottle holding tin* precious liquid was found hermetically sealed in what was a Komuu hun ingplacc near Arles. France. The wine was a brown
isli color, and tasted as if it had been boiled in eon
tact with some fatty substance.
Archaeologists
declare that the peculiarly-shaped bottle was made
during the period of the lirst occupation of Caul
by the Homans.
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The other (lay a groceryman at Vallejo gave a
large partv. it which the daughter of the carriage
painter who lived next door created a decided Kennation. It wan not that she was more handsomely
attired than the other ladies present, but that
when she gyrated in the •‘dance of death” she
was observed to display the only pair of pink silk
stoekiugs in the room. She left the house fora few
moments at the
expiration of the dance, and in
the next waltz exhibited a pair of light-blue dittoes
An hour later her crushed and exasperated female
friends beheld these supplemented by further hose
of a delicate chocolate shade. And so it went on
until her miserable rivals determined to follow her
the next time she disappeared.
They traced her
to her father's paint-shop in tin* hack yard, where
she was discovered, hriinh in hand, an’d about ornamenting her nether extremities with a tinal artistic coat of light salmon. The exulting spies
rushed back with the damaging news, but it was
too late. The men were all too tight to understand,
the music had gone home and the lights were be
ing put out. Thus it is that fraud and duplicity
triumph, while honest simplicity walks around
with a darn on its calf and a hole in its heel. [San
Francisco Post.
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Heath i> a friend of ours, ami he who is not
ready
to entertain him is not at home.
[Bacon.
How
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best chew or smoke that can be had.
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When Francis (1 ranger was Postmaster (ieneral.
he used to take great pleasure in heading oil'm
competent office seekers by producing the neat and
well-arranged books of the then tinancial officer of
the department, the genial John Marron. and ask
ing the applicant if he coni'* keep accounts as
neatlv as these were kept. The question never
failed to prove a settler. Judge C’ollamer, on as
sinning t!i«* charge of the department, having
previously been a member of < ongress. was already acquainted with some of the clerks, w hom
he had met in the course of business, and one day.
when contemplating some removals, he had called
before him. among others. Mr. Marr. at present
chief clerk of the Appointment Office. In a half
serious, half joval manner, the judge said
“Well. Mr. Marr, do you think the department
could get along without you
The quick answer was evidently free from much
apprehension of danger: “I don't know how that
may be. judge: but I know that I couldn’t net
along very well without the department."
He was retained. The dull routine of office was
often enlivened by repartee.
Dundas. sometimes
called “tin- Karl." was perhaps the bigger wag. lie
in
the
mild
ami staid John
rallying
delighted
Smith as having been one of the brave militia at
the "liladensburg races." Said he. “The red e<»at>
got a little the better of you at first, but you beat
them o<
/'•/<./
[Harper’s Magazine for

Not unto

our

New

Post uhfh/k Hcmoks. Tin* following amusing
reminiscences of the Post-office Department at
Washington are sent to us by a gentleman who

thee! I love thee! bring Higher
Thy spirit, thy kisses, to mine!

aiv

device succeeded, and the sufferer went away
satisfied.

It suits

I love

•levs

Hrighaui Young used to be noted for his inge
nuitv in evading a difficulty, it is said that a
disciple strong in the faith once lost a leg. and
prayed him to have another supplied by miraculous growth. The prophet answered that lie could
command another to grow, of course, but begged
his petitioner to consider how awkward it would
be to walk around heaven with three legs, when
the other saints there would have only two! The

bettir

sign!

Thought

some cows.

dying.

How the shadow still follows the sun:
There is naught upon earth, no desire.
Wurth a thought, though't were had by

Jewels of

A Londoner who is the happy possessor of some
meadows on the banks of the Thames,
keeps there
One morning his dairy-maid Drought
him a letter which she said was tied to the tail of
one of the cows.
On opening it he found it contained a three penny piece and the following pen
ciled memorandum: “To the owner of this cow
—Sir: For the last hour we have been trviug at
various houses to purchase some milk, kaving
been unsuccessful, wo took the liberty of extract
ing a soda-water bottle full from the bearer. Please
accept our thanks for the same."

in Scribner's Magazine.
N ot the least of the charm of camping out is your
camp fire at night. What an artist! What pictures are boldly thrown or faintly outlined upon
the canvas of the night!
Every object, every attitude of your companion is striking and memorable.
You see effects and groups every moment that yon
would give money to be able to carry away with
you in enduring form. How the shadows leap,
and skulk, and hover about! Light and darkness
are in perpetual tilt and warfare, with first the one
unhorsed, then t he other. The friendly and cheer
ing tire, what acquaintance we make with it! We
had almost forgotten there was such an element,
we had so long km wu its dark offspring, heat.
Now we see the wild beauty uncage and note its
How surely it creates its
manner and temper.
own draft and sets the currents’going, as force
and enthusiasm always will! It carves itself a
chimney out of the fluid and houseless air. A
friend, a ministering angel in subjection; a fiend,
a fury, a monster, ready to devour the world if un
governed By day it burrows in the ashes and
sleeps: at night it comes forth and sits upon its
throne of rude logs, and rules the camp a sover
eigu queen.
Near camp stood a tall, ragged vellow birch, its
partially cast off bark hanging in crisp sheets or
dense rolls.
“That tree needs the barber." said Aaron, “and
shall have a call from him to-night
So after dark he touched a match iuto it and we
saw the flames creep up and wax iu
fury until the
whole tree and its main branches stood wrapped
in a sheet of roaring flame. It was a wild and
striking spectacle, and must have advertised our
camp to every nocturnal creature iu the forest.
What does the camper think about when lounging around the tireaa*t night! .Not much—of the
sport of the day, of the big fish he lost and might
have saved, of the distant settlement, of to-morrow's plans. An owl hoots off iu the mountain
and he thinks of him: if a wolf were to howl or
a panther to scream he would think of him the
rest of the night.
As it is, things flicker and
hover through his mind, and he hardly knows
whether it is the past or the present that possesses him.
Certain it is he feels the hush and
solitude of’ the great forest, and whether he will
or not. all his musings are in some way east upon
that huge background of the night. Unless he is
an old camper-out there w ill be an under-current
of dread or half tear.
.My companion said he could
not help but feel all the time that there might to
be a sentinel out there pacing up and down. One
seems to require less sleep in the woods, as it the
ground and the unteuipered air rested and re
freshed him sooner. The balsam and the hemlock
heal his aehes very quickly. If one is awakened
often during the night, as he invariably is. lie does
not feel that sediment <»t sleep in his mind next
day that he does when the same interruption oe
curs at home; the boughs have drawn it all out of

The tide was ebbing on the strand,
And stooping low its silver crest,
The crimson seaweed lay at rest
l'pon the amber-ribbed sand:
Dashed o’er the rocks and on the shore
h lung parting wreaths of
pearly spray,
Then tied away : yet turned once more*
And sent a sight across the
bay,
W though it could not bear to
go.
Ah! well, it causeth sorrow
To part with those we love
below,
Vet thitherward the tide shall flow
To-morrow!
I
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